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JavaScript Search Framework V0.9 (Legacy) Home
The Coveo JavaScript Search Framework allows developers to easily deploy and customize a feature-rich client-side search interface in any web
page, application, or standalone site to present results from a Coveo Cloud or on-premises index. The Coveo JavaScript Search Framework is
also bundled with other Coveo products such as Coveo for Salesforce and Coveo for Sitecore. 

The Coveo JavaScript Framework is essentially a block of HTML and CSS defining a layout to organize a set of components. Components such
as a search box, facets, tabs, or result sort options are used as building blocks to define your search interface (see ). You can add,Components
remove, move, and customize components within the page. The components are defined in HTML using a special syntax allowing you to modify a
set of options. Components also expose JavaScript APIs allowing you to perform more advanced customization. 

The JavaScript Search Framework space contains working examples and detailed reference documentation for basic and advanced functionality. 

To get up and running with this framework start with  !Getting Started with the JavaScript Search Framework V0.9

If you have questions, you can use our public Q&A site available at  .answers.coveo.com

Example:
The following screen capture shows an  out-of-the-box search page that comes connected to a demo index.All.html

Getting Started with the JavaScript Search Framework V0.9
The Coveo JavaScript Search Framework is a library written in pure JavaScript that allows building visually rich, full-featured search interfaces.
These interfaces can work either in standalone or be integrated seamlessly to any website.

To set up a search interface

Download the Coveo JavaScript Search Framework package (see  ).Downloading
Extract its contents to an arbitrary folder.
Among the extracted files, load  in your favorite web browser.All.html
Validate that a fully working search interface is displayed in the browser's window.

https://answers.coveo.com
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The contents of the package

The Coveo JavaScript Search Framework package is composed of the following files:
/css
/fonts
/image
/js
/lib
/templates
All.html
MobileAll.html
Email.html
MobileEmail.html
... 

Most of the above subfolders contain resources used by the Search Framework, such as the   and   folders.css js

The HTML files at the root of the package demonstrate samples of full-features search pages for various types of repositories (Email, SharePoint,
Lithium, etc.). When creating custom search pages, it is possible to combine elements from multiple repositories into a single search page.

Behind the scenes: how it works

While viewing the source of a sample search page (like  , you might realize that it's composed of all the HTML tags and syntax thatAll.html)
you're already familiar with. Actually, a search interface is composed of nothing more than standard HTML tags decorated with special   and id cl

 attributes. Those attributes tell the Search Framework library which components to instantiate, which features they support and how to renderass
them in the page.

Let's look at the   section of  :head All.html

the two   elements tell the browser to render the page using the UTF-8 charset as well as the latest version of the IE enginemeta
(assuming that IE is used).
the first 3   elements are used to include:script

the Search Framework's dependencies (see ).Dependencies
the Search Framework's main library ( ).CoveoJsSearch.js
the generated search result templates (see ).Result Templates

the   element is used to include the stylesheet of a full-featured search interface. Indeed, you can write your own stylesheets tolink
customize the appearance of a search interface.
the last   element is used to:script

set up a REST API endpoint, which points to a sample Coveo index (see ).Endpoints
initialize a search interface by creating all the required components described under the element with the   equal to   (i.id search

In previous versions, the package contained a  file with support for a few different repositories, each in a separated .Search.html Tab
This has now changed so that each supported repository is now in a separate file.
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e. the   element).body

<head>
  <title>Coveo Search</title>
  <!-- Render this document using the UTF-8 charset as well as 
  the latest version of the IE engine -->
  <meta charset='utf-8'>
  <meta http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible" content="IE=edge" />
  <!-- Include:
  -the Search Framework's dependencies
  -the Search Framework's main library
  -the generated search result templates
  -the stylesheet for a full-featured search interface
  -->
  <script src="js/CoveoJsSearch.Dependencies.js"></script>
  <script src="js/CoveoJsSearch.js"></script>
  <script src='templates/generated.js'></script>
  <link rel="stylesheet" href="css/CoveoFullSearch.css" />
  <script type="text/javascript">
    $(function () {
      /* Set up a REST API endpoint, which points to a sample Coveo index */
      Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.configureSampleEndpoint();
      
      /* Initialize a search interface component, as well as all its child components
*/
      $('#search').coveo('init');
    });
  </script>
</head>

Now, let's look at the body section of  :All.html

the   element has a   attribute equal to  , which means that it instantiates a body class CoveoSearchInterface SearchInterface
.Component

the hyperlink elements with a   attribute equal to   instantiates a .class CoveoTab Tab Component
the   elements instantiate the various components that are part of a search interface, depending on their   attribute:div class

CoveoSettings: a button to customize the search interface settings.
CoveoSearchBox: a  used to enter search keywords and perform a query.SearchBox Component
CoveoFacet: a   for filtering search results by a specific field.Facet Component
CoveoShareQuery: a   component for sharing a link to a specific query.ShareQuery
CoveoQuerySummary: a   to provide the number of results for a query.QuerySummary Component
CoveoQueryDuration: a   to provide the execution time of a query.QueryDuration Component
CoveoSort: a   component to allow sorting search results by a specific order (Date, Relevance).Sort
CoveoHiddenQuery: a   component to display the hidden part of a query.HiddenQuery
CoveoDidYouMean: a   to display query suggestions.DidYouMean Component
CoveoErrorReport: an   component that displays any error that occurred while executing a query.ErrorReport
CoveoResultList: a   that displays the actual search results.ResultList Component
CoveoPager: a   used to browse through search result pages.Pager Component

The head section of All.html
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<!-- Instantiate a SearchInterface component -->
<body id="search" class="CoveoSearchInterface" data-enable-history="true"
data-hide-until-first-query="true">
    ...
    <!-- Display a Tab component for each content section (All, Files, Board, Message,
Topic) -->
    <a class="CoveoTab" data-id="All" data-caption="All"
data-icon="coveo-sprites-documentType-unknown_x16" />
    ...
    <!-- Display a Settings component for customizing search interface settings -->
    <div class="CoveoSettings" data-include-in-menu=".CoveoShareQuery"></div>
    ...
    <!-- Display a SearchBox component for entering the search keywords. This also 
    automatically displays a SearchButton component. -->
    <div class="CoveoSearchBox" data-activate-omnibox="true"></div>
    ...
    <!-- Display a Facet component for each field that we want to filter results with
-->
    <div class="CoveoFacet" data-title="Type" data-field="@objecttype"
data-allow-toggling-operator="true" data-show-icon="true" data-tab="All,Dev"></div>
    ...
    <!-- Display a SearchQuery component to provide a link necessary to share a
specific query -->
    <div class="CoveoShareQuery"></div>
    <!-- Display a Breadcrumb component -->
    <div class="CoveoBreadcrumb"></div>
    ...
    <!-- Display the number of results -->
    <span class="CoveoQuerySummary"></span>
    <!-- Display the duration of the query -->
    <span class="CoveoQueryDuration"></span>
    <!-- Section where sorting options are displayed -->
    <span class="coveo-sort-section">
    ...
      
    <!-- Display a HiddenQuery component to show the hidden part of the query -->
    <div class="CoveoHiddenQuery"></div>
    <!-- Display a DidYouMean component to provide query correction suggestions -->
    <div class="CoveoDidYouMean"></div>
    <!-- Display an ErrorReport component to log any error that occurs -->
    <div class="CoveoErrorReport" data-pop-up='true'></div>
      
    <!-- Display a ResultList component to show the actual search results -->
    <div class="CoveoResultList" data-wait-animation="fade">
        <!-- Display search results using the ForumMessage custom template -->
        <script class="result-template" type="text/x-underscore-template">
          <%= loadTemplate('ForumMessage', raw.sourcetype == "Lithium") %>
        </script>
    </div>
    
    <!-- Display a Pager component to browse through search result pages -->
    <div class="CoveoPager"></div>
    ...
</body>

The body section of All.html (stripped-out version)
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To get a fully working search interface, you don't have anything more to do. Just add the components that you need to a standard HTML page
and the Coveo JavaScript Search Framework will take care of binding everything to the search interface. It's as easy as that!

What's next

Learn more about the advanced customizations and possibilities offered by the Coveo JavaScript Search Framework by reading the Core
 page.Concepts

Downloading

Official Builds

You can download the latest official version of the Coveo JavaScript Search Frameword v0.9 UI using the following URL: 

http://productupdate.coveo.com/go?product=jssearch&v=ind&mv=0.9

More information:

JavaScript Search V0.9 - Release Notes
Getting Started with the JavaScript Search Framework V0.9

Snapshot Builds

You can also get the snapshots versions of our current development builds using the following URL:

http://www.coveo.com/go/download.aspx?product=jssearchunstable&pkg=javascript&v=ind&mv=0.9

 

 

Basic Customizations
This page quickly describes how to perform some of the most common customizations in a search page.

Changing the Tabs at the Top of the Search Page

Tabs allow you to split your search content in different sections, for example to regroup some items together with a common set of facets. Each
tab is a separate instance of the . Customizing tabs is done by adding and removing instances of this component in your searchTab Component
page.

To find where tabs are defined in your search page, look for the  string.CoveoTab

Some Coveo products such as the  and  Integrations include a bundled version of the Coveo JavaScript Search UI.Salesforce Sitecore
Refer to their respective spaces for more information.

You should use snapshot builds only to validate fixes or try out new features advertised through , our blogs, etc.answers.coveo.com
They are not tested before being put online, and might not be fully operational.

For kittens sake, do not use those builds in production.

Example:
 Here are tabs in a typical search page:

<a class="CoveoTab" data-id="All" data-caption="All"
data-icon="coveo-sprites-documentType-unknown_x16"></a>
<a class="CoveoTab" data-id="Files" data-caption="Files"
data-icon="coveo-sprites-documentType-txt_x16"
data-expression="@objecttype==("Attachment","File","HTML")'></a>
<a class="CoveoTab" data-id="Board" data-caption="Board"
data-icon="coveo-sprites-documentType-question_x16"
data-expression='@objecttype==("Board")'></a>

Suppose we want to add a new tab named Emails that displays only emails. We can do this by simply adding this line:

http://productupdate.coveo.com/go?product=jssearch&v=ind&mv=0.9
http://www.coveo.com/go/download.aspx?product=jssearchunstable&pkg=javascript&v=ind&mv=0.9
https://developers.coveo.com/display/Salesforce
https://developers.coveo.com/display/Sitecore/Coveo+for+Sitecore
http://answers.coveo.com/
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Refer to the Tab Component documentation for a complete list of the available options.

Tab Conditional Content

Often, the displayed facets will change depending on which tab is active. Some other parts of the search page might also be shown or hidden
depending on this condition, such as a custom chart, etc. Any HTML tag within the page can be made specific to one or several tabs using the da

 attribute.ta-tab

Changing the Facets

Facets are a very powerful way to display information about the results of a query, and also allows drilling down into results to find that elusive
piece of information. As everything else in a Coveo search page, a facet is an instance of a component, namely the  .Facet Component

To find where facets are defined in your search page, look for the  string.CoveoFacet

Many other options are available, refer to the Facet Component documentation for more information.

Identifying the Coveo JavaScript Search Version
You may want to identify the version of Coveo JavaScript Search that you currently have. 

<a class="CoveoTab" data-id="Emails" data-caption="Emails"
data-expression="@objecttype==Message"></a>

Let's analyze what we have just done. The tag we added sets several attributes:

data-id: This is the required unique ID for the tab. It is used to page sections that should only be displayed when this tab is active.
More on this in  below.Tab Conditional Content
data-caption: This is the caption of the tab.
data-expression: This is the filter expression that is applied when the tab is active.

Example:
 Here is how to declare a facet that is only displayed in our new Emails tab:

<div class="CoveoFacet" ... data-tab="Emails"></a>

Example:
Here is a typical list of facets defined in a search interface:

<div class="CoveoFacet" data-title="Type" data-field="@objecttype"
data-allow-toggling-operator="true" data-show-icon="true" data-tab="All,Dev"></div>
<div class="CoveoFacet" data-title="Category"
data-field="@licategoryshorttitle"></div>
<div class="CoveoFacet" data-title="Board" data-field="@liboardshorttitle"></div>

Each line defines a Facet. You can add or remove some, and reorder them easily. The following line adds a Facet that displays the list of
authors for the items returned by the query:

<div class="CoveoFacet" data-title="Author" data-field="@sysauthor"></div>

Here is a description of the options used:

data-title: The title of the facet.
data-field: The field whose values are displayed by the facet.
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Method 1 - From the Search Interface

Access the Coveo JavaScript Search interface with a browser such as Chrome that has Developer Tools installed. 
Open the Developers Tools (  key in Chrome).F12
Select the   tab. Console
At the Console prompt, type  , and then press  . Coveo.version Enter
The Coveo JavaScript Search  and  versions are displayed.library product
The  refer to the    version. Coveo JavaScript Search release notes product

Method 2 - From the Distribution Files

For an administrator or a developer, when you have access to the   distribution file or at the folder where Coveo JavaScriptCoveoJsSearch.zip

Search deployed: 

Using a text editor, open the   file. [JsSearch_Installation_Path]/js/CoveoSearch.js

Towards the beginning of the file, locate the  function, and note the version number.Coveo.version

Reference
This section regroups topics that exhaustively describe the various aspects of the JavaScript Search framework. 

Topics in This Section

Core Concepts
Conventions
Dependencies
Browser Support
Components
Events
State
jQuery Extension
Result Templates
Endpoints
Query Controller
ComponentOptions module

Example:
In the following capture made with Chrome, the  major version is  (beta), the minor version is , the build number is ,product 0 9 844
and the hotfix version is .0

 

 

Example:
In the following  file excerpt, [JsSearch_Installation_Path]/js/CoveoSearch.js the product major version is 0 (beta),
the minor version is 9, the build number is 844, and the hotfix version is 0.

(function (Coveo) {
    Coveo.version = {
        "lib": "0.9.591.6",
        "product": "0.9.844.0"
    };
})

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&context=4004
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Core Concepts

In this topic:
Components
Methods and Events
State

This page provides a quick overview of the various things needed to understand how the Coveo JavaScript Search Framework works.

Components

The Coveo JavaScript Search Framework is based on a set of components, each providing a specific visual functionality used in a search
interface. Components can be very simple, such as the  which causes new queries to be performed when its element is clicked, orSearchButton
quite complex, such as the  which allows drilling down within results using filters based on field values.Facet

Components are attached to an HTML element having well-known CSS classes to an element during initialization. Thus, to use a component, a
developer only needs to insert an HTML tag in the page with the appropriate CSS class.

A developer creates customized search interfaces by assembling the components he needs within an HTML page. No single component is
mandatory; you only need to include the one needed to get the functionality you are looking for. All the visual parts of a search interface such as
the query box, the list of results, the pager, etc. are in fact separate components that you can arrange and configure as you see fit.

Methods and Events

Most interactions with the components that make up the Coveo JavaScript Search Framework are performed by calling methods and listening for
events.

Methods are used to trigger actions such as performing a new search, selecting facet values, etc. Methods can easily be executed on
components bound to an HTML element using the   . coveo jQuery Extension

Events are triggered to signal specific conditions and to allow external code to execute and customize the behavior of the search interface.
They are regular DOM events so it's easy to listen for them using  or any other way to listen for DOM events. Most of the time, you'lljQuery   on
want to listen for those events on the root HTML tag of the search interface. Events typically provide event data that contains information about
the event and provide ways to interact with the framework.

Refer to the   section for more information. Events

State

The search interface has a state comprised of, among other things, the current query in the query box and the currently selected facets. When
browser history management is enabled (as it is typically the case in a full search page), this state is persistent in the browser query string.

When the user performs an action such as clicking a facet value, the state is automatically updated to reflect the change. Also, if the state is
changed through code or directly through the query string, the appropriate components will update their visual representation to reflect the
change.

The  provides an easy way to manipulate the state in external code.jQuery Extension

For more information, refer to the   section.State

Conventions

In this topic:
CSS Classes
Type Annotations
Default Argument Values
Callbacks

Examples:
One particularly interesting event is  . This event sends one object called  , which allows components to addbuildingQuery queryBuilder
data to the outgoing query.

Another interesting event is  , which, as its name implies, sends an object called  , which any component can accessquerySuccess results
and read data from.

http://api.jquery.com/on/
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Events#Events-buildingQuery
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Events#Events-querySuccess
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CSS Classes

The framework uses CSS classes as a way to automatically create components.

Whenever you see an HTML tag that contains a class name that begins with   (capital C) followed by an upper-camel-case componentCoveo
name, you can expect that this CSS class will transform the HTML tag into a complete component through the JavaScript code.

On the other hand, whenever you see an HTML tag with a class name that begins with   (lower-case c) followed by an hyphenated name,coveo
you can expect that this CSS class will only have a style impact on the HTML tag (visibility / color / font / alignment / etc).

Type Annotations

Throughout the documentation, function arguments, return values and class members will be annotated with types when appropriate. This is to
ease the understanding of the API. We use a colon after the entity to specify the type.

Default Argument Values

When a function argument is optional, its name will be followed by a   sign. If this argument provides a default value, it will be shown with an?
equal sign after the type. 

Callbacks

The Coveo JavaScript Library uses jQuery   and   to allow callers to take action once an asynchronous operation succeeds orDeferred Promises
fails (see the jQuery documentation  ).Category: Deferred Object

Dependencies

Important
The Coveo JavaScript Search Framework uses the   library extensively. Users who are not familiar with jQuery should refer to the jQuery jQue

.ry documentation

Example:

<div class='CoveoSomeComponentName'></div>

Example:

<div class='coveo-appearance-and-style'></div> 

Example:
A method taking a string as input and returning a number might look like:

function someMethod(argument:string):number

Example:
In ,  is optional, of boolean type, and its default value is .someMethod argument2 true

function someMethod(argument1:string, argument2?:bool = true)

http://api.jquery.com/category/deferred-object/
http://jquery.com/
http://api.jquery.com/
http://api.jquery.com/
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In this topic:
JavaScript Dependencies

List of JavaScript Dependencies
Including Required Libraries
Minified or Development Versions
Pre-Concatenated Versions

Stylesheets

JavaScript Dependencies

The Coveo Javascript Search Framework depends on several external JavaScript libraries that must be loaded within the page it is used in. For
convenience, these libraries are included in several formats in the  folder of the ZIP package containing the framework.js

List of JavaScript Dependencies

The JavaScript libraries that must be included are:

jQuery
Underscore
Globalize
L10N.js
jsTimezoneDetect
ModalBox.js (Coveo library)

If you intend to use either of the following template engines, you must also include them:

Handlebars
JsRender

Including Required Libraries

To include the required libraries, use the following script elements inside your page   section:<head>

<script src="js/jquery-1.9.1.min.js"></script>
<script src="js/underscore-1.4.4.min.js"></script>
<script src="js/globalize.min.js"></script>
<script src="js/l10n.js"></script>
<script src="js/jstz.min.js"></script>
<script src="js/ModalBox.js"></script>
<script src="js/CoveoJsSearch.min.js"></script>

Minified or Development Versions

For easier debugging, the ZIP package contains both development and minified versions of each library. To use the development version, remove
the   from the name of each JavaScript file. .min

Pre-Concatenated Versions

In some cases, you may want to reduce the number of separate scripts that are loaded by the browser. For this purpose, the ZIP package also
contains pre-concatenated versions of all the required dependencies:

Note: jQuery versions
The Coveo JavaScript Framework is developed and tested with the jQuery version included in the package. It is therefore recommended to
include and link this jQuery version in your page to eliminate risks of jQuery version related issues.

Like many websites, your web page may already need to include a version of jQuery that is different from the one bundled with the Coveo
JavaScript Framework. In this case, since it is not desirable and recommended to load two jQuery on the same page, you mayversions 
choose not to load the jQuery version bundled with the Coveo package.

It is however possible to load two versions of jQuery and use them independently (see ).Using Two Versions of jQuery in the Same Page

http://jquery.com/
http://underscorejs.org/
https://github.com/klaaspieter/jquery-global#globalize
https://github.com/eligrey/l10n.js/
https://bitbucket.org/pellepim/jstimezonedetect
http://handlebarsjs.com/
https://github.com/BorisMoore/jsrender
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<script src="js/CoveoJsSearch.WithDependencies.min.js"></script>

This file contains both the external libraries and the code for the Coveo JavaScript Search Framework. It does not contain the optional
dependencies such as Handlebars.

Another file is also available containing only the external libraries: 

<script src="js/CoveoJsSearch.Dependencies.min.js"></script>

Stylesheets

Stylesheets are also provided as part of the ZIP package to provide a default look that you can then customize by overriding the appropriate CSS
rules. The Coveo JavaScript Search Framework comes with two different stylesheets:

CoveoFullSearch.css is suitable for use on search pages where the search interface occupies the larger part of the available space.
CoveoMiniSearch.css is suitable for inserting smaller search widgets inside pages.

To include one of those stylesheets, use the following HTML:

<link rel="stylesheet" href="css/CoveoFullSearch.css"/>

You must not include both stylesheets within the same page.

 

Browser Support
The JavaScript Search Framework supports the following browsers:

Browser Supported Versions

Internet Explorer 11
 

Google Chrome Latest Version

Mozilla Firefox Latest Version

Safari Latest Version (on OS X, iOS, not on Windows no longer supported
)by Apple

 

The mobile version support:

Mobile Operating System Supported Versions

iOS 7, 8

Android 4.x

Components
Components are the building blocks of the Coveo JavaScript Search Framework. Each one

Internet Explorer (IE):

The Compatibility View mode used on Intranet Sites emulates an older IE version and is not supported by the Coveo
JavaScript Search Framework. Refer to How to use Compatibility View in Internet Explorer 9 for more information.
When an  error appears in the console while the Coveo Javascript Search framework is trying to accessAccess denied
another SSL site in a domain other than the origin (CORS), verify that your trusted sites are properly securiconfigured in the IE 
ty options.

http://appleinsider.com/articles/12/07/25/apple_kills_windows_pc_support_in_safari_60
http://appleinsider.com/articles/12/07/25/apple_kills_windows_pc_support_in_safari_60
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/windows7/How-to-use-Compatibility-View-in-Internet-Explorer-9
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In this topic:
Creating Instances of
Components

Automatic Initialization
Manual Initialization

Configuring Components
Using Attributes
Using Options Passed to 
init
Passing Options Using the
JQuery Extension Before
the init Call
Initializing Components
External to your
CoveoSearchInterface
Using Options When
Manually Creating
Component
Using Child Elements
Changing Options After
Initialization

Calling Methods on
Components
Available Components

 

provides a piece of visual functionality such as the textbox in which the user enters a query, a
facet on a particular field, etc. A search interface is built by assembling many components
together. They can be arranged in any layout as required.

Components are automatically attached to HTML elements that have a specific CSS class.
This is automatically performed during the initialization of the search interface.

Most components can be configured through options to adjust their behavior, and many also
expose methods and events that can be used by external code to further customize their
behavior.
 

 

Creating Instances of Components

Automatic Initialization

Most of the time, components are automatically created during the initialization of the search
interface, that is when the   jQuery extension is invoked. When this.coveo('init')
happens, all the HTML elements under the root one are scanned, and the proper
components are initialized for all elements having a CSS class that is associated with a component.

Manual Initialization

Although it's rarely needed, components can also be created and bound manually to an element, using the . To do this, call the jQuery Extension c
 extension on a selector matching the element(s) for which to create components, and pass the name of the desired component as anoveo

argument. Options can also be passed as a second argument to this call.

Configuring Components

Most components support being passed a number of options when they are initialized. For convenience, those options can be specified in many
different ways. Refer to the documentation for each component to get the list of options supported by each one.

Using Attributes

The simplest way to specify options for a component is to use custom attributes directly on the HTML element bound to the component.

Examples:
The   component can be used with any clickable element (such as an   tag or an  ),SearchButton <a> <input type="button">
and causes a new query to be executed every time the element is clicked on by the user.
The   component is used with a textbox element (such as an ). When a query is executed, itQueryBox <input type="text"/>
automatically adds the search keywords entered in the textbox to the query, which is then sent to the server.

Example:
If an   element has the   CSS class, a   component will be automatically created and<a> class="CoveoSearchButton" SearchButton
attached to it.

Example:
You can use the name of the component to create and bind to an element:

 $('#myButton`).coveo('SearchButton');

Example:
 You can enable search-as-you-type for a query box:

 <input type="text" class="CoveoQueryBox" data-enable-search-as-you-type="true"/>
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Using Options Passed to  init

Another way to configure components is to pass options to the   jQuery extension, as shown in the following code.coveo('init', options)
sample.

$('#search').coveo('init', {
 QueryBox: {
 enableSearchAsYouType: true
 },
 ResultList: {
 enableInfiniteScroll: true
 }
});

As you can see, the options argument contains configuration for various types of components. Each time a   is encountered, it will beQueryBox
configured with the options that were passed using the   member of the options object.QueryBox

Options can also be specified in this way for specific elements, using the value of their   attribute.id

<script type="text/javascript">
$('#search').coveo('init', {
    someQueryBoxElementId: {
        enableSearchAsYouType: true
    }
});
</script>
 
<input type="text" id="someQueryBoxElementId" class="CoveoQueryBox"/>

If options are specified for both a component type and a specific id, they will be merged together using  , with priority given to the$.extend
options specified by element id.

Passing Options Using the JQuery Extension Before the init Call

As described in  , you can use the JQuery extension to pass or setup options before the call to  is made. jQuery Extension init

$('#search').coveo('options', {
    SearchInterface : {
        autoTriggerQuery: false
    }
})
 
[...]
 
// Here, the search interface would be initialized and would not trigger the first
query.
$('#search').coveo('init')

Initializing Components External to your CoveoSearchInterface

Sometimes, it can be useful to have a component that is outside your main Search Interface. A common case is  when you want to have a search
box somewhere on your page and bind it to a Search Interface that is in another section of your page.

Let's assume that you have the following two components:
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<div class='CoveoSearchBox' id='MyOutsideSearchBox'></div>
<div class='CoveoSearchInterface' id='MySearchInterface'></div>

You could then initialize your external search box like so:

<script>
 var mySearchBox = $("#MyOutsideSearchBox");
 $("#MySearchInterface").coveo('init' , {
     externalComponents : [mySearchBox]
  })
</script> 

Your search box would then be linked to your search interface. Note that the  option accepts an array of JQuery objects.externalComponents
And each component in this array will be initialized after components that are direct children of the search interface.

Using Options When Manually Creating Component

When manually creating instances of specific components, the second argument can be used to pass options, as shown in the following code
sample.

$('#myQuerybox').coveo('QueryBox', {
    enableSearchAsYouType: true
});

Using Child Elements

Sometimes, a child HTML element with a special CSS class can be used to configure an option. This is typically used for templates.

Changing Options After Initialization

The Coveo JavaScript Search Framework does not support changing options after component initialization at the moment.

Calling Methods on Components

Some components expose methods that you can use to perform certain actions.

Example:
The  supports using a template annotated with the   class.ResultList Component resultTemplate

<div class="CoveoResultList">
 <script class="resultTemplate" type="text/underscore-template">
  <!-- The result template -->
 </script>
</div>

Example:
The   component has a   method that causes it to fetch and display additional results after the ones thatResultList displayMoreResults
are already displayed.

The easiest way to call those methods is to use the jQuery extension like.
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The jQuery selector in the expression must match an element bound to a component exposing the requested method. The first argument to the
coveo jQuery extension is the name of the method to invoke, followed by its arguments. The call to the jQuery extension returns the method
return value if there is one, and the selector itself otherwise (this is to allow method chaining as is usual with jQuery).

If several elements are matching the selector, the method will be invoked on all of those, and the return value will be that of the first invocation.

Available Components

The pages in this section detail the available components:

Aggregate Component
Analytics Component
AuthenticationProvider Component
Breadcrumb Component
DidYouMean Component
Facet Component
FacetRange Component
FieldTable Component
FieldValue Component
Folding Component
FoldingForThread Component
HierarchicalFacet Component
ImageResultList Component
OmniBox Component
OmniBoxResultList Component
Pager Component
PreferencesPanel Component
PrintableUri Component
QueryBox Component
QueryDuration Component
QuerySummary Component
QuickView Component
ResultAttachment Component
ResultFolding Component
ResultLink Component
ResultList Component
ResultRating Component
ResultsFiltersPreferences Component
ResultsPreferences Component
ResultTagging Component
SearchBox Component
SearchButton Component
SearchInterface Component
Settings Component
ShareQuery Component
Sort Component
Tab Component
TabGroup Component
TabGroupMenu Component
TopAnalyticsSuggestions Component
TopFieldSuggestions Component
Triggers Component

Aggregate Component

This component computes and displays an aggregate value on a field for all the results matching the current query.

Options

field: Field on which to compute the aggregate value

name: "@field"
<element data-field="@field"/>

$('#myResultList').coveo('displayMoreResults', 10);
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In this topic:
Options

user
endpoint
token
searchHub
anonymous
splitTestRunName
splitTestRunVersion

Methods
Sample
Sending Custom Events

 

Specifies the field on which the aggregate value will be computed. The field should be of numeric type.

operation: Aggregate operation to perform

operation: "average"
<element data-operation="average"/>

Specifies the type of aggregate operation to perform on the field. The default value is  . sum

The available values are:

sum - Computes the sum of the field values.
average - Computes the average of the field values.
minimum - Finds the minimum value of the field values.
maximum - Finds the maximum value of the field values.

format

format: "c0"
<element data-format="c0"/>

Specifies how to format the values resulting from the aggregate computation. The formats available are defined by the  . The mostGlobalize library
common used formats are:

c0 - Formats the value as a currency.
n0 - Formats the value as an integer.
n2 - Formats the value as a floating point with 2 decimal digits.

More information can be obtained in the library's documentation (see  ). Globalize.format

Analytics Component

This component logs all users actions performed in the UI and sends it to a REST web
service exposed through the Coveo cloud platform.

This data can then serve as a way to see how users are interacting with the UI and ultimately,
allow to improve the end-user experience.

The usage analytics API reference documentation is available at https://usageanalytics.coveo
 (see also   and .com/docs/ Coveo Cloud Usage Analytics Setting Up Cloud Usage Analytics

).Logging by the JavaScript Search With an On-Premises Index

Options

user

user: string 
<element data-user=""/>

Specifies the name of the user for usage analytics logs.

endpoint

endpoint: string 
<element data-endpoint=""/>

Specifies the URL of the analytics logger.

The default value is the Coveo cloud endpoint for usage analytics is: https://usageanalytics.coveo.com

token

token: string 
<element data-token=""/>

Specifies the token for the analytics endpoint. This attribute is optional, the component will use the search token by default.

searchHub

searchHub: string 
<element data-search-hub="Portal Search"/>

https://github.com/klaaspieter/jquery-global#globalize
https://github.com/klaaspieter/jquery-global#globalizeformat-value-format-culture-
https://usageanalytics.coveo.com/docs/
https://usageanalytics.coveo.com/docs/
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/cloud/coveo_cloud_usage_analytics.htm
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=120
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=120
https://usageanalytics.coveo.com/rest/v3/analytics
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1.  

2.  

3.  

Sets the Search Hub dimension on the search events. Default value is .default

The Search Hub dimension is typically a name that refers to a specific search page. For example, one could use the   value toCommunitySite
refer to a search page on a company's public community site.

anonymous

anonymous: boolean 
<element data-anonymous="true"/>

Specifies whether the identity used for querying is anonymous. Default value is  .false

This flag allows the Coveo Analytics Platform to properly identify sessions made by anonymous users, versus ones from users that are
authenticated in some way with the site containing the search page.

splitTestRunName

splitTestRunName: string 
<element data-split-test-run-name="My Test Run"/>

Specifies the name of the split test run that the search page is a part of. This dimension can be used to perform A/B testing using different search
page layouts and features. By default, this value is not specified and no split test run name is reported to the Coveo Analytics Platform.

splitTestRunVersion

splitTestRunVersion: string 
<element data-split-test-run-version="Version A"/>

Specifies the version name for the page when a split test run is active. When reporting on A/B testing analytics data, this value specifies the test
run version name that has been presented to the user. By default, this value is not specified.

Methods

This component does not provide any method.

Sample

<div class="CoveoAnalytics"></div>

Sending Custom Events

In some scenarios, you want to send custom data to the Coveo Cloud analytics (see  ). The Coveo JavaScriptCoveo Cloud Usage Analytics
Search Framework offers helpers to communicate with the  , so you do not have to write code to call the API directly. Coveo Analytics REST API

First, you need to craft your custom event cause and meta. 

var customEventCause = {name: 'customEventName', type:'customEventType'};
var metadata = {key1: "value1", key2:"value2"};

Sending a custom event.

$('#search').coveo('logCustomEvent', customEventCause, metadata);

Sending a custom search event.

Sending custom event

Sending custom event

If you want to log a searchEvent, be sure to always call the helper before you call .executeQuery

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=89
https://usageanalytics.coveo.com/docs/
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3.  

4.  

5.  

function myCustomButtonWasClicked() {
 $('#search').coveo('logSearchEvent', customEventCause, metadata);
 $('#search').coveo('executeQuery');
}
 

Sending a custom searchAsYouType event

 
 

function myCustomButtonWasClicked() {
 $('#search').coveo('logSearchAsYouTypeEvent', customEventCause, metadata);
 $('#search').coveo('executeQuery');
}

Sending a Custom Click Event

$('#search').coveo('logClickEvent', customEventCause, metadata, result);

AuthenticationProvider Component

In this topic:
Options

name
caption
useIFrame:
showIFrame

This component arranges for queries to be executed with an identity obtained using an Authentication Provider configured on the Coveo Search
API (see ). When needed, the component will handle redirecting the browser to the address thatOn-Premises SharePoint Claims Authentication
starts the process of authenticating with an authentication provider.

Sending custom event

If you want to log a searchAsYouTypeEvent, be sure to always call the helper before you call .executeQuery

Sending custom event

Sending custom event

Multiple  components can be present and active at the same time. When this is the case, the Search APIAuthenticationProvider
will ensure that a proper authentication is present and used for each of the referenced authentication provider.

If no  is present, the Search API will use it's default way of authenticating users, which depends on itsAuthenticationProvider
configuration.

When an  is present and active, only the authentication referenced by this provider will be used by theAuthenticationProvider
Search API, meaning that any fallback default authentication that would be used were it not the case won't be attempted unless they
are explicitly referenced by a separate  component.AuthenticationProvider

For example, most of the time when using  to enable SharePoint Claims authentication, you will also wantAuthenticationProvider

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/On-Premises+SharePoint+Claims+Authentication
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In this topic:
Options
Methods
Events

populateBreadcrumb
Sample

clearBreadcrumb
Sample

Breadcrumb Items
element

 

Options

name

name: "name"

<element data-name="name"/>

Specifies the name of the authentication provider as specified in the  .Windows Service Configuration File

caption

caption: "Friendly Name"
<element data-caption="Friendly Name"/>

Specifies the friendly name of the authentication provider that will be displayed in the user interface while logging in.

useIFrame:

useIFrame: true
<element data-use-iframe="true"/>

Specifies whether an iframe will be used to host the chain of redirections that makes up the authentication process. By default, this option is set
to  .false

showIFrame

showIFrame: true
<element data-show-iframe="true"/>

Specifies whether the iframe used for authentication will be made visible to the user (inside a popup). By default, this option is set to  .true

Breadcrumb Component

This component displays a summary of the filters currently active in the query. For example,
when the user selects a facet value, the value is displayed in the breadcrumbs.

The active filters are obtained by the component by firing an event described below. All other
components having an active state can answer to this event by providing custom bits of
HTML that will be displayed inside the breadcrumb. Thus, the breadcrumb can easily be
extended by custom code to display information about custom state and filters.

Options

This component doesn't provide any option.

to add another  component referencing the default  authentication provider as in the followingAuthenticationProvider Windows
example:

<div class="CoveoAuthenticationProvider" data-name="Windows"></div>

The  component can be enabled only for certain tabs using the standard  attribute. In this case,AuthenticationProvider data-tab
authentication will only be required when the concerned tabs are activated (see ).Tab Component

Using an iframe avoids leaving the search page as part of the authentication process, but some login providers will refuse to load in an
iframe.

When the underlying authentication provider requires no user interaction (for example, when Windows Authentication is used along with
SharePoint Claims), using this option reduces the visual impact of the authentication process.

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Windows+Service+Configuration+File
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Methods

This component doesn't provide any method.

Events

populateBreadcrumb

Triggered when the breadcrumb needs to update its content. External code can use this event to provide bits of HTML that should be included in
the breadcrumb.

This event provides the following event data:

Name Description

breadcrumbs Array of breadcrumb items to include in the breadcrumb. Adding
entries in this array will cause them to be displayed within the
breadcrumb.

Sample

$(selector).on('populateBreadcrumb', function(e, args){
 var dom = $('<div>My Custom Breadcrumb</div>');
 args.breadcrumbs.push({
  element: dom.get(0)
 });
})

clearBreadcrumb

Triggered when the user clicks the Clear All button in the breadcrumb. When this event is raised, every filter that is included in the breadcrumb
should be removed.

This event does not provide custom event data.

Sample

<div class="CoveoBreadcrumb"></div>

Breadcrumb Items

Each item displayed inside the breadcrumb is described using an object called a breadcrumb item. A breadcrumb item contains the following field:

element

The HTML element to include inside the breadcrumb. The specific content and format of the element can be pretty much anything. For example,
facets will register click handlers on each item to clear the value when the user clicks them.

DidYouMean Component

This component is responsible for displaying query corrections (did
you mean). If this component is in the page and the query returns no
results, but suggests query corrections, the component will trigger a
new query using the suggested term. 

Options

This component does not provide any options.

enableAutoCorrection 

AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2015 RELEASE
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enableAutoCorrection: false
<    element data-enable-auto-correction="false"/>

Specifies whether the query should be automatically corrected when it returns no results and corrections are available. By default, this option is
set to  .true

When set to ,  an available correction is rather suggested as a clickable link. false

Methods

This component does not provide any method.

Sample

<div class="CoveoDidYouMean"></div>

Facet Component

This component displays a facet of the results for the current query. A facet consists of a list
of values for a given field occurring in the results, ordered using a configurable criteria. The

 list of values is obtained using a   groupBy  operation performed at the same time as the

main query (see ).Group By Parameters

The   component allows the user to drill down inside results by restricting to certain fieldFacet
values. It also allows filtering out values, and can provide a search box to look for specific
values inside larger sets.

Options

title

title : "the title"
<  element data-title="the title"/>  

Specifies the title displayed at the top of the facet.

field

field : "@field"
<element data-field="@field"/>

Specifies the field whose values will be use in the facet.

lookupField

lookupField : "@field"
<element data-lookup-field="@field"/>

Specifies the field whose values will be displayed in the facet.

numberOfValues

numberOfValues : 5
<element data-number-of-values="5"/>

Specifies the maximum number of field values that will be displayed by default in the facet.
The default value is .5

sortCriteria

sortCriteria: "occurrences"
<element data-sort-criteria="occurrences"/>

Specifies the criteria used to sort facet values. The default value is the first value of availab
 list. If   is empty, the default value will be  . ReferleSorts sortCriteria occurrences

to the   page for the list of available values.Group By Parameters

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Group+By+Parameters
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Group+By+Parameters
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In this topic:
Options

title
field
lookupField
numberOfValues
sortCriteria
availableSorts
customSort
injectionDepth
showIcon
headerIcon
useAnd
allowTogglingOperator
valueIcon
valueCaption
enableFacetSearch
facetSearchDelay
enableSettings
numberOfValuesInFacetSe
arch
includeInBreadcrumb
numberOfValuesInBreadcr
umb
uniqueId
includeInOmniBox
computedField
computedFieldOperation
computedFieldFormat
computedFieldCaption
preservePosition
scrollContainer
isMultiValueField
morePageSize
enableCollapse
enableMoreLess
paddingContainer
allowedValues
additionalFilter
facetSearchIgnoreAccents
enableSettingsFacetState
dependsOn

Methods
selectValue
selectMultipleValues
deselectValue
deselectMultipleValues
excludeValue
excludeMultipleValues
unexcludeValue
unexcludeMultipleValues
getDisplayedValues
getSelectedValues
getExcludedValues
reset
enable
disable
getEndpoint
switchToAnd
switchToOr
expandFacet
collapseFacet

Sample

 

availableSorts

availableSorts:
["occurrences","score","alphaAscending","alphaDescending"]

<element
data-available-sorts="occurrences,score,alphaAscending,alphaDescendi
ng"/>

Specifies the criteria you want to be displayed in the facet settings menu. The default value
is  .occurrences,score,alphaAscending,alphaDescending

Available values are:  ,  ,  ,  , occurrences score alphaAscending alphaDescending comp
,  ,  .utedfieldascending computedfielddescending custom

customSort

customSort: ["New","Opened","Feedback","Resolved","Feedback"]

<element data-custom-sort="New,Opened,Feedback,Resolved"/>

Specifies a custom order by which facet values are sorted. For example, you could use this to
specify a logical order for support tickets.

 

injectionDepth

Specifies the injection depth that will be used for the group by operation. The default value is 
.1000

The injection depth determines how many results are scanned to ensure all potential facet
values are listed. Increasing this value enhances the accuracy of the listed values, at the cost
of performance.

injectionDepth : 1000 
<element data-injection-depth="1000"/>

showIcon

showIcon: true
<element data-show-icon="true"/>

Specifies whether an icon is displayed next to each facet value. The default value is  .false

You can also use the  option to register a callback used to resolve icons.valueIcon 

headerIcon

headerIcon: "the css class"

<element data-header-icon="the css class" />

Specifies the css class to change the facet header icon. 

useAnd

useAnd: false
<element data-use-and="false"/>

Specifies whether the filter generated when multiple values are selected uses the AND
operator, meaning that only items having all selected values match the resulting query. By
default, filters use the OR operator, and the resulting query matches all items with at least
one of the selected values.

allowTogglingOperator

This option is intended for facets with a low cardinality, i.e. that have just a few
values.
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allowTogglingOperator: false
<element data-allow-toggling-operator="false"/>

Specifies whether the user is allowed to toggle between OR and AND mode, using an icon in the top right corner of the facet. The default value is 
.false

valueIcon

Specifies a function which takes the facet value as a parameter and returns the URL of the icon to use. 

This option can only be set in the  call of your interface, not directly as an HTML attribute.init

var myValueIcon = function(facetValue) {
    if (facetValue.lookupValue== 'Post') {
      return 'my-images/post.png';
    } else if (facetValue.lookupValue== 'Case') {
      return 'my-images/case.png';
    } else {
      return 'my-images/default.png';
    } 
  };

$("#search").coveo("init", {
 Facet : { /* You can replace "Facet" by the facet div id to add icons only to this
facet. */
  valueIcon : myValueIcon 
 }
})

valueCaption

Specifies a JSON object describing a map of facet value -> desired caption

This option can only be set in the  call of your interface, not directly as an HTML attribute.init

//Example : Using a facet for object type
var myValueCaption = {  "txt" : "Text files",
      "html" : "Web page",
      [ etc ... ]};

$("#search").coveo("init", {
 Facet : {
  valueCaption : myValueCaption 
 }

})

You can also use a function to do the same thing, but :

Using a function to determine the facet caption is not recommended. The facet search and the  would beOmniBox Component
deactivated for this facet since they would not be able to work correctly due to technical reason. It can still however be useful in certain
specific case.
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//Example : Using a facet for object type
var myValueCaption = function(facetValue) {
    if (facetValue.value== 'txt') {
      return 'Text files';
    } else if (facetValue.value == 'html') {
      return 'Web page'
    }
 [ etc...]
  }

$("#search").coveo("init", {
 Facet : {
  valueCaption : myValueCaption 
 }

})

enableFacetSearch

enableFacetSearch: true
<element data-enable-facet-search="true"/>

Specifies whether the search box for searching inside the available values will be displayed at the bottom of the facet. The default value is  .true

facetSearchDelay

facetSearchDelay: 100
<element data-facet-search-delay="100"/>

Specifies the delay (in milliseconds) before a search is sent to the server when the user starts typing in the facet search box. Using a smaller
value means that results will arrive faster, but it increases the chances that many of the requests sent to the server get cancelled as the user
continues typing in characters. Default is 100

enableSettings

enableSettings: true
<element data-enable-settings="true"/>

Specifies whether to show the facet settings menu. The default value is . true

numberOfValuesInFacetSearch

numberOfValuesInFacetSearch: 15
<element data-number-of-values-in-facet-search="15"/>

Specifies the number of values displayed in the facet search results popup. The default value is  .15

includeInBreadcrumb

includeInBreadCrumb: true
<element data-include-in-breadcrumb="true"/>

Specifies if the facet should push data to the Coveo.Ui.Breadcrumb. The default value is true

numberOfValuesInBreadcrumb

numberOfValuesInBreadcrumb: 5
<element data-number-of-values-in-breadcrumb="5"/>

Specifies the maximum number of values that the facet should display in the breadcrumb. Default is 5

Using valueCaption will disabled sort by alpha
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uniqueId

uniqueId: MyFacet
<element data-id="MyFacet"/>

Specifies a unique identifier for a facet. This identifier will be used to save the facet state in the url hash, for example. Optional, since the default
will be the   option.field

includeInOmniBox

includeInOmniBox: true
<element data-include-in-omnibox="true"/>

Specifies if the facet should push data to the . The default value is OmniBox Component false.

computedField

computedField: @syssize
<element data-computed-field="@syssize"/>

Specifies the name of a field on which an aggregate operation should be executed for all distinct values of the facet's field. The result of the
operation is displayed along with the number of occurrences for each value.

computedFieldOperation

computedFieldOperation: sum
<element data-computed-field-operation="sum"/>

Specifies the type of aggregate operation to use on the computed field. The default value is  . sum

The available values are:

sum - Computes the sum of the computed field values.
average - Computes the average of the computed field values.
minimum - Finds the minimum value of the computed field values.
maximum - Finds the maximum value of the computed field values.

computedFieldFormat

computedFieldFormat: c0
<element data-computed-field-format="c0"/>

Specifies how to format the values resulting from a computed field operation. The formats available are defined by the  . The mostGlobalize library
common used formats are:

c0 - Formats the value as a currency.
n0 - Formats the value as an integer.
n2 - Formats the value as a floating point with 2 decimal digits.

More information can be obtained in the library's documentation (see  ). Globalize.format

computedFieldCaption

Specifies what will be the caption of the computed field in the settings menu for sort. For example, the value Money will be displayed as Money
Ascending for computed field ascending. the default value is  .Computed Field

computedFieldCaption : "caption" 
<element data-computed-field-caption="caption"/>

preservePosition

If you have two facets with the same field on the same page, you should specify a data-id for at least one of those two facets. That id
need to be unique on the page.

Example:
You can use the  option to compute the sum of a field (like a money amount) for each facet value that is listed.computedField

https://github.com/klaaspieter/jquery-global#globalize
https://github.com/klaaspieter/jquery-global#globalizeformat-value-format-culture-
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preservePosition: true
<element data-preserve-position="true"/>

Specifies whether the facet should remain stable in its current position in the viewport while the mouse is over it. The default value is  .true

Whenever values are selected in a facet, a new query is automatically performed. This new query might cause other elements in the page to be
resized (typically other facets above the one being used). When this option is enabled, the facet will adjust the scroll amount of the page to ensure
that it does not move relative to the mouse when the results are updated. In some cases, the facet will also add margin to the scrollContainer
, if scrolling alone is not enough to preserve position.

scrollContainer

scrollContainer: #myContainerId
<element data-scroll-container="#myContainerId"/>

Specifies the HTML element (through a CSS selector) whose scroll amount the facet should adjust to preserve its position when results are
updated. The default value is  .document.body

isMultiValueField

isMultiValueField: boolean
<element data-is-multi-value-field="false"/>

Specifies if the facet has multiple values. The default value is  .false

morePageSize

morePageSize: number
<element data-page-size="5"/>

Specifies the number of additional pages to fetch. The default value is  .10

enableCollapse

enableCollapse: boolean
<element data-enable-collapse="true"/>

Specifies if the facet is collapsible. The default value is  .true

enableMoreLess

enableMoreLess: boolean
<element data-enable-more-less="true"/>

Specifies if the more/less button is enabled. The default value is  .true

paddingContainer

paddingContainer: HTMLElement
<element data-padding-container="true"/>

Specifies the parent container of the facets. The default value is .element.parentElement

allowedValues

allowedValues: ["File","People"]

<element data-allowed-values='File,People' />

Specifies an explicit list of allowedValues in the group by request. (See :    )Group By Parameters

additionalFilter

additionalFilter: @sysdate>=2014/01/01

<element data-additional-filter='@sysdate>=2014/01/01' />

Specifies an additional query expression (query override) to add to each group by that this facet performs.

facetSearchIgnoreAccents

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Group+By+Parameters
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facetSearchIgnoreAccents:   by defaultfalse

<element data-facet-search-ignore-accents='true' />

Specifies if the accents are ignored in the facet search.

enableSettingsFacetState

enableSettingsFacetState:   by defaultfalse

<element data-enable-settings-facet-state='true' />

Specifies if the save state is available on the facet.

dependsOn

AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2015 RELEASE

dependsOn:  by defaultundefined

<element data-depends-on='@parentfacetfield' />

Specifies that the facet appears only when a value is selected in its "parent" facet. 

Methods

selectValue

$('#myFacet').coveo('selectValue', value:string)

Selects a field value in the facet.

value : The field value to select.

selectMultipleValues

$('#myFacet').coveo('selectMultipleValues', values: string[])

Selects multiple field values in the facet.

values : The field values to select.

deselectValue

$('#myFacet').coveo('deselectValue', value:string)

Deselects a field value in the facet.

value  : The field value to deselect.

deselectMultipleValues

$('#myFacet').coveo('deselectMultipleValues', values: string[])

Deselects multiple field values in the facet.

values : The field values to deselect.

excludeValue

$('#myFacet').coveo('excludeValue', value:string)

Excludes a field value in the facet.

value  : The field value to exclude.

excludeMultipleValues

$('#myFacet').coveo('excludeMultipleValues', values: string[])

Excludes field values in the facet.
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values : The field values to exclude.

unexcludeValue

$('#myFacet').coveo('unexcludeValue', value:string)

Unexcludes a field value in the facet.

value  : The field value to unexclude.

unexcludeMultipleValues

$('#myFacet').coveo('unexcludeMultipleValues',  alues: string[])v

Unexcludes field values in the facet.

values : The field values to unexclude.

getDisplayedValues

$('#myFacet').coveo('getDisplayedValues'):string[]

Returns the list of values currently being displayed in the facet.

getSelectedValues

$('#myFacet').coveo('getSelectedValues'):string[]

Returns the list of values currently selected in the facet.

getExcludedValues

$('#myFacet').coveo('getExcludedValues'):string[]

Returns the list of values currently excluded in the facet.

reset

$('#myFacet').coveo('reset')

Clears any currently selected or excluded value from the facet.

enable

$('#myFacet').coveo('enable')

Enable the facet.

disable

$('#myFacet').coveo('disable')

Disable the facet.

getEndpoint

$('#myFacet').coveo('getEndpoint')

Returns the endpoint.

switchToAnd

$('#myFacet').coveo('switchToAnd')

Switches the facet mode to  .AND

switchToOr

$('#myFacet').coveo('switchToOr')

Switches the facet mode to  .OR

http://valuestring
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In this topic:
Options
Creating a FacetRange
Component Without a Slider

ranges
dateField

Creating a FacetRange
Component With a Slider
Slider Options

dateField
start
end
queryOverride
steps
rangeSlider
rounded
excludeOuterBounds
displayAsValue.unitSign
displayAsValue.separator
displayAsPercent.separator
dateFormat
graph.steps
graph.animationDuration
getSteps
valueCaption
percentCaption

Summary of the Options
Example
Sample

 

expandFacet

$('#myFacet').coveo('expandFacet')

Expands the facet if it is currently collapsed.

collapseFacet

$('#myFacet').coveo('collapseFacet')

Collapses the facet if it is currently expanded.

Sample

<div class="CoveoFacet" data-title="My Title" data-field="@somefield"></div>

 

 

 

FacetRange Component

This component displays a facet with values expressed as ranges. These ranges are
computed from the results of the current query. This component inherits from the Facet

, so it contains all the same logic.component

Options

All the options from   are available except:Facet

enableMoreLess
enableFacetSearch
isMultiValueField
includeInOmniBox

Creating a FacetRange Component Without a Slider

If you want to create a FacetRange component without using a slider widget, then you can
use the following properties:

ranges

Specifies an array of ranges to use as facet values. If it is not set, it will be automatically
generated by the index.

This option can only be set in the   call of your interface, not directly as an HTMLinit
attribute.
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var myRanges = [{
 start: 0,
    end: 100,
 label: "0 - 100",
    endInclusive: false
},{
 start: 100,
    end: 200,
 label: "100 - 200",
    endInclusive: false
},{
 start: 200,
    end: 300,
 label: "200 - 300",
    endInclusive: false
}]

$("#search").coveo("init", {
 FacetRange : {
  ranges : myRanges
 }
}) 

dateField

dateField: true
<element data-date-field="true"/>

Specifies if the field for which you are requesting a range is a date field. This allows the facet to correctly build the outgoing group by request.

Creating a FacetRange Component With a Slider

 

 

If you want to create a  component using a slider widget, then you can use the following properties:FacetRange

Slider Options

dateField

dateField: true
<element data-date-field="true"/>

Specifies if the field for which you are requesting a range is a date field. This allows the facet to correctly build the outgoing group by request.

start

start : 0
<    element data-slider-start="0"/>

Specifies the starting boundary of the slider.
Optional: Will set itself to the lowest value available in the index otherwise.

end

If you want to have a graph on top of your slider facet, then you will need to manually include , or  from the scriptd3.js d3.min.js
files included in the package. This script is not automatically bundled in the dependencies script. Also, note that  (and  graphics)d3 svg
are not supported in IE8 or lower.
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end : 500
<    element data-slider-end="500"/>

Specifies the ending boundary of the slider.
Optional: Will set itself to the highest value available in the index otherwise.

queryOverride

queryOverride :"query"
<    element data-slider-query-override="query"/>

Specifies the query to filter automatic min and max range of the slider.
Optional. Default is ."@sysuri"

steps

steps: 10
<    element data-slider-steps="10"/>

Specifies the number of steps that you want in your slider. For example, if your range is [ 0 , 100 ] and you specify   : 10, then the slider willsteps
only allow the end user to move the slider to the values [  0, 10, 20. 30 ... , 100  ]. 
Optional. By default the slider will allow all values.

rangeSlider

rangeSlider: true
<    element data-range-slider="true"/>

Specifies if you want a slider with two buttons. 
Optional. By default you will get only 1 button in your slider.

rounded

rounded: 0

<    element data-slider-rounded="0"/>

Specifies how you want to round your numerical values when displaying them.
Optional. By default, caption will round to 0 digit.

excludeOuterBounds

excludeOuterBounds: true
<    element data-slider-exclude-outer-bounds="true"/>

Specifies if you want to exclude the outer bounds of your slider when they are not active.

Optional. Default is .false

displayAsValue.unitSign

displayAsValue.unitSign: 'bytes'
<    element data-display-as-value-unit-sign="bytes"/>

Specifies the unit sign of your caption.
Optional. By default there will be no unit sign.

displayAsValue.separator

displayAsValue.separator: '***'
<    element data-display-as-value-separator="***"/>

Specifies the separator used in your caption.
Optional. Default is "-".

displayAsPercent.separator

displayAsValue.unitSign: '***'
<    element data-display-as-percent-separator="***"/>

Specifies the separator used in your caption.
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Optional. Default is "-".

dateFormat

dateFormat: 'YYYY mm'
<    element data-slider-date-format="***"/>

Specifies the format used to display your date.
Optional. Default is  .MMM dd, yyyy

graph.steps

graph.steps: '10'
<    element data-slider-graph-steps="10"/>

Specifies the number of steps/columns to display in your graph.
Optional.  Default is 10.

graph.animationDuration

graph.animationDuration: '10'
<    element data-slider-graph-animation-duration="10"/>

Specifies the speed at which the graph should be animated, in milliseconds

Optional.  Default is  ms.500

getSteps

Specifies a function that will generate the steps for the slider. The function receives the slider boundaries must return an array of number (the
steps).

Example:

$('#search').coveo('init', {
 FacetRange : {
  field : "@syssisze",
  slider : {
   getSteps : function(start, end) {
     return [0,2,4,6,8,10];
   }
  }
 }
})

valueCaption

Specifies a function that will generate the caption for the slider. Receives the current slider values (  and must return the caption (number[]) stri
).ng

Example:

$('#search').coveo('init', {
 FacetRange : {
  field : "@syssisze",
  slider : {
   valueCaption: function(values) {
     return values[0] + " hello" , " + values[1] + " world"
   }
  }
 }
})
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percentCaption

Specifies a function that will generate the caption for the slider. Receives the current slider values (  in percentage and must return thenumber[])
caption ( ).string[]

Example:

$('#search').coveo('init', {
 FacetRange : {
  field : "@syssisze",
  slider : {
   percentCaption: function(values) {
     return [values[0] + " hello %" , values[1] + " world %"]
   }
  }
 }
})

Summary of the Options

Interface representing the possible options:

interface SliderOptions {
    start?: any;
    end?: any;
    excludeOuterBounds?: boolean;
    steps?: number;
    getSteps?: (start: number, end: number) => number[];
    rangeSlider?: boolean;
    displayAsValue?: {
      unitSign?: string;
      separator?: string;
    };
    displayAsPercent?: {
      separator?: string;
    };
    valueCaption?: (values: number[]) => string;
    percentCaption?: (percent: number[]) => string;
    dateField?: boolean;
    dateFormat?: string;
    graph?: {
      steps?: number;
      animationDuration?: number;
    }
  }

 

Example
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In this topic:
Options
Methods
Events
Inner Component Options

field
facet
caption
htmlValue
helper
helperOptions
splitValues

Sample

 

//Using a json object inside the init call. Note that the json object follows the
interface described in this page.
$('#search').coveo('init', {
 FacetRange : {
  field : "@syssisze",
  slider : {
   start : 1000,
   end : 5000,
   rangeSlider : true,
   graph : {
    steps : 10
   }
  }
 }
})

//Same config, but using attribute directly on the element instead
<div class='CoveoFacetRange' data-field='@syssize' data-slider-start='1000'
data-slider-end='5000' data-range-slider='true' data-slider-graph-steps='10'></div> 

 

Sample

<div class="CoveoFacetRange" data-title="My Title" data-field="@somefield"></div>

 

 

FieldTable Component

This component can be used to display a set of  .FieldValue Component

Options

This component doesn't provide any option.

Methods

This component doesn't provide any method.

Events

This component doesn't trigger any events.

Inner Component Options

field

field: string 
<element data-field="@clickuri"/>

.Required  Specifies the field to be displayed by the component.

facet

facet: string 
<element data-facet=" "/>@clickuri
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In this topic:
Options

field
facet
htmlValue
splitValues
helper
helperOptions

Methods
Events
Sample

 

Optional. Specifies the facet to be toggled when the component is clicked on. The default value is field.

caption

caption: string 
<element data-caption="URL"/>

Optional. Specifies the caption to be displayed. The default value is field.substr(1)

htmlValue

htmlValue: boolean 
<element data-html-value="true"/>

Optional. Specifies if the content to display is an html element. The default value is false.

helper

helper: string 
<element data-helper="anchor"/>

Optional. Specifies the helper to be used for this fieldValue. New helpers can also be created with the use of the templateHelpers

helperOptions

helperOptions: string 
<element data-helper-options='{text: \"<%= raw.syssource %>\" , target:\"_blank\"}'/>

Optional. Specifies the parameters to be used by the helper in Json.

splitValues

splitValue: boolean 
<element data-split-values="true"/>

Optional. Specifies if the field concepts should be split. The default value is false.

Sample

// FieldTable Component
<table class='CoveoFieldTable'>
  // Items
  <tr data-field='@sysdate' data-caption='Date' data-helper='dateTime' />
  <tr data-field='@sysauthor' data-caption='Author' />
  <tr data-field='@clickuri' data-html-value='true' data-caption='URL'
data-helper='anchor' data-helper-options='{text: \"<%= raw.syssource %>\" ,
target:\"_blank\"}'>
</table>

FieldValue Component

This component can be used as part of a result template to display the value of a field
associated with the current search result. One common use of this component is to display a
specific field value, when that field also happens to be a facet. When the field value is clicked
on, the corresponding facet is activated.

Options

field

field: string 
<element data-field=" "/>@objecttype

Specifies the field to be displayed by the component.
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facet

facet: string 
<element data-facet=" "/>@objecttype

Specifies the facet to be toggled when the component is clicked on. The default value is field.

htmlValue

htmlValue: boolean 
<element data-html-value=" "/>false

Specifies if the content to display is an HTML element. The default value is false.

splitValues

splitValues: boolean 
<element data-split-values=" "/>false

Specifies if the field value should be split at each semicolon . This is useful for split group by facet field. The default value is false.

helper

helper: string 
<element data-helper="helper"/>

Specifies the helper to be used for this fieldValue. New helpers can also be created with the use of the templateHelpers

helperOptions

helperOptions: string 
<element data-helper-options="{ 'option': 'value' }"/>

Specifies the parameters to be used by the helper in Json.

Methods

This component doesn't provide any method.

Events

This component doesn't trigger any events.

Sample

<span class="CoveoFieldValue" data-field="@objecttype">Message</span>

Folding Component

This component is used to display search results that share a common field hierarchically.
Typically, it is used to display email conversations and message board threads. All the
different messages in a given conversation will typically have a unique conversation ID.
Given that this ID is indexed in a field, you can use it to fold search results.

For example, if you search for email-related items and your query contains the original email
title, the returned search results will contain the original email as well as all replies displayed
as children of the original email.

When the   option isn't specified, the component will try to find a facet with an id corresponding to the field being rendered. The idfacet
of a facet defaults to its field name, but it will use the value of the   attribute if present. So, when using a facet with an   attribute,id id
you'll have to specify the   option explicitly.facet

Note that this component has no visual representation. It is only used to fold search
results. To display folded results nicely in a result template, see the ResultFolding
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In this topic:
Options

field
range
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childField
parentField
directChildField
directParentField

Methods
getResult
getMoreResults

Sample

 

Options

field

field : @litopicurl 
<element data-field="@litopicurl"/>

The name of the field from which folding is done.

range

range : 2 
<element data-range="2"/>

The range, or number, of child results to fold. Default value is 2.

For example, for an email thread with 20 messages in total, using the default value means
that a maximum of 2 child messages are loaded and displayed under the original message (unless the whole conversation is expanded via the
use of a "Show all conversation" button).

rearrange

rearrange : date descending 
<element data-rearrange="date descending"/>

Specifies the way you want your top result and the related child result to be re-arranged. Default value is  which means results will benone
displayed in the order that the index returned them.

For example, by specifying , the component would re-arrange an email conversation so that the newest email is always thedate descending
top result. Doing the opposite would allow the original email to always be the top result (since it is also the oldest).

Valid values are   where @somefielddate ascending, date descending, @somefield descending, @somefield ascending,
represents a field that can be sorted (alpha/numeric).

enableExpand

enableExpand: true 
<element data-enable-expand="true"/>

When enabled, this adds a callback function on the top result that will allow to make an additional query to load all the conversation of a given
thread. Concretely, in the , this will allow to add a "Load all conversation" option.ResultFolding Component

Default value is true.

expandExpression

expandExpression : @sysfiletype == "pdf" 
<element data-expand-expression="@sysfiletype == 'pdf'"/>

This will add the given expression to the query triggered when expanding the whole conversation. Concretely, this query expression will be added
when clicking the "Load all conversation" option in the  .ResultFolding Component

maximumExpandedResults

maximumExpandedResults : 100 
<element data-maximum-expanded-results="100"/>

This specifies the maximum number of results to load when expanding a conversation.

Default value is .100

childField

childField: @systopparentid 
<element data-child-field="@systopparentid"/>

This specifies the field that determines that a result is a child of another top result.

.Component
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Default value is  . @systopparentid

parentField

parentField: @syscontainsattachment
<element data-parent-field="@syscontainsattachment"/>

This specifies the field that determines that a result is a top result containing other child results.

Default value is  .@syscontainsattachment

directChildField

directChildField: @sysisattachment
<element data-direct-child-field="@ "/>sysisattachment

This specifies the field that determines that a result is a direct child of another one. For example, attachments will have this field.

Default is  .@sysisattachment

directParentField

directParentField: @syscontainsattachment
<element data-direct-parent-field="@syscontainsattachment"/>

This specifies the field that determines that a result contains other direct children. For example, a result that contains attachments will have this
field.

Default is  .@syscontainsattachment

Methods

getResult

getResults: getResult?: (result: QueryResult) => QueryResult;

This function manages folding individually for each result.

The default value ( ):Coveo.Folding.defaultGetResult

Coveo.Ui.Folding.defaultGetResult = function(result) {
  var results = result.childResults || [];
  // Add the top result at the top of the list
  results.unshift(result);
  // Empty childResults just to clean it
  result.childResults = [];
  // Fold those results
  results = Coveo.Ui.Folding.foldWithParent(results);
  // The first result is the top one
  var topResult = results.shift();
  // All other results are childResults
  topResult.childResults = results;
  return topResult;
}

You can preprocess all the result with this option:
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In this topic:
Options
Methods
Sample

 

Coveo.$('#search').coveo('init', {
  Folding: {
    getResult: function(result){
      result = Coveo.Ui.Folding.defaultGetResult(result);
      // Your code here
    }
  }
});

getMoreResults

getMoreResults: getMoreResults?: (results: QueryResult[]) => QueryResult[];

This function manages folding of all results.

The default value ( ):Coveo.Folding.defaultGetMoreResults

Coveo.Ui.Folding.defaultGetMoreResults = function(results) {
  // The results are flat, just do the folding
  return Coveo.Ui.Folding.foldWithParent(results);
}

Sample

<div class="CoveoFolding" data-field="@litopicurl"
data-expand-expression="@objecttype==Message" data-rearrange="date ascending"
data-tab="Lithium,All"></div>

FoldingForThread Component

This component inherits from the  . Folding conversations and threadsFolding Component
requires different processing. When you need to fold children under a parent item, use this
component.

Options

Same as  .Folding Component

Methods

This component does not provide any method.

Sample

<div class="CoveoFoldingForThread" data-field="@sffeeditemid"
data-parent-field="@sfid" data-child-field="@sffeeditemid" data-range="2"
data-rearrange="date ascending"></div>

HierarchicalFacet Component

This folding component works well with Chatter and Lithium.
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In this topic:
Options

delimitingCharacter
levelStart
levelEnd
marginByLevel

Methods
open
close

Sample

This component inherits all of its options and behavior from the normal  , but is meant to be used for hierarchical values. Facet Component

Options

This component inherits all of it's options from the  .Facet Component

It also has the following specifics options. 

delimitingCharacter

delimitingCharacter: "|"
<    element data-delimiting-character="|"/>

Specifies the character used to delimit the hierarchy in your field. The default value is |

For example, if your field has the following values :   @field: c; c>folder2; c>folder2>folder3;
Then your delimiting character would be >

levelStart

levelStart: "0"
<element data-level-start="0"/>

Specifies at which level (0 based index) of the hierarchy you want your facet to start displaying it's values. The default value is 0;

This facet currently has some limitations. Performance will be poor if you have a lot of facet values ( > 5000 ).

It is recommended to ensure that your setup will work correctly and that performance will be acceptable.

Example
The   component could be used to display files in a file system, or categories for items in a hierarchy.HierarchicalFacet

This facet require a group by field with a special format in order to work correctly. 
Let's say we have the following files indexed on a filesystem:

C:\
 folder1\
  text1.txt
 folder2\
  folder3\
   text2.txt 

The item   would need to have a field with the following format:text1.txt
 @field : c; c|folder1;

The item   would have a field with the following format:text2.txt
@field: c; c|folder2; c|folder2|folder3;

The   character allows the facet to build its hierarchy (  | folder3 inside folder2 inside c)

Since both items contain the   value, selecting that value in the facet would return both items.c

Selecting the   value in the facet would only return the   item.folder3 text2.txt
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Using the previous example : 

C:\
 folder1\
  text1.txt
 folder2\
  folder3\
   text2.txt 

setting levelStart to 1 would only display folder1 and folder2, and omit c:

levelEnd

levelEnd: "1"
<element data-level-end="1"/>

Specifies at which level (0 based index) of the hierarchy you want your facet to stop displaying it's values. The default value is undefined,
meaning it will render all levels.

Using the previous example : 

C:\
 folder1\
  text1.txt
 folder2\
  folder3\
   text2.txt 

setting levelEnd to 1 would only display c: , and omit folder1 and folder2.

marginByLevel

marginByLevel: "10"
<element data-margin-by-level="10"/>

Specifies the margin, in pixel, between each level. Default value is 10

Methods

open

$('#myFacet').coveo('open', alue:FacetValue)v

Opens a value in the facet, and shows its children if any.

value : The field value to open.

To get a handle on the facet value instance, you can use this method available in the facet:

var facet = $('#myHierarchicalFacet').coveo();
var facetValue = facet.values.get('Some Value');
facet.open(facetValue);

The string value that you use to get the  needs to be the complete path that uniquely identifies a value.facetValue

Using the example at the top of this page, to open :Folder 3

http://valuestring
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close

$('#myFacet').coveo('close',  alue:FacetValue)v

Closes a value in the facet, and hides its children if any.

value : The field value to close.

Sample

<div class="CoveoHierarchicalFacet" data-title="My Title"
data-field="@somefield"></div>

ImageResultList Component

This component is an extension of the ResultList component to display image results.

Options

This component inherits the options of the ResultList component.

layoutType

layoutType: 'row' 
<element data-layout-type="row"/>

Specifies the type of layout used to display images results.

The available values are:

row - Displays resized images that fit to the width of the container and have the same height for a row.
column - Displays the images in fixed-size columns.

The default value is row.

heightThreshold

heightThreshold: numberOfPixels 
<element data-height-threshold="250"/>

Specifies the maximum height of a row in a row layout.

The default value is 250.

columnWidth

heightThreshold: numberOfPixels 
<element data-height-threshold="170"/>

Specifies the width of a column in a column layout.

The default value is 170.

Methods

var facet = $('#myHierarchicalFacet').coveo();
var facetValue = facet.values.get('c|folder2|folder3');
facet.open(facetValue);

The same logic as the  method applies to select the facet value.open

http://valuestring/
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In this topic:
Options
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Methods
close
open

Events
populateOmniBox

Sample

 

This component does not provide any method.

Events

This component inherits the events of the ResultList component.

imageResultsLayoutComplete

Triggered when the images have all been resized and positioned.

Sample

<div class="CoveoImageResultList">
  <script class="resultTemplate" type="text/x-underscore-template">
 <a href="<%-clickUri>">
  <%=thumbnail(obj)%>
 </a>
  </script>
</div>

OmniBox Component

This component directly inherits all of its behavior from the  and isQueryBox Component
capable of all the same options/behavior except for the search-as-you-type feature. In
addition, it takes care of adding a type-ahead capability. The type-ahead and the suggestions
it displays are entirely customizable and extensible by any custom component.
Out-of-the-box, a facet automatically contributes to the   type-ahead feature.omniBox

Options

Example:
 When a user types  in the omniBox, suggestions with all facet values containing thePeo
letters  appear.Peo  

This page shows only the basic implementation of the OmniBox. Without any customization, the OmniBox will only work with the Facet
 inside your search interface.Component

The OmniBox is designed to work as a framework of its own, providing an interface with which any component in the page can interact
in order to provide quick suggestions as a user is typing.

If you wish to learn how to do this, refer to the  page and most importantly PopulateOmniBoxObject Providing Suggestions for the
.OmniBox
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1.  

2.  

omniBoxDelay

omniBoxDelay: 500 
<element data-omni-box-delay="500"/>

Specifies the delay (in milliseconds) before the   triggers the event that will ask for component to provide suggestions based on the boxomniBox
content. The default value is  .500

omniBoxTimeout

omniBoxTimeout: 2000 
<element data-omni-box-timeout="2000"/>

Specifies the delay (in milliseconds) before the   cancels any deferred request that was pushed when omniBox providing suggestions for the
. The default value is  .omniBox 2000

For example, if a query to any external service is taking more than 2 seconds (or trigger an error for any reasons), then it would be rejected and
ignored by the OmniBox (even if the component that pushed the   object itself does not take care of handling error or long requests).deferred

omniBoxChangeLimit

omniBoxChangeLimit: 3 
<element data-omni-box-change-limit="3"/>

Specifies the maximum number of letter changes in the   before it cancels any deferred request that was pushed when  OmniBox providing
. The default value is  .suggestions for the omniBox 3

For example, let's assume a user is typing really fast the word :Coveo

When   is typed, a query is launched by the . The index could return content containing the word  , of course, but alsoC omniBox Coveo
other irrelevant content with words that begins with  .C
Before the first query returns (and before the content can be displayed inside the , the user has already finished typing  .omniBox) Coveo
In this case, we probably do not want to display the irrelevant content that would be returned by the first query made when the Search
box only contained the letter  . Because more than 3 letters changed, the first query will be cancelled and rejected by the   beforc omniBox
e it returns, and will never be displayed.

Methods

close

$('#myOmniBox').coveo('close')

Closes and removes the OmniBox. 

open

$('#myOmniBox').coveo('open')

Triggers a   event and opens it.populateOmniBox

Events

populateOmniBox

Triggered when the OmniBox needs to populate its content. External code can use this event to provide bits of HTML that should be included in
the OmniBox.

Sample

<input type="text" class="CoveoOmniBox" data-omnibox-delay="1000"/>

Providing Suggestions for the OmniBox
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In this topic:
Binding to the Root
Implementing the onPopulateOmniBox Function
Implementing the buildOmniBoxContent Function
Populating the Omnibox With Content From an Asynchronous Call
Important Information to Remember

The o  provides an interface that any custom component can interact with and provide data to so that the   renders it. When the mniBox OmniBox O
 needs data, it triggers a  event. To listen to this event and provide suggestions, a component needs to bind a functionmniBox populateOmniBox

on the root of the search interface.

The sections in this topic describe the steps required to provide suggestions to the OmniBox. 

Binding to the Root

Set a reference to the root of your search interface by binding the   event and the   function to the populateOmniBox onPopulateOmniBox sear
 root element using  JQuery  . chInterface $.on

var searchInterface = $("#mySearchInterface"); //This is the root element
searchInterface.on("populateOmniBox" , onPopulateOmniBox); //root.on allows us to bind
the event and our function. Here populateOmniBox is the event and onPopulateOmniBox is
our function.

Implementing the onPopulateOmniBox Function

Implement the following code. This function will be executed everytime the   event is triggered.populateOmniBox

Note:
This example explains the uses of the following objects and interfaces :

OmniBoxDataRow
PopulateOmniBoxObject
PopulateOmniBoxQueryExpression

Thus, we recommend using these pages as a reference while you go through this example.

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Events#Events-populateOmniBox
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1.  

2.  

function onPopulateOmniBox (e , populateOmniBoxObject){
 // First we need to decide what we are searching for.
 // It is up to each component to decide what would suit best for their own need. For
example, a facet will look for the whole content of the query box to provide
suggestions.
    // Another custom component could instead decide to use only the active word (the
position of the cursor in the query box).
 var wordToSearch = populateOmniBoxObject.completeQueryExpression.word;
 var regexToSearch = populateOmniBoxObject.completeQueryExpression.regex;

 
 // This is the main function that each custom component will need to implement. In
this example, this function will be implemented in the next section.
 // Note that this would cover the case where you can immediately return HTML content.
If you need to perform an asynchronous call (e.g., an Ajax request), refer to the
 // section "Populating omnibox with content from an asynchronous call" of this page.
 var elementToReturn = buildOmniBoxContent(regexToSearch, populateOmniBoxObject);
 
 var objectToReturn = {
  zIndex: 100, //Arbitrary number used to determine where the row should render. > 50
will render before the facet. This value is optional.
  element : elementToReturn
 }
 
 // Use the populateOmniBoxObject interface to push suggestions.
 populateOmniBoxObject.rows.push(objectToReturn );
} 

Implementing the buildOmniBoxContent Function

Implement the following code. This function is required and used in the   function to build the   customonPopulateOmniBox OmniBoxComponent
content.

This function will be custom for each custom component, and thus cannot be implemented in a general manner in this example.

What is important to know is that the OmniBox expects two things:

It expects an HTML element (a div, a span, a table... Anything that is valid HTML will be added to the OmniBox). Note that if you provide
really complex markup, you might need to write quite a bit of custom CSS to render it properly.
If you want to be able to navigate up/down with the keyboard like for the facet suggestions, each selectable section needs to have the
"coveo-omnibox-selectable" CSS class.

The OmniBox will scan for HTML sections with that CSS class in order to determine the next/previous keyboard navigation value.
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function buildOmniBoxContent(regex, populateOmniBoxObject) {
 
 // This function won't be implemented in this example. Let's assume that it returns
an array of values that correctly match the given regex. 
 // The logic behind this function would be custom for each component.
 // For example, it could be a query to the Coveo index using the Search api
 var arrayOfValues = findValuesThatMatch(regex)
 
 // Let's assume that this component wants to build some kind of data table with its
suggestions. 
 // This is the kind of HTML structure that would indeed work very well with the
OmniBox, without much customization.
 var table = $("<table></table>")
 for(var i = 0 ; i < arrayOfValues.length ; i++){
  // We won't implement this function in this example because it's highly related to
your page.
  // Let's assume it returns one table row ("<tr></tr>") with the appropriate content
of your choosing.
  var oneRowOfContent = buildOmniBoxForOneRow(arrayOfValues[i])
 
  // Add the appropriate class so that this table row can be selected with the
keyboard and the mouse by the user.
  $(oneRowOfContent).addClass("coveo-omnibox-selectable")
 
  // Add the appropriate (custom) event handler for this value.
  // The click event is triggered by the mouse when the user clicks one table row.
  // The keyboardSelect event is triggered when the user selects a value with the
keyboard (arrow key up/down + enter)
  // We also use two of the helper functions provided by the OmniBox to clear its
content, and then close it.
  $(oneRowOfContent).on("click keyboardSelect" , function(){
   doSomethingWhenThisValueIsSelected();
   populateOmniBoxObject.clear();
   populateOmniBoxObject.close()
  })
  table.append(oneRowOfContent);
 }
 
 return table
}

Populating the Omnibox With Content From an Asynchronous Call

In some cases, you may need to fetch your Omnibox suggestions with an Ajax call to retrieve your data. In this case, you will need a JQuery
.Deferred Object

http://api.jquery.com/category/deferred-object/
http://api.jquery.com/category/deferred-object/
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function onPopulateOmniBox(e, populateOmniBoxObject) {
 
 // Construct a new deferred object and add it to the omnibox object. We will resolve
it later when our Ajax call returns 
 var deferred = $.Deferred();
 populateOmniBoxObject.rows.push({deferred : deferred});
 
 // Let's say that we make an Ajax call to some service
 $.ajax({
  url : "http://get/some/data.com",
  success : function(results){
   // When we get our results from the service, we can build the HTML element that the
Omnibox will use
   // and resolve the deferred object that we passed to the Omnibox
   var elementToReturn = buildOmniBoxContent(results);
   var objectToReturn = {
    zIndex: 100, //Arbitrary number
    element : elementToReturn
   }
   deferred.resolve(objectToReturn);
  },
  error : function(){
   // Don't forget to handle failures, otherwise the Omnibox will wait indefinitely
for your results
   deferred.resolve({ element : undefined})
  }
 })
} 

Important Information to Remember

The  event is what is triggered by the  when a user selects your element by hitting enter on his keyboard.keyboardSelect OmniBox

The CSS class  needs to be added to each row of our table. This is what the  uses to determinecoveo-omnibox-selectable OmniBox

what item should be selected when navigating with the keyboard arrows.
The structure that is built and returned to the  can be as complex as you like and nested with any other HTML element, like aOmniBox

table with many rows. It might require quite a bit of CSS on your end though.
You can use the helper functions provided by the PopulateOmniBoxObject interface to act on the content of the  and the OmniBox Query

Box. You can clear it, replace some parts of the query, close it, etc.

OmniBoxDataRow

This is the object that each component that wants to interact with the OmniBox has to provide. It describes the complete content for one group of
suggestions for the OmniBox.

Thus, each component that wants to add suggestions for the OmniBox to render will have to add to   property of the rows PopulateOmniBoxObject
 an object that conforms to this interface.

Properties

zIndex

This is an optional property. It is used by each component to influence their rendering order in the OmniBox. It works like a normal CSS zIndex :
higher value will render at the top most level. Providing no zIndex will make your item render with a low priority.

element

A facet renders with a maximum zIndex of 50. If you want your row of suggestions to be rendered before facets, the zIndex you provide
needs to be 51 or more.
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This an HTMLElement that you want the OmniBox to render.

It can be any valid HTML element ( , , , , etc.). You can bind any event you want to this element and also add logic todiv span image table
handle the OmniBox (eg. should the OmniBox close itself when clicking on your suggestion? Should the OmniBox clear itself ?).

This element you provide can be as complex as you want it to be.

Refer to   for more information. Providing Suggestions for the OmniBox

deferred

This is a  . It is used when you want to make an asynchronous call (most likely an Ajax request) to a service in order toJQuery deferred object
retrieve the data that you will use to build your HTML content.

Refer to   for more information.Providing Suggestions for the OmniBox

Methods

This object provides no methods

PopulateOmniBoxObject

The PopulateOmniBoxObject is an interface that is used by components to interact with the OmniBox and provides a framework for type-ahead
suggestions.

Properties

completeQueryExpression

A   object used to describes the complete content of the  .PopulateOmniBoxQueryExpression QueryBox Component

currentQueryExpression

A   object used to describes the current active content (The current position of the cursor/caret) of the PopulateOmniBoxQueryExpression QueryBo
.x Component

allQueryExpressions

An array   used to describes each part of the content of the  . PopulateOmniBoxQueryExpression QueryBox Component

cursorPosition

The number representing the current position of the cursor/caret inside the  .QueryBox Component

OmniBoxData Component

This component directly inherit from PopulateOmniBoxObject but also have the following property

rows

An array of  . This is what each component interacting with the OmniBox need to interact with. After each component hasOmniBoxDataRow
pushed its data to this array, the OmniBox will use the content of this object to render.

Methods

clear

populateOmniBoxObject.clear()

Clear the content of the . QueryBox Component

clearCurrentExpression

populateOmniBoxObject.clearCurrentExpression()

Clear the current expression (current cursor position in the QueryBox)

This is the main property of this object. It is explained in much more details in the page .Providing Suggestions for the OmniBox

http://api.jquery.com/category/deferred-object/
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In this topic:
Options

omniboxZIndex
headerTitle
queryOverride
onSelect

Sample

 

replace

populateOmniBoxObject.replace(searchValue : string, newValue : string)

Replace the specified   by the  in the QueryBox.searchValue newValue 

searchValue : The value to be replaced

newValue : The new value to insert

replaceCurrentExpression

populateOmniBoxObject.replaceCurrentExpression(newValue : string)

Replace the current expression in the QueryBox (the current cursor position in the Query Box) by the newValue

newValue : The new value to insert

insertAt

populateOmniBoxObject.insertAt(at : number, toInsert : string)

Insert new content in the query box at the specified position

at : Position at which to insert new content.

toInsert : New content to be inserted

closeOmniBox

populateOmniBoxObject.closeOmniBox()

Close the OmniBox

PopulateOmniBoxQueryExpression

This object is a simple interface that describes the content of a  . PopulateOmniBoxQueryExpression

Properties

word

This is a simple string with the plain content of the QueryBox.

regex

This is a regex of the content of the QueryBox with some special character escaped.

Methods

This object has no methods.

OmniBoxResultList Component

This component is exactly like a normal   , except that it will render itselfResultList Component
inside the  . This will provide a kind of search as you type functionnality,OmniBox Component
allowing you to easily render complex  inside the .Result Templates OmniBox Component

Options

This component inherits all of its options from  . However, note thatResultList Component
most of them might be useless in a context where the result list is rendered inside the
OmniBox.

For example, the option does not make much sense, as there isenableInfiniteScroll 
nothing to scroll.

It also provides the following options:

omniboxZIndex

omniboxZIndex: 99 
 <element data-omnibox-z-index="99"/>
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Specifies the index at which the result list should render itself inside the Omnibox (see  ).Providing Suggestions for the Omnibox

The default value is 51 (Facets are at 50 by default).

headerTitle

headerTitle: headerTitle 
 <element data-header-title="This is my title"/>

Specifies the title that you want for this section. By default this will be  .Suggested Results

queryOverride

queryOverride: queryOverride

<element data-query-override="@override" />

Specifies the override you want to use on the query sent to the  component. By default, there's no override applied.OmniboxResultList

onSelect

onSelect: (result: Rest.QueryResult, resultElement: JQuery, omniBoxObject: Events.PopulateOmniBoxEventArgs)
=> void; 

Specifies the function you wish to execute when a result suggestion is selected. By default, it will open the corresponding result uri in your
browser.

$("#search").coveo("init", {
    OmniBoxResultList : {
  //Close the omnibox, change the selected HTMLElement background color and alert the
result title.
        onSelect: function(result, resultElement, omniBoxObject) {
      omniBoxObject.close();
      resultElement.css('background-color', 'red');
      alert(result.title);
     }
    }
})

Sample

<div class="CoveoOmniBoxResultList">
  <script class="result-template" type="text/x-underscore-template">
    <div>
      <a href="<%-ClickUri%>" class="title open-link"><%-Title%></a>
    </div>
  </script>
</div>

Pager Component

This component attaches itself to a      and<div><div/>
allows users to navigate through the different result
pages. It takes care of triggering a query with the correct
range whenever a user selects a page or uses the
navigation button ( ,  ). Previous Next

Options

numberOfPages
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number-of-pages: number 
<div data-number-of-pages="15" ></div>

This option specifies the pager length, which means how many pages should be displayed. The default value is   pages.10

navigationButton

show-previous-next: true 
<div data-show-previous-next="True"></div>

When the navigation buttons are enabled, this option adds a   or   button to the pager. The default value is  .[Previous] [Next] True

Methods

setPage

$('#myPager').coveo('setPage', pageNumber:number)

Set the current page to the specified page number.

pageNumber : The page number to display

previousPage

$('#myPager').coveo('previousPage')

Go to the previous page.

nextPage

$('#myPager').coveo('nextPage')

Go to the next page.

Sample

<div class="CoveoPager"></div>

PreferencesPanel Component

In this topic:
Options

Methods
open
close
getCssClass
getMenuItems
Usage and sample

 

This component allows to add a "Preference" option in your search interface inside the setting menu (The wrench that is usually located right next
to the search box). This component will usually contain one or multiple components, such as ResultsPreference and ResultsFiltersPreferences

Options

This component offers no options

Methods

open

$("#myPreferencesPanel").coveo('open'):void
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Open the preference panel

close

$("#myPreferencesPanel").coveo('close'):void

Close the preference panel

getCssClass

$("#myPreferencesPanel").coveo('getCssClass'):string

Return the css class for the menu item. Implemented for the interface required by the   Settings Component

getMenuItems

$("#myShareQuery").coveo('getMenuItem'): MenuItem[]

Return the menu item object. Implemented for the interface required by the  Settings Component

Usage and sample

As stated in the introduction, this component only usage is to regroup multiple preferences component in the settings menu.
This is how you would typically include this component in your page : 

<div class="CoveoPreferencesPanel"> <!-- This is the PreferencesPanel component itself
-->
 <div class="CoveoResultsPreferences"></div> <!-- These are two other components that
will be included inside the panel, and displayed only when the "Preferences" option is
selected in the settings menu -->
    <div class="CoveoResultsFiltersPreferences"></div>
</div>

In order to be displayed correctly, you also need to inform the Settings component to include the preference panel in the Settings menu

<div class="CoveoSettings"
data-include-in-menu=".CoveoShareQuery,.CoveoPreferencesPanel"></div> <!-- Notice that
data-include-in-menu specifies the css class of the CoveoPreferencesPanel component
-->

PrintableUri Component
This component is meant to be used inside a  to display the URI or path to access a resultresult template .

 

Options

This component does not provide any options

Methods

This component does not provide any method.

Sample

<div class="CoveoPrintableUri"></div>
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QueryBox Component

In this topic:
Options

enableSearchAsYouType
searchAsYouTypeDelay
enablePartialMatch
partialMatchKeywords
partialMatchThreshold
disableQuerySyntax
enableWildcards
autoFocus
enableLowercaseOperators

Methods
Sample

This component attaches itself to a textbox element (like an  ) and arranges for the keywords it contains to be part of<input type="text"/>
the query that is sent to the server.

The   component also takes care of triggering a new query whenever the user presses the   key while it has the focus.QueryBox Enter

Optionally, you can configure the    component  to perform  , meaning that a new query is automatically performedQueryBox search-as-you-type
whenever the user types in new text inside the query box.

Options

enableSearchAsYouType

enableSearchAsYouType : true 
<element data-enable-search-as-you-type="true"/>

If  , a new query is automatically triggered whenever the user types in new text inside the query box. This option defaults to  .true false

 

searchAsYouTypeDelay

searchAsYouTypeDelay : 123 
<element data-search-as-you-type-delay="123"/>

When search-as-you-type is enabled, it specifies the delay in milliseconds before a new query is triggered when the user types in new text inside
the query box. The default value is 500 milliseconds.

enablePartialMatch

enablePartialMatch : true 
<element data-enable-partial-match="true"/>

If  , a query containing a large number of keywords (see partialMatchKeywords) is automatically converted to a partial match expression intrue
order to match items containing only a subset of the keywords (see partialMatchThreshold for defining the subset). The default value is  .false

partialMatchKeywords

partialMatchKeywords : 5 
<element data-partial-match-keywords="5"/>

When partial match is enabled, this option specifies the minimum number of keywords that must be present in the query for it to be activated. The
default value is  .5

It is not supported to have this option enabled while also having the  activated at the same time.OmniBox Component
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partialMatchThreshold

partialMatchThreshold : 50% 
<element data-partial-match-threshold="50%"/>

When partial match is enabled, this option specifies either an absolute or percentage value indicating the minimum number of keywords an
item must contain in order to match the query. The default value is  .50%

disableQuerySyntax

disableQuerySyntax : true
<element data-disable-query-syntax="true"/>

If  ,  Coveo Platform will not try to interpret special query syntax such as field references in the query entered through the query box. Thetrue
default value is  .false

enableWildcards

enableWildcards : true
<element data-enable-wildcards="true"/>

If  ,  Coveo Platform will expand keywords containing wildcard characters to the possible matching keywords to broaden the query. Thetrue
default value is  .false

autoFocus

autoFocus: true
<element data-auto-focus="true"/>

If  , the   will be focused and selected on initialization. The default value is  .true QueryBox true

enableLowercaseOperators

enableLowercaseOperators: true
<element data-enable-lowercase-operators="true"/>

If  , the  and  keywords (for example) in the query box will be treated as boolean operators for the query when they are typed intrue or and
lowercase.

This applies for all operators.

Default value is false

Methods

This component does not provide any method.

Sample

<input type="text" class="CoveoQueryBox" data-enable-search-as-you-type="true"
data-search-as-you-type-delay="2000"/>

QueryDuration Component

This component displays the time taken by the last query to execute.

Options

This component does not provide any options.

Methods

This component does not provide any method.

Sample
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In this topic:
Options

Title
ContentTemplate
ShowDate

Methods
open
close

Sample
Choosing What to Display for
the Quick View

 

<div class="CoveoQueryDuration"></div>

QuerySummary Component

This component displays information about the current range of results being displayed (ex: 1-10 of
123). If the query matches no items, it will display a message saying so.

Option

enableSearchTips

AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2015 RELEASE

enableSearchTips: true

<element data-enable-search-tips="true">

Specifies whether the search tips are displayed when there are no search results. The default value is true
.

Methods

This component does not provide any method.

Sample

<div class="CoveoQuerySummary"></div>

 

 

QuickView Component

This component is meant to exist within a . It allows to create a button/linkResult Template
inside the result list that opens a Quick View dialog box for a given result. 

 

Note:
 In this documentation, the underscore template engine is used in the presented examples. Other template engines are supported (see Resul

).t Templates
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Options

Title

title: <%= Title %> 
<div class="CoveoQuickView" data-title="<%= Title %>"></div>

The title of your choice that appears at the top of the Quick View dialog box. 

Accepted values: Any string

Default: undefined (no title)

ContentTemplate

contentTemplate: Coveo.Ui.TemplateCache.getTemplate('TemplateId')
<div class="CoveoQuickView" data-template-id="TemplateId"></div>
<div class="CoveoQuickView" data-template-selector=".templateSelector"></div>
<div class="CoveoQuickView"><script class='content-template' type="text/underscore"></script></div>

The title of your choice that appears at the top of the Quick View dialog box. 

Accepted values: Any string

Default: undefined (no title)

ShowDate

showDate: true

<element data-show-date="true">

Specifies whether to show the item date in the header. The default value is .true

Methods

open

$('#myQuickView').coveo('open')

Opens the selected Quick View in a dialog box.

close

$('#myQuickView').coveo('close')

Closes the selected Quick View dialog box.

Sample
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<div class="CoveoQuickView"></div>

Choosing What to Display for the Quick View

The Quick View uses any HTML structure you put inside its tag and uses that as the content of the dialog box. This content can thus be any
element you decide, using your CSS and your structure. 

 

You can also use other components to automatically render inside the dialog box.

Example:
The following code sample builds a dialog box that will contains the generated HTML version of the item. the div.CoveoQuickViewDocum

 is automatically replaced by the generated HTML version of this item. This  becomes an  displaying the content of the itement div iframe
inside the dialog box.

<div class="CoveoQuickView">
 <h1><%= Title %></h1>
 <ul>
     <li>Uri : <%- clickUri %></li>
    <li>Author : <%= raw.sysauthor %></li>
    <li>Type <%= raw.objecttype %></li>
 </ul>
</div>

If you want to optimize the performance you should use a template. This will create the content of the Quick View only when the user clicks Q
.uick View

<div class="CoveoQuickView">
    <script class='content-template' type="text/underscore">
     <h1><%= Title %></h1>
     <ul>
      <li>Uri : <%- clickUri %></li>
      <li>Author : <%= raw.sysauthor %></li>
      <li>Type <%= raw.objecttype %></li>
     </ul>
     <div class='CoveoQuickViewDocument'></div>
    </script>
</div>

You can change the  link by adding HTML in the  and using the parameter .Quick View div ContentTemplate

<div class="CoveoQuickView" data-template-id="TemplateId">
  <span>Click here for quickview</span>
</div>

Example:
You can use the field table component.
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In this topic:
Options

resultTemplate
subResultTemplate
maximumAttachmentLevel

Sample

 

 

The quick view takes care of auto instantiating the content of any component meant to be displayed inside a result template. If you then combine
this HTML structure with your own CSS, you can create a highly customized Quick View.

ResultAttachment Component

This component is used to render attachments in a result set, for example when displaying
emails. It is intended to be used inside a   when there is an active Result Template Folding

 inside the page.Component

Options

resultTemplate

The template to use to render each of the attachments for one top result. There are 3 ways to specify which template to use:

By adding a template directly in your HTML page and by passing the   attribute of this template.id

<element data-result-template-selector="#myAttachmentTemplate"/>

By passing the ID of one of your registered templates. Refer to   Using External and Partial Templates  for additional details.

<element data-result-template-id='IdOfMyAttachmentTemplate' />

By adding a script element directly inside your ResultFolding component which has the css class  result-template

<element >
 <script class='result-template' type='text/underscore'>This is my
template</script>
</element>

subResultTemplate

<div class="CoveoQuickView" data-title='<%= Title %>' data-fixed="true"
data-width="70%" data-heigth="70%">
 <div class='header'>
  <table class="CoveoFieldTable">
         <tr data-field="@liboardshorttitle" data-caption="Board" />
            <tr data-field="@licategoryshorttitle" data-caption="Category" />
            <tr data-field="@sysauthor" data-caption="Author" />
        </table>
 </div>
 <div class='CoveoQuickViewDocument'></div>
</div>

This component only takes care of rendering the attachments that are already folded
correctly under their respective parent result. The  does the actualFolding Component
folding.

See the   template shipped with the package for an example of a template that uses this component, and how theEmailThread
attachment result template is specified.
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Since attachment can contains other attachment (For example, a zipped folder containing many files, and each of those file can be a folder
containing more files), we need a way to specifies how to render those sub attachments.

For example, if you have an email that has this hierarchy :

"Email text content"

      Attachment 1

                  Attachment 1.1

                  Attachment 1.2
      Attachment 2

      etc...

This option would serve as a way to specifies how to render the attachments 1.1. and 1.2

By adding a template directly in your HTML page and by passing the   attribute of this template.id

<element data-sub-result-template-selector="#myAttachmentTemplate"/>

By passing the ID of one of your registered templates. Refer to   for additional details.Using External and Partial Templates

<element data-sub-result-template-id='IdOfMyAttachmentTemplate' />

By adding a script element directly inside your ResultFolding component which has the css class  sub- result-template

<element >
 <script class='.sub-result-template' type='text/underscore'>This is my
template</script>
</element>

maximumAttachmentLevel

maximumAttachmentLevel: 5 
<element data-maximum-attachment-level="5"/>

Specifies the maximum depth at which the component should stop rendering attachments inside other attachments. Default value is 5.

Sample

<div class='CoveoResultAttachments' 
 data-result-template-id='EmailResultAttachment' 
 data-sub-result-template-id='EmailResultSubAttachment'></div>

ResultFolding Component

This component is used to render folded result sets. It is intended to be used inside a Result
 when there is an active   inside the page. This component willTemplate Folding Component

take care of rendering the top result as well as its child results in a coherent manner.

See the   template shipped with the package for an example of a template that uses this component, and how theEmailThread
attachment sub result template is specified.

This component only takes care of rendering already folded results. The Folding
 does the actual folding.Component
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In this topic:
Options

resultTemplate
normalCaption
expandedCaption
moreCaption
lessCaption

Methods
showMoreResults
hideMoreResults

Sample

 

Options

resultTemplate

The template to use to render each of the child results for one top result. There are 2 ways to
specify which template to use:

By adding a template directly in your HTML page and by passing the   attribute ofid

this template.

<element data-result-template-selector="#myTemplate"/>

By passing the ID of one of your registered templates. Refer to   Using External and Partial Templates  for additional details.

<element data-result-template-id='IdOfMyTemplate' />

See the  template shipped with the package for an example of a template that uses this component, and how the child resultEmailThread
template is specified.

normalCaption

normalCaption : Most relevant posts 
<element data-normal-caption="Most relevant posts"/>

The caption to show when the conversation is not expanded. This will be the caption shown at the top of child results when they are not

expanded.

By default, this value is undefined, and the caption won't show.

expandedCaption

expandedCaption: Complete thread 
<element data-expanded-caption="Complete thread"/>

The caption to show when the conversation is expanded. This will be the caption shown at the top of child results when they are expanded.

By default, this value is undefined, and the caption won't show.

moreCaption

moreCaption : Show complete thread 
<element data-more-caption="Show complete thread" />

The caption to show on the link that allows to expand the conversation or thread, and load all the child results.

lessCaption

lessCaption : Show only most relevant replies 
<element data-less-caption="Show only most relevant replies"/>

The caption to show on the link that allows to shrink the loaded conversation back to only the top result.

Methods

showMoreResults

$('#myResultFolding').coveo('showMoreResults')

Expand the conversation to load and show all the conversation.

hideMoreResults

$('#myResultFolding').coveo('hideMoreResults')
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Hide the expanded conversation and show only the most relevant replies and/or messages.

Sample

<div class='CoveoResultFolding'
      data-result-template-id="EmailChildResult" 
      data-normal-caption="MostRelevantReplies" 
      data-expanded-caption="AllConversation" 
      data-more-caption="ShowAllConversation" 
      data-less-caption="ShowOnlyMostRelevantReplies"></div>

ResultLink Component

In this topic:
Options

onClick
field
openQuickview
openInOutlook
alwaysOpenInNewWindow

Methods
Sample

This component is intended to be placed inside a , which itself is used inside a  component. It automatically transformsResult Template ResultList
a search result title into a clickable link that points to the original item.

Options

onClick

Binds an event handler function that is executed when the component's link is clicked on. The handler function takes a  and a JQueryEventObject
 as its parameters. Overriding the default behavior of the  event allows to execute specific code instead.Query Result onClick

$("#mySearch").coveo('init' , {
 ResultLink : {
  onClick : function(e, result){
   e.preventDefault();
   openUriInASpecialTab(result.clickUri, result.title) //Custom code to execute with
the URI and title of the item.
  }
 }
});

field

field:  "@sysoutlookuri"
data-field=@sysoutlookuri

Specifies the field that the result link should use to output it's  . By default, it will always use the clickUri available on the item, but you canhref
override this with this option.

Default is undefined

openQuickview

Example: using a ResultLink to open the original document in a special way instead of the

normal browser behavior

http://api.jquery.com/category/events/event-object/
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Results
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In this topic:
Options

resultContainer
resultTemplate
waitAnimation
waitAnimationContainer
enableInfiniteScroll
infiniteScrollPageSize
infiniteScrollContainer

Methods
displayMoreResults

Special CSS Classes
Sample

 

openQuickview: true

data-open-quickview='true'

Specifies if the result link should open in Quick View instead of loading through the original url.

Default is  .false

openInOutlook

openInOutlook: true

data-open-in-outlook='true'

Specifies if the result link should try to open in outlook. This is normally intended for   related to Exchange emails.ResultLink

Default is .false

alwaysOpenInNewWindow

alwaysOpenInNewWindow: true

data-always-open-in-new-window: true

Specifies if the result link should always open in a new window (  ).<a target='_blank' />

Default is false

Methods

This component does not provide any method.

Sample

<a class="CoveoResultLink"></a>

ResultList Component

This component is responsible for displaying the results of the current query, using a
provided template. It supports many additional features such as infinite scrolling, headers &
footers, etc.

You can bind the   component to an element that already contains someResultList
content. In this case, you will typically want to specify certain predetermined CSS classes on
child elements to identify the purpose of each element.

Example:
You can pinpoint the location where rendered results will be inserted using the .resultCo

 CSS class (see the  and  sections).ntainer Options Special CSS Classes
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Options

resultContainer

resultContainer : someHtmlElement 
 <element data-result-container-selector="#someJQuerySelector"/>

<childElement class="resultContainer"/>

Specifies the element within which the rendered HTML templates for results will be inserted. The content of this element is cleared when a new
query is performed.

If this option is not specified, a   element will automatically be created and appended to the component's bound element, to be used as a<div>
result container.

resultTemplate

resultTemplate : someResultTemplateObject 
 <element data-result-template-selector="#someJQuerySelector"/>

<element data-result-template-id="templateId"/>

<childElement class="resultTemplate"/>

Specifies the template that will be used to render results in HTML. The value can be either an instance of a result template object, or an element
or selector matching an element that defines a template within the page (see  ). ResultList Component

waitAnimation

waitAnimation : 'fade' 
<element data-wait-animation="fade"/>

Specifies the type of animation that will be displayed whenever we are waiting for a new query to finish executing.

The available values are:

 - Fades out the currently displayed results while the query is executing.fade
 - Shows a spinning animation while the query is executing.spinner

 - Use no animation during queries.none

If this option is not specified, no animation will be displayed.

waitAnimationContainer

waitAnimationContainer : someHtmlElement 
 <element data-wait-animation-container-selector="#someJQuerySelector"/>

<childElement class="waitAnimationContainer"/>

Specifies the element inside which an animation should be displayed whenever we are waiting for a new query to finish executing.

If this option is not specified, the   will be used to displaying the animation.resultContainer
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enableInfiniteScroll

enableInfiniteScroll : true 
<element data-enable-infinite-scroll="true"/>

If true, whenever the user scrolls to the end of the  , the   will automatically retrieve an additional pageinfiniteScrollContainer ResultList
of results and append them to those already being displayed. The wait animation will be displayed while additional results are fetched.

infiniteScrollPageSize

infiniteScrollPageSize : 123 
<element data-infinite-scroll-page-size="123"/>

When infinite scrolling is enabled, specifies the number of additional results that are fetched when the user scrolls to the bottom of the infinite
 when infinite scrolling is enabled.ScrollContainer

By default, this option uses the same value as the   search interface option.resultsPerPage

infiniteScrollContainer

infiniteScrollContainer : someHtmlElement 
 <element data-infinite-scroll-container-selector="#someJQuerySelector"/>

<childElement class="infiniteScrollContainer"/>

When infinite scrolling is enabled, specifies the element whose scrolling will be monitored to trigger fetching of additional results.

If this option is not specified, the component's bound element will be used.

Methods

displayMoreResults

$('#myResultList').coveo('displayMoreResults', count:number)

Causes an additional set of results to be fetched from the server and appended to those already being displayed.

If the   is already busy fetching results, the call is ignored.ResultList

count  : The number of additional results to fetch.

Special CSS Classes

In addition to the special classes used by the options, the   component supports certain special classes to be applied to childResultList
elements. Depending on the current state, the elements having those classes will be shown or hidden. The available classes are:

coveo-show-if-query,  - Show/hide the element when a query has been executed.coveo-show-if-no-query
coveo-show-if-results,  - Show/hide the element when a query has been executed and whethercoveo-show-if-no-results
results were matched or not.

Sample

<div class="CoveoResultList">
  <div class="coveo-show-if-no-results">No results.</div>
  <script class="resultTemplate" type="text/x-underscore-template">
    <div>
      <a href="<%-ClickUri%>" class="title open-link"><%-Title%></a>
    </div>
  </script>
</div>

ResultRating Component

AVAILABLE SINCE: JULY 2015 RELEASE

The  component (referred to as ) allows search users to rate a result with a 5-star representation. You canResultRating Collaborative Rating
use the component within of a result template (see ).Enabling and Adding Collaborative Rating to a JavaScript Search Page
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Options

This component doesn't provide any option.

Methods

rateDocument(rating: RatingValues) : boolean

Rates an item with the specified  value. Available rating values are  , , , , , and .rating Undefined Lowest Low Average Good Best

$("#myRatingComponent").coveo().rateDocument("Best")

Sample

<span class="CoveoResultRating"></span>

 

 

ResultsFiltersPreferences Component

In this topic:
Options

includeInBreadcrumb
showAdvancedFilters
filters

Methods
save
exitWithoutSave

Usage
Sample

 

This component allows users to create their own customized filters to apply to their search. These filters are saved in the   of eachlocalStorage
user.

http://www.w3.org/TR/webstorage/#the-localstorage-attribute
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Options

includeInBreadcrumb

includeInbreadcrumb: true

data-include-in-breadcrumb: true

Specifies whether to include the active(s) filter in the breadcrumb.

Default is  .true

showAdvancedFilters

showAdvancedFilters: true

data-show-advanced-filters: true

Specifies whether to show or hide the   button that allows advanced users to create their own filters.Create

Default is  .true

filters

Specifies default filters that all users will see. End user will not be able to modify or delete them, as they are not customized for each user, but
instead created by the creator of the search page.

Default is undefined
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$('#search').coveo('init', {
 ResultsFiltersPreferences : {
  filters : {
   'No conversations' : {             //The caption of the filter
              tab: 'Email',                    //The tab in which this filter is
active. This value is optional Putting nothing mean this filter will be visible in all
tabs
              expression : '@sysemailfolders<>"Historique des conversations"' //The
query expression that this filter should apply
   },
            'Another filter' : {            //etc, for multiple filters        
              expression : 'another expression"'
   }
        }
    }
});

Methods

save

$("#myResultsFiltersPreference").coveo('save'):void

Save the current preferences 

exitWithoutSave

$("# ").coveo('exitWithoutSave'):voidmyResultsFiltersPreference

Reset the current preferences without saving

Usage

When a user click  , the following edit panel will open :Create

The first line (in gray) is another filter that was created by the user.

At the far right of the gray section, note the   button, which will open the edit panel for this filter,and the   button, which will erase theEdit Delete
associated custom filter from the localStorage of the user.

 

The part in blue is the edit panel itself.

A user must enter an expression name (The caption of the filter) and a query expression to be applied when this filter is active.

The tab section is optional, but should be selected when the query expression is only relevant for a particular  .Tab Component
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If the user is satisfied with the filter, he can click on   (Checkmark icon).Apply

Otherwise, the   button ( X icon ) will close the edit panel without saving the filter.Close

Sample

<div class="CoveoResultsFiltersPreferences"></div>

ResultsPreferences Component

In this topic:
Options

showOpenInOutlook
showOpenInNewWindow

Methods
save
exitWithoutSave

Usage and sample

 

This component allows user to select preferences related to their search results. These preferences are saved in the   of each user.localStorage

Options

showOpenInOutlook

showOpenInOutlook: true

data-show-open-in-outlook: true

Specifies whether to show or hide the  option.Open in Outlook

Default is  true

showOpenInNewWindow

showOpenInNewWindow: true

data-show-open-in-new-window: true

http://www.w3.org/TR/webstorage/#the-localstorage-attribute
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Specifies whether to show or hide the   option.Always open results in new window

Default is true

Methods

save

$("#myResultsPreference").coveo('save'):void

Save the current preferences 

exitWithoutSave

$("#myShareQuery").coveo('exitWithoutSave'):void

Reset the current preferences without saving

Usage and sample

<div class="CoveoResultsPreferences"></div>

ResultTagging Component

In this topic:
Options

field
suggestBoxSize
autoCompleteTimer

Methods
Events
Sample

 

This component can be used as part of a result template to add a value to a tag field. It also lists all the values already on this tag field.

Options

field

field: string 
<element data-field=" "/>@tagfield

Specifies the tag field to be used by the component.

suggestBoxSize

suggestBoxSize: number 
<element data-suggest-box-size=" "/>5

Specifies the number of items to show in the suggested item list.

autoCompleteTimer

autoCompleteTimer: number 
<element data-auto-complete-timer=" "/>2000

Specifies how long to wait until the suggested item list disappear when you focus out.

Methods

This component doesn't provide any method.

Events
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This component doesn't trigger any events.

Sample

<div class="CoveoResultTagging" data-field="@tags"></div>

SearchBox Component

This component attaches itself to a   and takes care of instantiating a  (or a  ) and a div QueryBox Component OmniBox Component SearchButton
 and appends them to the same  .Component div

Options

Since the search box instantiates a query box/OmniBox, the same options can be added to the search box tag (see   or QueryBox Component Om
). niBox Component

The search box also has these specific options:

activateOmniBox

activateOmniBox: true
<element data-activate-omnibox="true"/>

Default  : True

If  , the search box instantiates an . Otherwise, the search box instantiates a  .true OmniBox Component QueryBox Component

Methods

This component does not provide any method.

Sample

<div type="text" class="CoveoSearchBox"></div>

SearchButton Component

This component executes a new query when its bound element is clicked on. It can be bound to any clickable element, such
as an   tag, an  , or any other element that a user can click.<a> <input type="button">

Options

This component does not support any options.

Methods

This component does not provide any method.

Sample

This component is intended as a shortcut to get a query box and button with the proper layout. It adds no functionality over using Query
 and   directly.Box SearchButton

If for any reason you require more control over the HTML elements created by this component, we advise on using   and QueryBox Sear
 directly, attached to HTML elements such as   that you provide. chButton <input type="text">
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In this topic:
Options

enableHistory
resultsPerPage
excerptLength
hiddenExpression
filterField
hideUntilFirstQuery
autoTriggerQuery
firstLoadingAnimation
analyticsUser
analyticsUseJsonp
analyticsToken
enableDuplicateFiltering
enableDebugInfo
enableCollaborativeRating
pipeline

 

<a class="CoveoSearchButton">Search!</a>

SearchInterface Component

This component is the root and main component of your search interface. You should place
every other component inside this component. It is also on this component that you can call
the   function (see .coveo('init') Getting Started with the JavaScript Search Framework

).V0.9

Options

enableHistory

enableHistory: true 
<element data-enable-history="true"/>

Specifies if your search interface should enable history navigation. It actually saves the state
of the current query in the hash portion of the URL, in order to allow using the browser
back/forward buttons (see ). Default is State false.

resultsPerPage

resultsPerPage: 10 
<element data-results-per-page="10"/>

Specifies the number of results that each page should display. Default is 10.

excerptLength

excerptLength: 200 
<element data-excerpt-length="200"/>

Specifies the length of the excerpt that should be displayed for each query result. Default is 200.

hiddenExpression

hiddenExpression: @objecttype==(Files) 
<element data-hidden-expression="@objecttype==(Files)"/>

Specifies an hidden expression that should be added to each query. Default is none.

filterField

filterField: '@sysconversation' 
<element data-filter-field="@sysconversation"/>

Specifies the name of a field to use as a custom filter when executing the query (sometimes referred to as "folding"). Default is empty.

Setting this option causes the index to return only one result having any particular value inside the filter field. Any other matching result is "folded"
inside the  member of each JSON query result.childResults

This feature is typically used with threaded conversations, in order to include only one top-level result per conversation. Thus, the field specified in
this option typically is a value unique to each thread that is shared by all items (e.g., posts, emails, etc.) in the thread.

hideUntilFirstQuery

hideUntilFirstQuery: true 
<element data-hide-until-first-query="true"/>

Specifies whether the UI should display a loading animation before the first query has completed successfully. Default is true.

Since this component is the root of your search UI, it is recommended that you give it
a unique HTML attribute in order to reference it easily.id 
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autoTriggerQuery

autoTriggerQuery: true 
<element data-auto-trigger-query="true"/>

Specifies whether the  function should trigger the first query automatically. Default is init true.

firstLoadingAnimation

firstLoadingAnimation: '.CustomFirstLoadingAnimation' 
<element data-first-loading-animation-selector=".CoveoFirstLoadingAnimation"/>

OR 

<element class="CoveoSearchInterface"><element class="coveo-first-loading-animation"/></element>

Specifies the selector of the first loading animation to use. This element could be a static logo or an animation. By default, a Coveo-branded
loading animation is displayed.

Since the default animation is implemented using CSS, you can easily customize it. 

analyticsUser

To learn more about the analytics service, see . Coveo Cloud Usage Analytics

analyticsUser: string 
<element data-analytics-user=""/>

Specifies the name of the user for usage analytics logs.

analyticsEndpoint

analyticsEndpoint: string 
<element data-analytics-endpoint=""/>

Specifies the URL of the analytics logger.

analyticsUseJsonp

analyticsUseJsonp: boolean 
<element data-analytics-jsonp="true"/>

Specifies if JSONP is used for transferring data. Otherwise, a POST request is used. The default value is true.

analyticsToken

analyticsToken: string 
<element data-analytics-token=""/>

Specifies the token for the analyticsEndpoint.

enableDuplicateFiltering

AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2015 RELEASE

enableDuplicateFiltering: false

<element data-enable-duplicate-filtering="false">

Specifies whether to filter duplicates on the search results. The default value is .false

enableDebugInfo

AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2015 RELEASE

enableDebugInfo: false

<element data-enable-debug-info="false">

Specifies whether to enable the feature that allows users to  on any results to get the  page with a detailed view ofALT + double click Debug
all the properties and fields for a given result. The default value is  .true

http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/cloud/coveo_cloud_usage_analytics.htm
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enableCollaborativeRating

AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2015 RELEASE

enableCollaborativeRating: false

<element data-enable-collaborative-rating="false">

Specifies whether you should enable the collaborative rating for the index. This will override the normal index ranking for the one set by users with
the on each results (see  ). The default value is  .Enabling and Adding Collaborative Rating to a JavaScript Search Page false

pipeline

AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2015 RELEASE

pipeline: "default"

<element data-pipeline="default"/>

Specifies the name of the query pipeline to use for the queries. If not specified, the default value is  , which means the default querydefault
pipeline will be used. You can use this parameter for example when your index is in a Coveo Cloud Organization where you created pipelines
(see  ). Creating and Managing Query Pipelines

StandaloneSearchInterface Component

AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2015 RELEASE

This component is created when a Standalone Search Box is added to a page (see  ). It is the component onAdding a Standalone Search Box
which you call the   function..coveo('initSearchBox')

The component is mainly used to handle the redirect to the search page.

Options

All the options available on the   are also available.SearchInterface Component

redirectIfEmpty

redirectIfEmpty: true

<element data-redirect-if-empty="true">

Specifies whether it should redirect to the search page when the search box is empty. The default value is  .true

Settings Component

In this topic:
Options

includeInMenu
menuDelay
Methods
Menu interface
Usage and sample

This component allows to add a setting button (wrench icon by default) that is usually located right next to your search box. It will usually
reference other Components to include in the menu (  , for example)PreferencesPanel Component

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=128
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Options

includeInMenu

includeInMenu : [ ".CoveoShareQuery", ".CoveoPreferencesPanel" ]

<element data-include-in-menu=".CoveoShareQuery,.CoveoPreferencesPanel" />

Specifies an array of css class of other component to include in the menu. These other component take care or rendering their own caption and
choosing which action to take on selection.

Default is [] (empty array).

menuDelay

menudelay : 300

<element data-menu-delay="300" />

Specifies the delay, in milliseconds before closing the menu  .onmouseout

Default is 300.

Methods

This component offers no methods

Menu interface

Any component included in the menu with the   option must implement the  interfaceincludeInMenu Menu

interface Menu {
 getCssClass: () => string;
    getMenuItems: () => MenuItem[];
}
interface MenuItem {
 text: string;
    onOpen: () => void;
    onClose: () => void;
}

Usage and sample

<div class="CoveoSettings"
data-include-in-menu=".CoveoShareQuery,.CoveoPreferencesPanel"></div> <!-- Notice that
data-include-in-menu specifies the css class of others components to include -->

ShareQuery Component

 
 

In this topic:
Options
Methods

open
close
getCssClass
getMenuItems

Usage and sample
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This component allows to share and show the complete query expression being executed by the framework. It is normally accessed through the S
.ettings Component

Options

This component offers no options

Methods

open

$("#myShareQuery").coveo('open'):void

Open the menu

close

$("#myShareQuery").coveo('close'):void

Close the menu

getCssClass

$("#myShareQuery").coveo('getCssClass'): string

Return the css class for the menu item. Implemented for the interface required by the   Settings Component

getMenuItems

$("#myShareQuery").coveo('getMenuItem'): MenuItem[]

Return the menu item object. Implemented for the interface required by the  Settings Component

Usage and sample

<div class="CoveoShareQuery"></div>

Sort Component

This component allows to add an expression to
the current query to specify how search results
must be sorted. In other words, it's the
component that handles the Sort By feature.

Options
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In this topic:
Options

sortCriteria
caption

Methods
getCurrentCriteria
getField
select

Sample

 

sortCriteria

sortCriteria: "relevancy"
<div data-sort-criteria="relevancy" ></div>

This option specifies the criteria on which the component should sort the results. The
available criteria are: 

relevancy
date
qre
@fieldname (replace  by an actual field name, for example fieldname @syssize
)

 

You can also specify the direction (  or ) separated by a space inside the criteria for relevant fields (  and ascending descending date @fieldna
) like so:me

data-sort-criteria="date ascending"
date-sort-criteria="@syssize descending"

You can specify multiple sort toggles using two criteria separated by commas, like so:

data-sort-criteria="date ascending,date descending"
data-sort-criteria="@syssize ascending,@syssize descending"

 

caption

caption: "caption"

<div data-caption="caption">

Specifies the caption that will be displayed by the component.

Methods

getCurrentCriteria

$('#mySort').coveo('getSort')

Gets the current sort criteria value.

getField

$('#mySort').coveo('getDirection')

Gets the current direction for the sort component ( / ).ascending descending

select

$('#mySort').coveo('select', direction?: string)

Selects the sort component.

Direction:  Which direction to choose for the component. Only useful for a sort component with a   containingOptional.  data-sort-criteria
multiple direction choices.

Sample

Before using a field ensure it is sortable (for Coveo Cloud see ).Creating and Managing Fields for a Source

Assertions on initialization
The   component will always check (and fail to instantiate) if:Sort

The criteria is not of the type "relevancy", "date", "qre", "@field"
The direction  specified for "date" and "@field" IS NOT
The direction   specified when it makes no sense: "relevancy", "qre"IS

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=137
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<span class="CoveoSort" data-sort-criteria='relevancy'>Sort on relevancy</span>

Tab Component

In this topic:
Options

uniqueId
expression
constant
icon
caption
endpoint
sort
enableDuplicateFiltering

Methods
select

Sample
Including and Excluding Other HTML Components
Setting a New Endpoint for a Tab

This component is a bar allowing users to select a search interface. The component attaches itself to an anchor element and is in charge of
adding an advanced expression to the query and thus, modify the outgoing query in order to refine the results in relation to the selected tab. It
also allows to hide and show different parts of the UI. In order to do so, each component of the UI can specify whether or not it wishes to be
included or excluded from a specific tab. 

Options

uniqueId

uniqueId : People 
<a data-id="People"/>

This option sets a unique id for the tab, that other components can reference to when they want to be included or excluded from a specific tab.

Required. The tab will fail at initialization if there is no unique id.

expression

expression: '@objecttype==("Message")' 
<element data-expression='@objecttype==("Message")'/>

This option sets an advanced expression that this tab should add to any outgoing query.

Optional. If there is none, the tab will simply not modify the outgoing query. This is, for example, what an   tab should do.All content

constant

constant: false 
<element data-constant='false'/>

This option specifies whether the filter expression should be included in the constant part of the query. By default, this option is set to  .true

The constant part of the query is specially optimized by the index in order to execute faster, but you must be careful not to include dynamic query
expressions otherwise the cache would lose it's efficiency.

icon

icon: 'coveo-sprites-documentType-unknown_x16' 
<element data-icon='coveo-sprites-documentType-unknown_x16'/>

OR
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<element >

     <span class='coveo-icon coveo-sprites-documentType-unknown_x16'></span>

</element>

This option sets the icon that the tab should display

Optional.

caption

caption: 'Users' 
<element data-caption='Users'/>

This option sets the caption that should be displayed for a tab

 Optional . You might want, for example, a tab using only an icon and no caption.

endpoint

endpoint: 'someEndpoint' 
<element data-endpoint='someEndpoint'/>

This option sets the endpoint that a tab should point to when performing query inside that tab.

 Optional . The tab will then use the  endpoint or the default REST Search API (see  ). SearchInterface Component Invoking the REST Search API

sort

sort: 'relevancy' 
<element data-sort='relevancy'/>

This option sets the default sort when this tab is selected. The need to be in the page to allowed this option.Sort Component 

Optional.

enableDuplicateFiltering

enableDuplicateFiltering: false

<element data-enable-duplicate-filtering="false">

Specifies whether to filter duplicates on the search results. The default value is .false

Methods

select

$('#myTab').coveo('select')

Makes the targeted tab the currently selected one.

Sample

<a class="CoveoTab" data-id="All" data-caption='All'></a>

Including and Excluding Other HTML Components

You can hide/show specific HTML components, based on the currently selected search tab by adding the following attributes:

<element data-tab="Message">

OR

<element data-tab-not="Message">

The  attribute specifies which tab (using the   option) that this component should be included in. Implicitly, it also means thatdata-tab  uniqueID
this element is excluded from all the other tabs that it does not specify.

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Invoking+the+REST+Search+API
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In this topic:
Options

id
icon
expression

Methods
select
getTitle
getIcon
getId

Including a Tab in a TabGroup

 

Setting a New Endpoint for a Tab

A tab can use a custom endpoint when performing a query. First, you need to make sure that the endpoint exists in the array of Coveo.Rest.Se
 Then you have to follow the directives given in  .archEndpoint.endpoints. Setting Up a New Endpoint

Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.endpoints["specialEndpoint"] = new
Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint({
  restUri : 'https://somewhere.com/rest/search',
})

All the options for your new endpoint can be found in the page describing the   class.Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint

Once this is done. Your new endpoint will be available for your tab components. Simply use the  parameter of the tab component.endpoint

TabGroup Component

This component attaches itself to an anchor   . This<a>
component allows multiple   to be regroupedTab Component
inside a common TabGroup. The TabGroup component can
exist on its own, though it was designed to be included inside
a  . TabGroupMenu Component

Options

id

id : General 
<element data-id="General"/>

Set the ID for this tab group. This is what each   will use to specify inside which TabGroup it is included.Tab Component
This option is . The component will fail to initialize if you don't include a unique ID for your TabGroup.mandatory

icon

icon : my-icon 
<element data-icon="my-icon"/>

Set the icon (as a css class) that this TabGroup should display.
This option is .optional

expression

expression : @sysdate > YESTERDAY 
<element data-expression="@sysdate > YESTERDAY"/>

Adds an expression to the outgoing query when this tab group is selected. You could use this option to apply a base expression to all Tab
 under this TabGroup.Component

This option is  .optional

Methods

select

$('#myTabGroup').coveo('select')

Select the tab group.

getTitle

$('#myTabGroup').coveo('getTitle')

Get the title of the tab group.

You need a least one  endpoint in order for the framework to work and be able to perform queries! Refer to default Setting Up a New
 for more information.Endpoint
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NB : The title is the text inside the anchor element. In this case :  this method<a class="CoveoTabGroup">My Tab Group Title</a>,
would return "My Tab Group Title"

getIcon

$('#myTabGroup').coveo('getIcon')

Get the icon css class of the tab group.
If there is no icon, this method would return "" (empty string)

getId

$('#myTabGroup').coveo('getIcon')

Get the id of this tab group.

Including a Tab in a TabGroup

If you wish to include one or multiple   inside a TabGroup, each Tab need to have the special attribute : Tab Component data-tab-group="MyT
abGroupId"

<div class="coveo-tab-section with-tab-groups"> <!-- Section containing the tab(s) -->
    <div class="CoveoTabGroupMenu"> <!-- The tab group menu which will display the
TabGroup correctly for the end user -->
     <a class='CoveoTabGroup' data-id='FirstTabGroupId'>My first Tab Group</a> 
  <a class='CoveoTabGroup' data-id='SecondTabGroupId'>My second Tab Group</a>
    </div>
 <a class="CoveoTab" data-tab-group="SecondTabGroupId" data-id="A" data-caption='A' />
<!-- Note the data-tab-group attribute which correspond with the id of the second tab
group-->
 <a class="CoveoTab" data-tab-group="SecondTabGroupId" data-id="B" data-caption='B' />
 <a class="CoveoTab" data-tab-group="FirstTabGroupId" data-id="C" data-caption='C' />
</div>

TabGroupMenu Component

This component attaches itself to a  meant to be inside a the tab section of your UI. It's role is to contain one<div> 
or multiple   and display them inside a handy menu.TabGroup Component

Options

menuDelay

menuDelay : 300
<element data-menu-delay="300"/>

Set the delay (in milliseconds) before the menu closes itself on mouse out.

Methods

open

$('#myTabGroupMenu').coveo('open')

Open the menu

close

$('#myTabGroupMenu').coveo('close')

Close the menu
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In this topic:
Options

omniboxSuggestionOptions
omniboxZIndex
headerTitle
onSelect
numberOfSuggestions

analyticsOptions
Methods
Sample

 

Sample

<div class="coveo-tab-section with-tab-groups"> <!-- Section containing the tab(s) -->
    <div class="CoveoTabGroupMenu">
      <!-- [CoveoTabGroup Components] -->
    </div>
 <!-- [CoveoTab Components] --> 
</div>

TopAnalyticsSuggestions Component

This component is used to provide query suggestions based on the most commonly logged
queries by a Coveo Analytics service. In order to provide relevant suggestions, they are
shown in order of successful item views: thus, queries resulting in no clicks from users or that
require refinements are not suggested if better options exist. These suggestions appear in
the . This component is thus highly related to the  .OmniBox Component Analytics Component

While a user is typing in a query box, he will be able to see and select the most commonly
used queries. 

Options

omniboxSuggestionOptions

This option is related to the   and contains multiple sub options:OmniBox Component

omniboxZIndex

omniboxZIndex: 52

<element data-omnibox-z-index='52' />

The OmniBox index at which this component should render itself inside the OmniBox. Default is 52.

headerTitle

headerTitle : 'Most Frequent Queries'

<element data-header-title='Most Frequent Queries' />

The title of the OmniBox for this group of suggestions.

onSelect

onSelect: someFunction(value:string, args: PopulateOmniboxEventArgs) => void;

The event handler function to execute when a value is selected in the OmniBox. By default, the query box text will be replaced by what was
selected and a new query will be executed. You can however replace this default text by providing a callback function to execute when the value
is selected.

For example:
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In this topic:
Options

field
queryOverride
omniboxSuggestionOptions

omniboxZIndex
headerTitle
onSelect
numberOfSuggestions

Methods
Sample

 

$('#mySearch').coveo('init', {
 TopAnalyticsSuggestions : {
  omniboxSuggestionOptions : {
   onSelect : function(valueSelected, populateOmniBoxEventArgs){
    // Do something special when a value is selected
    // You receive the selected value as the first argument, and the OmniBox object as
the second parameter
   }
  }
 }
})

numberOfSuggestions

numberOfSuggestions : 5

<element data-number-of-suggestions="5"  />

The number of suggestions you wish to provide to the OmniBox with the  component. The default value is 5.TopAnalyticsSuggestions

analyticsOptions

These options are the same as those of the  .Analytics Component

Methods

This component does not provide any method.

 

Sample

TopFieldSuggestions Component

This component is used to provide query suggestions based on a particular facet field. For
example, this can be used to provide auto-complete suggestions when you type in item titles.

Options

field

field: @myitemtitle

<element data-field='@myitemtitle' />

The field for which to provide suggestions.

queryOverride

queryOverride : @syssource="Lithium"

<element data-query-override='@syssource="Lithium"' />

Optional. The query override to apply for those suggestions.

 
<span class="CoveoTopAnalyticsSuggestions"></span>

Note:
Since this component requires that you create a specific facet for the field that you
want to provide auto-completion for (e.g. item title), you may hit performance
problems with large indexes (several millions of items). In this latter case, please
consider using the  TopAnalyticsSuggestions Component instead to meet your
performance needs.
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omniboxSuggestionOptions

This option is related to the   and contains multiple sub options :OmniBox Component

omniboxZIndex

omniboxZIndex: 51

<element data-omnibox-z-index='51' />

The OmniBox index at which this component should render itself inside the OmniBox. The default value is 51.

headerTitle

headerTitle : 'Suggested items'

<element data-header-title='Suggested items' />

The title of the OmniBox for this group of suggestions.

onSelect

onSelect: someFunction( , args: PopulateOmniboxEventArgs) => void;value:string

The event handler function to execute when a value is selected in the OmniBox. By default, the query box text will be replaced by what was
selected and a new query will be executed. You can however replace this default text by providing a callback function to execute when the value
is selected.

For example:

$('#mySearch').coveo('init', {
 TopFieldSuggestions : {
  omniboxSuggestionOptions : {
   onSelect : function(valueSelected, populateOmniBoxEventArgs){
    // Do something special when a value is selected
    // You receive the selected value as the first argument, and the OmniBox object as
the second parameter
   }
  }
 }
})

numberOfSuggestions

numberOfSuggestions : 5

<element data-number-of-suggestions="5" />

The number of suggestions you wish to provide to the OmniBox with the   component. The default value is 5.TopFieldSuggestions

Methods

This component does not provide any method.

 

Sample

Triggers Component

AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2015 RELEASE

This component executes triggers generated by the Search API based on Trigger statements
in the query pipeline (see ).Managing the Query Pipeline

 
<span class="CoveoTopFieldSuggestions"></span>

http://valuestring
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Trigger+-+Query+Pipeline+Feature
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Managing+the+Query+Pipeline
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In this topic:
Options
Methods
Sample
Example 1: Showing simple
messages
Example 2: Handling an
execute trigger
Example 3: Executing an
additional query
Example 4: Performing a
redirect

 

Options

This component does not provide any options.

Methods

This component does not provide any methods.

 

Sample

 
<div class="CoveoTriggers"></div>

Example 1: Showing simple messages

Let's say that the query pipeline contains this QPL  statement:Trigger - Query Pipeline Feature

notify "A message"

This will generate the following response when a query is executed:
{
  ...
  "triggers": [
    {
      "type": "notify",
      "content": "A message"
    }
  ]
}

The component will produce the following HTML structure:
<div class="CoveoTriggers">
  <div class="coveo-trigger-notify">A message</div>
</div>

Example 2: Handling an  triggerexecute

Let's say that the query pipeline contains this QPL  statement:Trigger - Query Pipeline Feature

execute bar(123)

This will generate the following response when a query is executed:
{
  ...
  "triggers": [
    {
      "type": "execute",
      "content": {
        "name": "bar",
        "params": [123]
      }
    }
  ]
}

The component will try to execute the JavaScript function  with the parameter . This function can be defined as follow:bar 123

window.bar = function(params) {
  $('<div/>')
    .text(params.param1)        // Parameters are passed in the fields 'param1', 'param2', ...
of 'params'.
    .appendTo(params.element);  // The triggers element is available in the 'params' object.
}

The above example will generate the following HTML structure:

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Trigger+-+Query+Pipeline+Feature
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Trigger+-+Query+Pipeline+Feature
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Events

<div class="CoveoTriggers">
  <div>123</div>
</div>

Example 3: Executing an additional query

Let's say that the query pipeline contains this QPL  statement:Trigger - Query Pipeline Feature

query `@title=foo`

This will generate the following response when a query is executed:
{
  ...
  "triggers": [
    {
      "type": "query",
      "content": "@title=foo"
    }
  ]
}

The component will execute the query  , modifying the results page. @title=foo

Example 4: Performing a redirect

Let's say that the query pipeline contains this QPL   statement:Trigger - Query Pipeline Feature

redirect "http://www.coveo.com"

This will generate the following response when a query is executed:
{
  ...
  "triggers": [
    {
      "type": "redirect",
      "content": "http://www.coveo.com"
    }
  ]
}

The component will redirect the user to . http://www.coveo.com

 

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Trigger+-+Query+Pipeline+Feature
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Trigger+-+Query+Pipeline+Feature
http://www.coveo.com
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In this topic:
Attaching Event Handlers
Embedding Event Handlers
Initialization Events

beforeInitialization
afterComponentsInitialization
afterInitialization

Initialization Code Examples
Query Events

newQuery
buildingQuery
doneBuildingQuery
duringQuery
preprocessResults
noResults
querySuccess
deferredQuerySuccess
queryError

Omnibox Events
openOmniBox
closeOmniBox
populateOmniBox

ResultList Events
newResultsDisplayed
newResultDisplayed

Breadcrumb Events
populateBreadcrumb
clearBreadcrumb

Analytics Event
changeAnalyticsCustomData

StandaloneSearchInterface Event
beforeRedirect

UserAction Event
openQuickView

 

The Coveo JavaScript Search Framework exposes several events that can be used by external code to interact with the framework.

 

Some of these events are not linked to any particular component and are said to be Global. For example, the initialization events or the events
raised during the execution of a query fall into that category.  Simply put, the flow starts with component initialization, followed by query
preparation and execution ending with result driven events as show by this illustration.

The natural processing of events follows a sequential flow.  Yet, this does not imply a sequential execution thus why some events may
not be completely done by the time other events are in execution.
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Event execution is mainly triggered by user interaction with JS.UI components (see  for examples).  Additionally,Triggers and Lifecycle Traces
some components use events to interact with other components and external code. These events are exposed in the documentation page
associated to their respective component.

Attaching Event Handlers

The events triggered by the Coveo JavaScript Search Framework are regular DOM events, and you can attach any handler to them as for any
other event. In particular, we recommend using jQuery's  call to register handlers, like in the following example:  on

$('#search').on('duringQuery', function (e, data) {
  ...
});

The first argument passed to the handler is the standard   containing various information about the event. The secondjQuery Event Object
argument is provided by the Coveo JavaScript Search Framework and contains information about the event as well as objects allowing external
code to integrate with the action being processed (see ).QueryBuilder

Most of the time, events can be listened to via the root HTML element of the search interface. That element is referenced in the selector passed to
the   jQuery function - - generally referred as  . Global events are typically raised directly on this element. Some components will$ $('#search)
also raise events on their own HTML elements, but since those events bubble up, a handler registered on the root element will also catch them.

Embedding Event Handlers

There may come some use cases where it is needed to adapt the sequential flow of events.  In order to exercise some control you can embed
subsequent events in the sequence.  This ensures that a handler - outside of its standard processing - will have a guaranteed timely execution
strictly when the handler in which it is embedded has successfully completed its execution.  

The event  will have an execution only once  will be completed as shown in thisdeferredQuerysuccess afterComponentsInitialization

example.

Embedding handlers becomes the practice to enforce strict sequential execution of events

http://api.jquery.com/on/
http://api.jquery.com/category/event-object/
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('#search').on('afterComponentsInitialization', function (e, data) {
  ...
  $('#search').on('deferredQuerySuccess', function (e, data) {
     ...
  });  
});

 

Initialization Events

Components are attached to HTML elements decorated by well-known CSS classes during initialization. Thus, to use a component, a developer
only needs to insert an HTML tag in the page with the appropriate CSS class.  

newResultDisplayed

This parses thru the HTML  and substitutes any declared Coveo Component by its respective DOM element for rendering. Upon instigatingbody
this call you can make more specific component initialization, for example:

$('#search').coveo('init', {
 QueryBox: {
  enableSearchAsYouType: true
 },
 ResultList: {
  enableInfiniteScroll: true
 }
});

 

Strict Sequential Execution

Where to use initialization events
What triggers initialization is a call to: $('#search').coveo('init');
Therefore, it is required to handle initialization events before the required call to . Handlers declared$('#search').coveo('init')
afterwards won't partake in the first initialization of the search page as shown by the dotted lines in the flow diagram.

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Events#Events-newResultDisplayed
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beforeInitialization

Triggered before components are initialized.

This event does not provide custom event data.

afterComponentsInitialization

Triggered after the components are initialized, but before their state is set from the hash portion of the URL (e.g. http://mysearchinterface
). See the  option on the .#  q=myQuery enableHistory SearchInterface Component

This event does not provide custom event data. 

afterInitialization

Triggered after the UI is fully initialized. This event is triggered  the first query is launched, if the   option is enabled onbefore autoTriggerQuery
the  .SearchInterface Component

This event does not provide custom event data.

Initialization Code Examples

//Using jQuery.on(eventName)...

$("#search").on("afterComponentsInitialization", function(){
  // Code to execute once the initialization is done.
  // Note that this code needs to appear before your call to 'init'.
}) 

$("#search").coveo('init'); 

// Passed as an array of functions to the 'init' call.
// Note that the passed events (beforeInitialization, afterComponentsInitialization,
afterInitialization) 
// are the only event types that are supported by 'init'.

var firstFunction = function(){
 //Do something
}
var secondFunction = function() {
 //Do something else
}

$("#search").coveo('init', {
 "afterComponentsInitialization" : [firstFunction, secondFunction]
})

Query Events

Intent of use is to provide an opportunity for external code to alter the components before they are rendered. 

Most query events - represented by a unique or multiple handlers - will be executed in sequence when written before the required call to
. When a search page triggers an automatic query these events will disregard handlers written after$('#search').coveo('init')

the initialization (see ). On subsequent queries, the events will execute in sequence whether declared before or after.autoTriggerQuery

The exceptions are ,  and . They will execute in sequence on all occasionsduringQuery querySuccess deferredQuerySuccess .
The event  will have a unique behavior as a handler written after the initialization call will instigate itself only once querySuccess newR

 is completed.esultsDisplayed

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/SearchInterface+Component#SearchInterfaceComponent-autoTriggerQuery
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newQuery

Triggered when a new query is to be performed.

This event provides the following event data: 

Name Description

cancel If an handler sets this flag to true, the query will be cancelled.

AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2015 RELEASE  

Components listening to this event: , and .DidYouMean Facet Pager

buildingQuery

Triggered when a new query is being performed in order to build the   for the query.QueryBuilder

This event provides the following event data:

Name Description

queryBuilder The  object for the query being prepared.QueryBuilder

cancel If an handler sets this flag to true, the query will be cancelled.

AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2015 RELEASE  

Components listening to this event:  , and .DidYouMean Facet Pager

doneBuildingQuery

Triggered after the   event, once the   is fully built.buildingQuery QueryBuilder

Name Description

queryBuilder The  object for the query being prepared.QueryBuilder

cancel If an handler sets this flag to true, the query will be cancelled.

AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2015 RELEASE  

Components listening to this event:  .Facet

duringQuery

Triggered to signal that a query is currently being executed on the server.

Name Description

queryBuilder The  object for the query.QueryBuilder

query The  object for the query.Query

deferred The  that will be resolved once the query is finishedjQuery Deferred
executing.

Components listening to this event:  .Facet

http://api.jquery.com/category/deferred-object/
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Different scenarios can occur after the reception of the JSON response.  Some events may run sub-queries to inject related content within the
current context that the initial query did not provide.  In such cases, the execution of the sub-query has a deferred impact on the flow of events
and will provoke a re-entry into the event, instigating the asynchronous query call as is the case for the  event in thenewResultDisplayed

illustration: 

Another scenario is having embedded events. As illustrated below, the  event has been embedded in multiple other events.querySuccess
 Executions of these strictly declared events can vary, but will mainly be executed either before or after their execution within a standard
sequence .         (see Triggers and Lifecycle Traces to test other examples)
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preprocessResults

Triggered after a query executed successfully but before the   events. Intent of use is to provide an opportunity for external code toquerySuccess
alter the results before they are processed by other components.

Name Description

queryBuilder The  object for the query.QueryBuilder

query The  object for the query.Query  

results The  object containing the results returned by the server.Results

Components listening to this event:  .Folding

noResults

Triggered after a query executed successfully but returned no results. This event provides an opportunity for external code to alter the query and
request for it to be executed again.

Name Description

queryBuilder The  object for the query.QueryBuilder

query The  object for the query.Query  

results The  object returned by the server.Results  

retryTheQuery If an handler sets this flag to , the query will be executed again.true

Components listening to this event:  and .DidYouMean Pager

querySuccess

Triggered when a query has finished executing successfully.

Name Description

queryBuilder The  object for the query.QueryBuilder
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query The  object for the query.Query  

results The  object containing the results returned by the server.Results  

searchAsYouType Boolean flag that signifies if the query was a "Search as you type"

Components listening to this event:  and .DidYouMean  Pager

It is important to take note that the  event will not sequentially execute handler counterparts.  Any handler declared after thequerySuccess
initialization will be executed after the  event. newResultsDisplayed

deferredQuerySuccess

Triggered when a query has finished executing successfully.  This is the event listened by the  rather than the .Facet Component querySuccess
 This specific design is mainly to optimized mobile device for performance reasons as it allows the  to be rendered inResultList Component
priority.

Name Description

queryBuilder The  object for the query.QueryBuilder

query The  object for the query.Query

results The  object containing the results returned by the server.Results

Components listening to this event: .Facet

queryError

Triggered when a query encounters an error during execution.

Name Description

queryBuilder The  object for the query.QueryBuilder  

query The  object for the query.Query

error The  object containing information about the error.Error

endpoint The  that was used for this queryCoveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint Class

searchAsYouType Boolean flag that signifies if the query was a "Search as you type"

Components listening to this event:  .Pager
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Omnibox Events

openOmniBox

Triggered when the OmniBox is opening.

This event does not provide custom event data.

closeOmniBox

Triggerred when the OmniBox is closing

This event does not provide custom event data.

populateOmniBox

Triggered when the OmniBox is requesting data to populate itself

Name Description

populateOmniBoxObject The  that provides an interface for thePopulateOmniBoxObject
OmniBox.

ResultList Events

newResultsDisplayed

Triggered when the result list has been rendered after a new query.

This event does not provide custom event data.

newResultDisplayed

Triggered when the result list has been rendered after a new query.

This event does not provide custom event data.

Name Description

item The HTML Element rendered by the result list.

result The result's data.

Breadcrumb Events

populateBreadcrumb

Triggered when the breadcrumb needs to update its content. External code can use this event to provide bits of HTML that should be included in
the breadcrumb.

This event provides the following event data:

See the  and  for more information.OmniBox Component Providing Suggestions for the OmniBox

Will be executed in sequence when written before or after the required call to .$('#search').coveo('init')

Will be executed in sequence when written before or after the required call to .$('#search').coveo('init')

See the  for more informationBreadcrumb Component

Will be executed in sequence when written before or after the required call to .$('#search').coveo('init')
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Name Description

breadcrumbs Array of breadcrumb items (HTML elements) to include in the
breadcrumb. Adding entries in this array will cause them to be
displayed within the breadcrumb.

clearBreadcrumb

Triggered when the user clicks the Clear All button in the breadcrumb. When this event is raised, every filter that is included in the breadcrumb
should be removed.

This event does not provide custom event data.

Analytics Event

changeAnalyticsCustomData

Triggered before the custom data and metadata is sent to the service, allowing external user to modify and customize what is about to be sent.

Name Description

type The event type that is being logged. Can be SearchEvent, ClickEvent
or CustomEvent

metaObject The custom event metadata. Any key/value set on this object will be
reported as custom metadata to the Coveo Analytics Platform and
can then be used as custom dimension in analytics reports.

language The language of the current search page.

originLevel1 The name of the current search hub.

originLevel2 The name of the current search interface.

originLevel3 A specification on the name of the current search interface or search
hub.

StandaloneSearchInterface Event

beforeRedirect

AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2015 RELEASE

Triggered before the  redirects to a search page. You can use this event to overwrite the target search page orStandaloneSearchInterface
cancel the redirection to the search page.  

This event provides the following event data:

Name Description

searchPageUri The page where the  will redirect.StandaloneSearchInterface

cancel If an handler sets this flag to true, the redirect will be cancelled.

UserAction Event

openQuickView

AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2015 RELEASE

Triggered when the user opens a Quick View. You can use this event to modify the terms to highlight.

This event provides the following event data:

See the  for more informationStandaloneSearchInterface Component

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/StandaloneSearchInterface+Component#StandaloneSearchInterfaceComponent-Options
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Name Description

termsToHighlight A list of of the terms that will be highlighted in the Quick View.

Example:
The following code highlights the terms  and another_test in the Quick View.test

$("#MySearch").on("openQuickView", (e, openQuickViewEventArgs) {
     openQuickViewEventArgs.termsToHighlight = ["test", "another_test"]
});

ExpressionBuilder

The ExpressionBuilder object is used to build a single query expression. It allows combining multiple expression parts into a single string and
provides utilities to generate common expression parts.

Properties

This object has no properties.

Methods

add

expressionBuilder.add(expression:string)

Adds an expression to the ExpressionBuilder.

expression : The expression to add.

addFieldExpression

expressionBuilder.addFieldExpression(field:string, operator:string, values:string[])

Adds an expression of the form   to the  .@field=(values) ExpressionBuilder

field : The name of the field, including the   character.@

operator : The operator to use, such as  ,  ,  , etc.= == <>

values : The values to put in the expression.

addFieldNotEqualExpression

expressionBuilder.addFieldNotEqualExpression(field:string, values:string[])

Adds an expression of the form   to the  .(NOT @field==value) ExpressionBuilder

field : The name of the field, including the   character.@

remove

expressionBuilder.remove(expression:string)

Removes an expression from the builder.

expression : The expression to remove.

isEmpty

The expressions generated by this method are used to select all items for which the field does not equal the specified values, as well as
items for which the field is not set. This is different from expressions of the form , which only select items whose field@field<>value
is set to another value than .value
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expressionBuilder.isEmpty()

Checks if the builder is currently empty.

build

var expression = expressionBuilder.build()

Builds the expression string by combining all the parts together.

Returns the built expression string.

ExpressionBuilder.merge

var mergedBuilder = Coveo.Ui.ExpressionBuilder.merge(builder1, builder2)

Merges several   objects together.ExpressionBuilder

Returns the merged  .ExpressionBuilder

QueryBuilder

In this topic:
Properties

expression
advancedExpression
constantExpression
disjunctionExpression
firstResult
numberOfResults
excerptLength
filterField
enableDidYouMean
enableDuplicateFiltering
sortCriteria
sortField
disableQuerySyntax
enableWildcards
groupByRequests
queryFunctions
rankingFunctions
enablePartialMatch
partialMatchKeywords
partialMatchThreshold
fieldsToInclude  Available in: June 2015 Release
fieldsToExclude  Available in: June 2015 Release

Methods
build
computeCompleteExpression
computeCompleteExpressionExcept

The QueryBuilder object is used to build a   object that will be able to be executed using the REST API. The object exposes severalQuery
members and methods that help components and external code to build up the final query that is sent to the server.

Properties

expression

An   object used to build the basic part of the query expression. This part typically consists of user-entered content such asExpressionBuilder
query keywords, etc.

advancedExpression

An   object used to build the advanced part of the query expression. This part is typically formed of filter expressions generatedExpressionBuilder
by components such as facets, external code, etc.

constantExpression

An   object used to build the basic part of the query expression. This part is similar to  , but its content isExpressionBuilder advancedExpression

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Parameters
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interpreted as a constant expression by the index and it takes advantage of special caching features.
 

disjunctionExpression

An   object used to build the disjunctive part of the query expression. When present, this part is evaluated separately from theExpressionBuilder
other expressions and the matching results are merged to those matching  ,   and  .expression advancedExpression constantExpression
The final boolean expression for the query is thus  .(basic advanced constant) OR (disjunction)

firstResult

The index of the 0-based first result to retrieve in the result set.

numberOfResults

The number of results to retrieve starting from  .firstResult

excerptLength

The length of the server-side computed contextual excerpts to request.

filterField

The name of a field to use for folding (see ).Query Parameters

enableDidYouMean

Whether to enable query corrections on this query (see  ).Query Parameters

enableDuplicateFiltering

Whether to enable duplicate result filtering on this query (see  ).Query Parameters

sortCriteria

The sort criteria to use for the query (see  ).Query Parameters

sortField

The sort field to use for the query (see  ).Query Parameters

disableQuerySyntax

Coveo Platform will not interpret special query syntax in the query specified through the   field (see  ).expression Query Parameters

enableWildcards

Coveo Platform will expand keywords containing wildcard characters to the possible matching keywords to broaden the query (see Query
).Parameters

groupByRequests

Array of group by operations to execute along with the query (see  ). Group By Parameters

queryFunctions

Array of query functions operations to execute along with the query (see  ). Query Function

Putting dynamic expressions inside the  can reduce the efficiency of the index caches and can also result inconstantExpression
suboptimal query performance.

Modifying this property will cause problems if you using a standard .Pager Component

Consider modifying the  options on the  instead.resultsPerPage SearchInterface Component

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Parameters
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Parameters
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Parameters
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Parameters
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Parameters
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Parameters
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Parameters
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Parameters
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Group+By+Parameters
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Function
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rankingFunctions

Array of ranking functions operations to execute along with the query (see . Ranking Function)

enablePartialMatch

Boolean value to specify if you want to enable partial match for this query. When partial match is disabled, all the keywords in a query are present
in the returned items. When partial match is enabled, the returned items can include only some of the query keywords. 

This feature is particularly useful when users enter queries with a large number of keywords, such as when they copy a sentence or a message
and paste it in the search box. When no items contain the copied content, having a large number of keywords significantly narrows search results.
With the enabled partial match, items containing only some of the important keywords are also returned. 

partialMatchKeywords

String value to specify the minimum number of keywords that a query must contain before enabling partial match.

Obviously the query must contain at least two keywords to enable partial match, but setting this value to a low number comes with a cost on the
index side that must process significantly more query possibilities. 

E.g.: "5"

partialMatchThreshold

String value to specify the number of keyword that a result needs to match before being returned by the index.
Can be either an absolute value (e.g.: "5" ) or a percentage of the number of keywords in the query (e.g.: "50%"). 

fieldsToInclude  AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2015 RELEASE

This specifies an array of fields that should be returned for each result.

If not specified, all fields are returned by default.

fieldsToInclude = ['foo', 'bar' ]

fieldsToExclude  AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2015 RELEASE

This specifies an array of fields that should be excluded from the query results.

If not specified, all fields are returned by default.

fieldsToExclude = [' foo', 'bar' ]

Methods

build

var query = queryBuilder.build();

Builds the   object using the data from the  .Query QueryBuilder

computeCompleteExpression

var expression = queryBuilder.computeCompleteExpression();

Builds the   and returns only the expression part of it using the data from the  .Query QueryBuilder

computeCompleteExpressionExcept

var expression = queryBuilder.computeCompleteExpressionExcept(except: string);

Builds the   and returns only the expression part of it without the specified exception.Query

Triggers and Lifecycle Traces

This partial match feature does not perform partial match within a keyword. You can achieve keyword partial match by turning on enableWi
 in a search box to allow users to include wildcard characters in their queries (see ).ldcards  enableWildcards

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Ranking+Function
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Parameters
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Parameters
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Parameters
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In this topic:
At Launch
On Next Search Button Query
Facet

On Selecting
On Deselecting
On Excluding
On Ordering
On Display More Values
On Searching More Values

Tab
Sort
Breadcrumbs

Adding an entry
Removing single entry
Clearing all entries

Omnibox
Preferences

The code excerpt below withholds handlers for all events and makes them log to the console to witness behavior upon different triggers. Event
handlers have been included before and after the  call.  Additionally, it also employs deferred queries and $('#search').coveo('init')

embedded events.  Further in this topic, you will find the traces of the most common triggers.

<script type="text/javascript">
    $(function () {
      //Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.configureOnPremiseEndpoint('/rest/search');
   Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.configureSampleEndpoint();
      Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.endpoints["locIndex"] = new
Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint({
        restUri: 'http://localhost:9090/rest/search'  
  }); 
   
   // === Initialization Based Events  ===
   //
   // OnBeforeInitialization: called before the .coveo('init')
   $('#search').on('beforeInitialization', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** beforeInitialization - NO Event DATA ****>");
  console.log("<**** /beforeInitialization - NO Event DATA ****>");
   });
   
   // OnAfterComponentsInitialization: called before the state is set.  See
enableHistory option on SearchInterface component.
   $('#search').on('afterComponentsInitialization', function(e, args)
   {
  
  console.log("**** afterComponentsInitialization - NO Event DATA ****");
  //debugger;
  // can create on the fly raw fields.  Allows to isolate parsing outside of the
templates.
  /*var deferredFromEndpoint = 
Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.endpoints.default.search("@uri");
  deferredFromEndpoint.done(function (queryResults) {
                Coveo.Assert.exists(queryResults);
                console.log("<**** afterComponentsInitialization RE-RENTRY ****>");
        });*/ 
  //$('#FacetCategory').coveo('disable');

Lifecycle Traces Expand

source
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  //console.log("===== I'm evil, have disabled your facet =====");
  console.log(">**** /afterComponentsInitialization - NO Event DATA ****>");
  
   });
   
   // OnAfterInitialization: called after the .coveo('init') and before the first
Query is launched
   $('#search').on('afterInitialization', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** afterInitialization - NO Event DATA ****>");
 
$('#search').coveo(Coveo.Models.QueryStateModel).registerNewAttribute('deferredListInd
ex', '0');
  //console.log("deferredListIndex Registered")
  // Assure que ce QS s'execute a la toute fin, assure que l'init est vraiement
complete
  // You can handle subsequent events within another handler.  This ensures that the
embedded 
  // handler will be executed at a later time than its standard processing, for
example...
  $('#search').on('querySuccess.patate', function(e, args)
  {
   console.log("<*** EMBED querySuccess in AfterInit ***>");
   console.log("<*** EMBED /querySuccess in AfterInit ***>");
  });
  console.log("<**** /afterInitialization - NO Event DATA ****>");
   });
   
   // === Query Based Events ===
   //
   // OnNewQuery
   $('#search').on('newQuery', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** newQuery - NO Event DATA ***>");
  console.log("<**** /newQuery - NO Event DATA ***>");
   });
   
   // OnBuildingQuery: to build the QueryBuilder
   $('#search').on('buildingQuery', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** buildingQuery ***>");
  //console.log("QueryBuilder expressions: " +
args.queryBuilder.expression.parts.length);
  // $qf(function:@carnumtotallength*0.62,fieldName:zlength)
  args.queryBuilder.queryFunctions.push({
          function: '@carnumtotallength*0.62',
          fieldName : 'zlength'
        })
        /*console.log("** State values are: ");
  console.log("** q: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 'q'));
  console.log("** t: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 't'));
  console.log("** sort: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 'sort'));*/
        console.log("<**** /buildingQuery ***>");
   });
 
   // OnDoneBuildingQuery: once the QueryBuilder is fully built
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   $('#search').on('doneBuildingQuery', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** doneBuildingQuery ***>");
  /*console.log("QueryBuilder Parts: ");
  var parts = args.queryBuilder.expression.parts;
  _.forEach(parts, function(part, i)
  {
   console.log("Part[" + i + "] is: " + part);
  });
  console.log("** State values are: ");
  console.log("** q: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 'q'));
  console.log("** t: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 't'));
  console.log("** sort: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 'sort'));*/
  console.log("<**** /doneBuildingQuery ***>");
   });
   
   // OnDuringQuery: Query being executed on server
   $('#search').on('duringQuery', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger
  console.log("<**** duringQuery ***>");
  /*console.log("QueryBuilder expressions: " +
args.queryBuilder.expression.parts.length);
  console.log("Query tab: " + args.query.tab.toString());
  //debugger;
  console.log("Deferred State: " + args.deferred.state());
  console.log("** State values are: ");
  console.log("** q: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 'q'));
  console.log("** t: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 't'));
  console.log("** sort: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 'sort'));*/
  console.log("<**** /duringQuery ***>");
   });
 
   // OnPreprocessResults: after execution, but before querySuccess and ResultList
rendered.  This is to tweak results before displaying them.
   $('#search').on('preprocessResults', function(e, args)
   {
  console.log("<**** preprocessResults ***>");
  /*console.log("query: " + args.query.q);
  console.log("QueryBuilder expressions: " +
args.queryBuilder.expression.parts.length);
  console.log("** State values are: ");
  console.log("** q: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 'q'));
  console.log("** t: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 't'));
  console.log("** sort: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 'sort'));
  console.log("List of results:");
  
  //debugger;
  var results = args.results.results;
  _.forEach(results, function(result, i)
  {
   console.log("Result[" + i + "] is " + result.Title);
  }); */ 
  console.log("<**** /preprocessResults ***>");
   });
   
   // NoResults: alter the query and request for it to be executed again
   $('#search').on('noResults', function(e, args)
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   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** noResults ****>");
  /*console.log("query: " + args.query.q);
  console.log("QueryBuilder expression: " + args.queryBuilder.expression.toString());
  console.log("** State values are: ");
  console.log("** q: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 'q'));
  console.log("** t: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 't'));
  console.log("** sort: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 'sort'));
  console.log("List of results:");*/
  console.log("<**** /noResults ****>");
   });
   
   // OnQuerySuccess: when all is good and done
   $('#search').on('querySuccess', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** querySuccess ****>");
  /*console.log("query: " + args.query.q);
  console.log("adv. query: " + args.query.aq);
  console.log("const query: " + args.query.cq);
  console.log("QueryBuilder expressions: " +
args.queryBuilder.expression.parts.length);
  console.log("** State values are: ");
  console.log("** q: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 'q'));
  console.log("** t: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 't'));
  console.log("** sort: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 'sort'));
  console.log("List of results:");
  var results = args.results.results;
  _.forEach(results, function(result, i)
  {
   console.log("Result[" + i + "] is from: " + result.raw.syscollection);
  });*/
  console.log("<**** /querySuccess ****>");
   });
   
   // DeferredQuerySuccess: when a query has finished executing successfully, Facets
listen to this event
   $('#search').on('deferredQuerySuccess', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** deferredQuerySuccess ****>");
  //debugger;
  //$('#FacetCategory').coveo('collapseFacet');

  console.log("<**** /deferredQuerySuccess ****>");
   });
   
   // OnPopulateBreadcrumb: Query being executed on server
   $('#search').on('populateBreadcrumb', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** populateBreadcrumb ****>");
  /*console.log("length: " + args.breadcrumbs.length);
  console.log("** State values are: ");
  console.log("** q: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 'q'));
  console.log("** t: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 't'));
  console.log("** sort: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 'sort'));*/
  console.log("<**** /populateBreadcrumb ****>");
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   });
   
   // OnClearBreadcrumb: Query being executed on server
   $('#search').on('clearBreadcrumb', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** clearBreadcrumb ****>");
  /*console.log("length: " + args.breadcrumbs.length);
  console.log("** State values are: ");
  console.log("** q: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 'q'));
  console.log("** t: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 't'));
  console.log("** sort: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 'sort'));*/
  console.log("<**** /clearBreadcrumb ****>");
   });
   // openOmniBox: Query being executed on server
   $('#search').on('openOmniBox', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** openOmniBox ****>");
  console.log("<**** /openOmniBox ****>");
   });
   
   // OnPopulateOmboBox: Query being executed on server
   $('#search').on('populateOmniBox', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** populateOmniBox ****>");
  /*console.log("rows: " + args.rows.length.toString()); 
  console.log("allQueryExpressions: " + args.allQueryExpressions.length.toString());
  console.log("** State values are: ");
  console.log("** q: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 'q'));
  console.log("** t: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 't'));
  console.log("** sort: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 'sort'));*/
  console.log("<**** /populateOmniBox ****>");
   });   
   
   // closeOmniBox: Query being executed on server
   $('#search').on('closeOmniBox', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** closeOmniBox ****>");
  console.log("<**** /closeOmniBox ****>");
   });
   
   // newResultDisplayed: Result is displayed 
   $('#search').on('newResultDisplayed', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** newResultDisplayed ****>");
  /*console.log("Excerpts:" + args.result.excerpt.toString());
  console.log("zlength:" + args.result.raw.zlength);
  console.log("** State values are: ");
  console.log("** q: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 'q'));
  console.log("** t: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 't'));
  console.log("** sort: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 'sort'));*/
  
  // can create on the fly raw fields.  Allows to isolate parsing outside of the
templates.
  var deferredFromEndpoint = 
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Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.endpoints.default.search("@uri");
  deferredFromEndpoint.done(function (queryResults) {
                Coveo.Assert.exists(queryResults);
    console.log("<**** newResultDisplayed RE-RENTRY ****>");
    var defInd = $('#search').coveo('state', 'deferredListIndex');
    //debugger;
    console.log("DISPLAYED Result title: " + args.result.title + " <=> " + "DEFERRED
Result title: " + queryResults.results[defInd].title);
    //console.log("deferredListIndex is " + defInd);
    $('#search').coveo('state', 'deferredListIndex', ++defInd);
    console.log("<**** /newResultDisplayed RE-RENTRY ****>");
  });
  console.log("<**** /newResultDisplayed ****>");
   });
   
   // newResultDisplayed: Result is displayed 
   $('#search').on('newResultsDisplayed', function(e, args)
   {
     console.log("<**** /newResultsDisplayed ****>");
   });
   // QueryError: Query being executed on server
   $('#search').on('queryError', function(e, args)
   {
  debugger;
  console.log("<**** queryError ****>");
  console.log(args.error.message + " [" + status + "]");
  //args.query
  //args.querybuilder
  //args.endpoint
  console.log("<**** /queryError ****>");
   });
   
  
//====================================================================================
==
   //
      $('#search').coveo('init');
   //
  
//====================================================================================
==
      // OnBuildingQuery: to build the QueryBuilder
   $('#search').on('beforeInitialization', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** beforeInitialization AFTER  ***>");
   });
         // OnBuildingQuery: to build the QueryBuilder
   $('#search').on('afterComponentsInitialization', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** afterComponentsInitialization AFTER  ***>");
   });
         // OnBuildingQuery: to build the QueryBuilder
   $('#search').on('afterInitialization', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** afterInitialization AFTER  ***>");
   });
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      // OnBuildingQuery: to build the QueryBuilder
   $('#search').on('newQuery', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** newQuery AFTER  ***>");
   });
   // OnBuildingQuery: to build the QueryBuilder
   $('#search').on('buildingQuery', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** buildingQuery AFTER  ***>");
   });
   // OnBuildingQuery: to build the QueryBuilder
   $('#search').on('doneBuildingQuery', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** doneBuildingQuery AFTER  ***>");
   });
   // OnBuildingQuery: to build the QueryBuilder
   $('#search').on('duringQuery', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** duringQuery AFTER  ***>");
   });
     // OnQuerySuccess: when all is good and done
   $('#search').on('preprocessResults', function(e, args)
   { console.log("****  preprocessResults AFTER  ****")});
   // OnPopulateBreadcrumb: Query being executed on server
   $('#search').on('populateBreadcrumb', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** populateBreadcrumb AFTER ****>");
   });
   
   // OnClearBreadcrumb: Query being executed on server
   $('#search').on('clearBreadcrumb', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** clearBreadcrumb AFTER ****>");
   });
   // openOmniBox: Query being executed on server
   $('#search').on('openOmniBox', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** openOmniBox AFTER ****>");
   });
   
   // OnPopulateOmboBox: Query being executed on server
   $('#search').on('populateOmniBox', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** populateOmniBox AFTER ****>");
   });   
   
   // closeOmniBox: Query being executed on server
   $('#search').on('closeOmniBox', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** closeOmniBox AFTER ****>");
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   });
   // OnQuerySuccess: when all is good and done
   $('#search').on('querySuccess', function(e, args)
   { console.log("<****  QuerySuccess AFTER  ****>")});
   // newResultDisplayed: Result is displayed 
   $('#search').on('newResultDisplayed', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** newResultDisplayed AFTER ****>");
   });
      // newResultDisplayed: Result is displayed 
   $('#search').on('newResultsDisplayed', function(e, args)
   {
     console.log("<**** /newResultsDisplayed AFTER ****>");
   });
   $('#search').on('deferredQuerySuccess', function(e, args)
   {
  //debugger;
  console.log("<**** deferredQuerySuccess AFTER ****>");
   });
   // QueryError: Query being executed on server
   $('#search').on('queryError', function(e, args)
   {
  debugger;
  console.log("<**** queryError AFTER ****>");
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   });
    });
  </script> 

At Launch

Before preparation of the query. Notice that no AFTER entries have been logged for the initialization events.

Before performing the REST call.  Notice that no AFTER entries have been logged for the initialization events.

While on server side....

Upon reception of the JSON response.  We can clearly see that:

The AFTER  is delayed.  querySuccess
A subsequent query is performed upon displaying a result for a total of 10 new queries.
The strict execution of a  upon the completion of all querySuccess newResultDisplayed
The re-entries - one per result - upon the reception of the JSON of the result specific query   

When launching the search page, we will refer to the sequence of events as the main sequence.
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On Next Search Button Query

Behaves as the main sequence without initialization which will cause:

The explanation is simple.  For each deferred query we execute upon displaying a result, we must use an indicator which is declared within the af
 event:terInitialization
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$('#search').coveo(Coveo.Models.QueryStateModel).registerNewAttribute('deferredListInd
ex', '0');

It appears that this indicator isn't within the state anymore. To alleviate this issue, we must move our registration of this attribute in the state within
the  event which is the starting point for this event flow.newQuery

Facet

On Selecting

Behaves as the main sequence without initialization. You will notice that the selected entry has been put into the  parameter (advancedquery).aq
 Take note also that the  event will executed any of his AFTER handlers.duringQuery

On Deselecting
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Behaves as main the sequence without initialization. You will notice that the selected entry has been removed of the   parameter (aq advancedQu
).  Take note also that the   event will executed any of his AFTER handlers.ery duringQuery

On Excluding

Behaves as the main sequence without initialization. You will notice that the excluded entry has been put in the   parameter ( ).aq advancedQuery
 Take note also that the   event will executed any of his AFTER handlers.duringQuery
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On Ordering

Behaves as the main sequence without initialization. Take note also that the   event will executed any of his AFTER handlers.duringQuery

On Display More Values

On Searching More Values

Each key stoke makes up the pattern used to obtain a new list of values (see  from the Search API).Listing Values of a Field

Tab

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Listing+Values+of+a+Field
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Behaves as the main sequence without initialization. Take note also that the   event will executed any of his AFTER handlers.  TakeduringQuery
a look at the state and the args within the  event as you will find the value for the  parameter.duringQuery #t

console.log("Query tab: " + args.query.tab.toString());
console.log("** t: " + $('#search').coveo('state', 't'));

Sort

Behaves as the main sequence without initialization.  Take note also that the   event will executed any of his AFTER handlers.duringQuery

Breadcrumbs

Adding an entry

Behaves just as selecting a facet value.

Removing single entry

Behaves just as deselecting a facet value.
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Clearing all entries

Clears and then behaves as the main sequence without initialization.

Omnibox

Each key stroke will produce a sequence similar to this illustration:

When multiple key strokes are rapidly entered, the sequence may be disrupted, i.e the  may be out ofREST List field values successful
sync with its corresponding .Requesting omnibox data to all components

Preferences

Behaves as the main sequence without initialization. Take note also that the   event will executed any of his AFTER handlers.duringQuery

 

State
The Coveo JavaScript Search Framework stores its state within a centralized location using a set of key/values. This state is updated every time a
component changes state following a user action such as when the query in the query box is changed, or a facet value is selected. State changes
trigger events that external code can monitor. Components also monitor the state in order to update themselves when appropriate. Optionally, the
state can be persisted to the query string to allow browser history management.
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Reading and Writing to the State

The state can be read from and written to using the  , as in the following examples:jQuery Extension

var value = $("#search").coveo('state', 'q');

$("#search").coveo('state', 'q', 'new value');

The   attribute used in the examples correspond to the current query entered in the query box. When setting a new value (like in the secondq
example), the   component will automatically update its content to the new value.QueryBox

It's also possible to set multiple values using a single call, as in the following example:

$("#search").coveo('state', { q: 'new query', sort: 'relevancy' });

Options When Setting Values

When setting either one or several state values, it's possible to pass an additional argument containing options that can alter the behavior of the
call.

The available option is:

silent: Prevents events from being triggered following the state change.

Here is an example of how to set a value without triggering events:

$("#search").coveo('state', 'q', 'new value', { silent: true });

State Events

Whenever a value in the state is modified, events are triggered to inform potential listeners of the change. For example, when changing the   attriq
bute as in the examples above, the following events are raised on the root HTML element of the search interface:

state:change:q to signal that the   attribute has changedq
state:change to signal that at least one attribute in the model has changed.

Here's an example of code that monitors the value of the   attribute:q

$('#search').on('state:change:q', function (e, data) {
  alert('q has changed, the new value is: ' + data.value);
});

Common State Attributes

This table describes the common state attributes used in a typical search interface. Most of these states are bound to a specific component as
shown in the table.

Reading the  attribute from the stateq

Writing the  attribute to the stateq

Setting multiple values
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Attribute Name Description Component

q The current query in the query box. QueryBox Component

first The index of the first result to display. Pager Component

t The name of the active tab. Tab Component

tg The name of the active tab group. TabGroup Component

sort The currently active sort order. Sort Component

f:@field The list of selected values in facet .@field Facet Component

f:@field:not The list of excluded values in facet .@field Facet Component 

f:@field:operator The operator used for facet .@field Facet Component 

Custom State Attributes

If you create your own component, you may want to save the status of your component to the Coveo state. This is an easy way to take full
advantage of the back and forward buttons of your browser. You will need to register your custom attribute right after all components are
initialized. 

$('#search').on(Coveo.Events.InitializationEvents.afterComponentsInitialization,
function (e) {
   var model = $('#search').coveo(Coveo.Models.QueryStateModel)
      model.registerNewAttribute('myAwesomeAttribute', 'defaultValue');
    })

jQuery Extension

In this topic:
Global Calls

Initialize the search interface
Initialize all components of the same kind with a global option
Initialize one instance of a component with an option
Initialize a standalone search box
Get the instance of a component bound to an HTML element

Special Case
Execute a query
Pass options before init
Other available extensions

Component Method Calls
Monkey Patching Component Methods
Using the jQuery Extension on an HTML Element When There Is More Than One Component

Many features of the Coveo JavaScript Search Framework are accessed through a jQuery extension named  . This extension providescoveo
ways to initialize components and work with them as well as a certain number of global utility calls.

The   extension can be invoked on a jQuery object resulting from the evaluation of a selector. The first argument passed to the extension iscoveo
the name of the method to execute, followed by the arguments specific to the method being called.

Example:
Here is an example of a call using the extension:

$('.someClass').coveo('methodName', arg1, arg2);

The Coveo JavaScript Framework is developed, tested, and delivered with a specific jQuery version (see ). You mustDependencies
therefore include and use this jQuery version to minimize risks of jQuery version related issues.
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Global Calls

Initialize the search interface

The following  extension call initializes a search interface by automatically creating the components associated with the CSS classes foundcoveo
on the children of the selected element.

$(selector).coveo('init', [options])

options - Json object that represents the options to use to initialize the components. Refer to  to find the available options of eachComponents
component.

Initialize all components of the same kind with a global option

To reference all components of the same type, use the name of the component without the Coveo prefix. So  becomes , CoveoFacet Facet Cov
 becomes , etc.eoSort Sort

//Example : Disable the search option in all the facets 
$(selector).coveo('init', {
 Facet : {
  enableFacetSearch : false
 }
})

Initialize one instance of a component with an option

To reference a particular component bound to an HTML element in your page, add an  attribute on that HTML element.id

//Example : Disable the search option for a single facet 
$(selector).coveo('init', {
 SearchDisabled : {
  enableFacetSearch : false
 }
})

// [...]
// [...]
// [...]
 
 <div class='CoveoFacet' id='SearchDisabled'></div>

Initialize a standalone search box

The following  extension call initializes a standalone search box that will redirect searches to   (see ).coveo url Adding a Standalone Search Box
The third parameter can be used to pass options much in the same way as for the   call.init

$(selector).coveo('initSearchBox', url, [options])

Get the instance of a component bound to an HTML element

Like many websites, yours may already include a version of jQuery that is different from the one bundled with the Coveo JavaScript
Framework. You can load two versions of jQuery and use them independently (see ).Using Two Versions of jQuery in the Same Page
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The following   extension call retrieves the instance of the component object bound to an element. If the selector matches more than onecoveo
element, only the first component object is returned.

$(selector).coveo('get')

Special Case

Invoking the   extension without any method name is a shortcut to call the   method. Thus, the following calls are equivalent:coveo get

$(selector).coveo('get') 
$(selector).coveo()

Execute a query

To trigger a new search.

$(selector).coveo('executeQuery') 

Pass options before init

It's sometimes useful to be able to pass options before the call to   is made (as described in  ). init Components

$('#search').coveo('options', {
 SearchInterface : {
  autoTriggerQuery: false
 }
})
 
[...]
 
// Here, the search interface would be initialized and would not trigger the first
query
$('#search').coveo('init')

Other available extensions

Logging custom analytics event (see  ).Analytics Component
Set or get attributes on the interface state (see  ).State

Component Method Calls

Methods of component objects can be called directly from the   extension.coveo

Monkey Patching Component Methods

Sometimes, it can be useful to override the behavior of a component method. This can be easily done in JavaScript via a process commonly

Example:
The following code calls the   method on the component bound to the HTML element with the id  :displayMoreResults myResultList

 $('#myResultList').coveo('displayMoreResults', 10)
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referred to as  . The Coveo jQuery Extension allows patching a method of an instance of one or several components using the Monkey Patching p
 method, as shown in the following code sample:atch

$('.MyComponents').coveo('patch', 'methodName', function() {
  // Here is the code of the new method.
});

Inside the new method, you can call the original implementation using  , as shown in the following code sample:__methodName

$('.MyComponents').coveo('patch', 'myMethod', function(someArg) {
  this.__myMethod(someArg);
});

Using the jQuery Extension on an HTML Element When There Is More Than One Component

If you want to use a component that is bound to an HTML element with multiple components, the Coveo jQuery Extension needs to know which
component you are trying to access on this element.

For example, let's say that the root of your search interface has 4-5 other components bound to it. Using the following jQuery selector would result
in the following error (in your browser console): "More than one component is bound to this element. You need to specify the component
type."

$('#mySearchInterface').coveo('get')

To solve this problem, use the following code :

$('#mySearchInterface').coveo(Coveo.Ui.SearchInterface, 'get')

To patch a method of an instance of a component that is bound to an element with other components bound to it, use the following code :

$('.MyComponents').coveo('patch', 'MyComponent.myMethod', function(someArg) {
  this.__myMethod(someArg);
});

Result Templates

In this topic:
Supported Template Engines
A Sample Template
Sample Result Templates Included in the Package
Underscore Templates : Precision on the Delimiter
What's Next

Templates are used to transform raw search results (returned in JSON format by the REST API) into their HTML representation. With a template
engine, you can easily customize how results are displayed.

Supported Template Engines

The Coveo JavaScript Search Framework currently supports the following third party template engines::

Underscore (see  )underscorejs.org
Handlebars (see  )handlebarsjs.com
JsRender (see  )github.com/BorisMoore/jsrender

http://underscorejs.org/
http://handlebarsjs.com/
http://github.com/BorisMoore/jsrender
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Refer to the template engine websites for more information about the specific features of each supported engine.

Templates are defined using   tags. The   attribute of this tag is used to determine which engine to use.<script> type

The types to use for each engine are:

Underscore: text/x-underscore-template
Handlebars: text/x-handlebars-template
JsRender: text/x-jsrender-template

A Sample Template

Here is a sample template using the Underscore template engine:

<script id="myTemplate" type="text/x-underscore-template">
 <div>
     <a href="<%-ClickUri%>"><%-Title%></a>
 </div>
 <div><%-Excerpt%></div>
 <div><%-raw.somecustomfield%></div>
</script>

When the template is rendered, the <%...%> expressions will be replaced by the result of their evaluation. This syntax is specific to the
Underscore template engine. 

All template engines support pulling values from a contextual object during rendering. The javascript context object type is Coveo.Rest.QueryRes
   returned by the   from which several fields are available (see  ). ult Class Result Templates REST Search API Query Results

Sample Result Templates Included in the Package

The JavaScript Search Framework comes with a set of pre-configured templates. The sample templates are embedded in the sample HTML
search pages that you can find at the root of the package (see ). Downloading

Note:
We strongly recommend using the Underscore template engine. It's by far the most flexible as it allows to execute any JavaScript code and
logic while processing the template. Our internal testing was also conducted using this engine.

Note:
Some template engines require that you include references to additional scripts within your page (see Dependencies). 

Example:
 In  file, you will find all the relevant templates for Sharepoint.SharePoint.html

One of the templates available in this file is the  template:SharePointDefault

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Results
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Underscore Templates : Precision on the Delimiter

While reading the documentation of the Underscore template engine, you might notice that you can modify the delimiter ( <% %> ) to something
else by changing the   object. For example, in an .aspx page, <% %> will be interpreted as "run this on the server". This_.templateSettings
would normally be a problem, and you might be tempted to override this setting to something else. However, the framework uses those delimiters
internally, and if you override them, the underlying components won't render correctly. By default, we use a bit of regex magic to support both <%
%> and {{ }} style delimiters. So before attempting to customize those delimiters, make sure that you understand the impacts involved.

_.templateSettings = {
 evaluate: /(?:<%|{{)([\s\S]+?)(?:%>|}})/g,
    interpolate: /(?:<%|{{)=([\s\S]+?)(?:%>|}})/g,
    escape: /(?:<%|{{)-([\s\S]+?)(?:%>|}})/g
};

What's Next

Learn how to use templates to display the search results returned by a query (see  ).ResultList Component

Result Template Helpers

The Coveo JavaScript Search Framework provides several helper functions that you can use
within  : The string that contains your own domain (e.g.,   templates tocompanyDomain co
render information such as field values, etc.

 

<script id="SharePointDefault" type="text/x-underscore-template">
  <%= fromFileTypeToIcon(obj) %>
  <div class="coveo-date"><%-dateTime(raw.sysdate)%></div>
  <div class="coveo-title">
    <a class="CoveoResultLink" ><%=title?highlight(title,
titleHighlights):clickUri%></a>
    <%= loadTemplate("SharePointQuickView") %>
  </div>
  <div class="coveo-excerpt">
    <%=highlight(excerpt, excerptHighlights)%>
  </div>
  <div class="CoveoPrintableUri"></div>
  <table class="CoveoFieldTable">
    <tr data-field="@sysauthor" data-caption="Author"></tr>
  </table>
</script>

Note:
Starting with the JavaScript Search Framework 0.9.1124 (November 2014.1) release, the sample templates are no longer included in the te

 folder. It is no longer recommended to precompile the templates in a JavaScript files so the  and mplate UpdateTemplates.js UpdateTe
 utility files are no longer supplied.mplates.py

Note:
 

Template helpers are invoked differently depending on the template engine that you use. In
this topic, the samples use the Underscore template engine.

All these helpers are accessible through the context object in the result template.
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In this topic:
 

javascriptEncode
shorten
shortenPath
shortenUri
highlight
highlightStreamText
highlightStreamHTML
number
date
time
dateTime
currency
emailDateTime
email
anchor
image
thumbnail
fromFileTypeToIcon
loadTemplate

 

javascriptEncode

<%=javascriptEncode(value:string)%>

Encodes a string value so that it can be injected within a JavaScript string.

value: The value to encode.

<script>
alert('<%=javascriptEncode(raw.sysauthor)%>');
</script>

shorten

<%=shorten(value:string, length:number, highlights?:Highlight[],

cssClass?:string = 'highlight')%>

Shortens a string so that its length does not exceed a specific number of characters. An
ellipsis is appended to the string if it exceeds the maximum length.

value: The string to shorten.

length: The maximum length of the resulting string.

highlights: Optional. If provided, the string will be highlighted using this highlight information.

cssClass: Optional. When highlighting, the name of the CSS class to use.

<%=shorten(title, 40, titleHighlights)%>

shortenPath

<%=shortenPath(value:string, length:number, highlights?:Highlight[], cssClass?:string = 'highlight')%>

Shortens a string using an algorithm suitable for file paths. The helper will insert an ellipsis in the string where text has been removed when the
path exceeds the maximum length.

value: The path to shorten.

length: The maximum length of the resulting string.

highlights: Optional. If provided, the string will be highlighted using this highlight information.

cssClass: Optional. When highlighting, the name of the CSS class to use.

<%=shortenPath(raw.sysfilepath, 40)%>

shortenUri

<%=shortenUri(value:string, length:number, highlights?:Highlight[], cssClass?:string = 'highlight')%>

Shortens a string using an algorithm suitable for URIs. The helper will insert an ellipsis in the string where text has been removed when the URI
exceeds the maximum length.

value: The URI to shorten.

Injecting field values inside JavaScript

Shortening the title of a result with highlighting

Shortening a path value
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length: The maximum length of the resulting string.

highlights: Optional. If provided, the string will be highlighted using this highlight information.

cssClass: Optional. When highlighting, the name of the CSS class to use.

<%=shortenUri(printableUri, 40, printableUriHighlights)%>

highlight

<%=highlight(value:string, highlights:[], cssClass?:string = 'highlight')%>

Highlights a string using the provided highlight information.

highlights: The highlight information to use.

cssClass: Optional. The name of the CSS class to use for highlighting.

<%=highlight(excerpt, excerptHighlights)%>

highlightStreamText

<%= highlightStreamText(stream:string, termsToHighlight?:{[originalTerm: ]: },string string[]
phrasesToHighlight?:{[phrase:  ]: }, options?:{}) %>string string[]

stream The string content to highlight

termsToHighlight Terms to highlight

phraseToHighlight Phrases to highlight

options Options defined below as StreamHighlightOptions

 

This helper highlights the provided terms in a given string.
By default, the terms to highlight are the current query and the associated stemming words from the index.

The option parameters accept an object with the following properties:

interface StreamHighlightOptions {
        cssClass?: string;   //The CSS class used to highlight terms. The default is
coveo-highlight.
        regexFlags?: string;   //The REGEX FLAGS used to select terms to highlight. By
default those flags will be gi (global, case insensitive)
}

Example for the termsToHighlight parameter : 

Shortening the uri of a result with highlighting

Rendering the excerpt of a result with highlighting

Normally, the terms and phrases to highlight will be automatically resolved for you and returned by the REST api on each query, so you
don't need to provide those parameters manually.

If you wish to pass other terms, make sure it follows the correct format.
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//A "term to highlight" is a single word associated with an array of word expansions
(or stemming). 
//The termsToHighlight parameter is a JSON object that follow this logic.
//In this example, the helper would generate highlighting for the following excerpt :
//"university"
//"universities"
//"tree"
//"trees"
//etc...
{
 "university" : ["universities", "universe", "universal"],
   "tree" : ["trees"]
 //etc..
}

Example for the phrasesToHighlight parameter : 

//A "phrase to highlight" is a single phrase (with multiple word)
//Each word in that phrase contains an array of word expansions (or stemming). 
//The phrasesToHighlight parameter is a JSON object that follow this logic.
//In this example, the helper would generate highlighting for the following excerpt :
//"university tree"
//"university trees"
//"universities tree"
//"universities trees"
//etc..
{
 "university tree" : {
  "university" : ["universities", "universe", "universal"],
  "tree" : ["trees"]
 }
}

Usage examples:

<%= highlightStreamText(raw.myfield)%>
<%= highlightStreamText(raw.myotherfield, {"university" : ["universities",
"universal", "universe"]} %>
<%= highlightStreamText(raw.myfield, undefined, {"the university" : {"the" : [],
"university" : ["universities", "universal", "universe"]}}%>
<%= highlightStreamText(raw.myotherfield, undefined, undefined, {cssClass :
'my-highlighting-class'} %>

highlightStreamHTML

<%= highlightStreamHTML( : string, stream termsToHighlight?: {[originalTerm:string]: string[]},
, options?:{}) %>phrasesToHighlight?: {[phrase: string]: {[originalTerm: string]: string[]}}

stream The string content to highlight

termsToHighlight Terms to highlight

phraseToHighlight Phrases to highlight
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options Options defined above as StreamHighlightOptions

 

This helper operates exactly like the   helper, except that it should be used to highlight HTML content. The helper takeshighlightStreamText
care of not highlighting the HTML markup. 

number

<%=format(value:string, format:string)%>

Formats a numeric value using the format string.

value: The numeric value to format.

format: The format string to use. The options available are defined by the Globalize library (see  ).Globalize

<%=number(raw.syssize, 'n0')%>

date

<%=date(value:Date, options?:DateToStringOptions)%>

Formats a date value to a date-only string using the specified options.

value: The   value to format.Date

options: The options to use (see ).DateToStringOptions

<%=date(raw.sysdate, { useLongDateFormat : true })%>

time

<%=time(value:Date, options?:DateToStringOptions)%>

Formats a date value to a time-only string using the specified options.

value: The   value to format.Date

options: The options to use (see  ).DateToStringOptions

<%=time(raw.sysdate)%>

dateTime

<%=dateTime(value:Date, options?:DateToStringOptions)%>

Formats a date value to a date and time string using the specified options.

value: The   value to format.Date

options: The options to use (see  ).DateToStringOptions

Formatting a numeric field value.

Rendering a date field value

Rendering a time field value

https://github.com/klaaspieter/jquery-global#numbers
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<%=dateTime(raw.sysdate, { alwaysIncludeTime : true })%>

currency

<%=currency(value:number, options?:CurrencyToStringOptions)%>

Formats a currency value to a string using the specified options.

value: The   value to format.number

options: The options to use (see ).CurrencyToStringOptions

<%=currency(raw.sfamount, { decimals: 2 })%>

emailDateTime

<%=emaildateTime(value:Date, options?:DateToStringOptions)%>

Formats an email date value to a date and time string using options suitable for email dates.

value: The   value to format.Date

options: The options to use (see  ).DateToStringOptions

<%=emailDateTime(raw.sysdate, { alwaysIncludeTime : true })%>

email

<%=email(value:string, companyDomain:string, me:string, lengthLimit:number = 2, truncateName:boolean =
false)%>

Renders one or several email values in   hyperlinks.mailto:

value: The string that contains a list of semicolon-separated email values. When multiple values are passed, each value is displayed in a
separate hyperlink.

companyDomain: The string that contains your own domain (e.g.,  ). When specified, this parameter allows email addresses comingcoveo.com
from your own domain to be displayed in a shortened format (e.g., ), whereas email addresses coming from an external domain willFull Name
be displayed in an extended format (e.g., ). If this parameter is not specified, then the shortened format willFull Name (domain.com)
automatically be used.

me: The string that contains the current username. If it is specified, then the email address containing the current username will be replaced by the
localized string "Me".

lengthLimit: The number of email addresses that you want to display before an ellipse is added (e.g., 'From Joe, John and 5 others'). The
default value is 2.

truncateName: When the username is available from the email address, then you can specify if you want to truncate the full name. (e.g., 'John
S.' instead of 'John Smith'). The default value is .false

Rendering a datetime field value

Rendering a currency field value

Rendering an email datetime field value
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<%=email(raw.systo)%>

anchor

<%=anchor(href:String, options?:AnchorUtilsOptions)%>

Formats a clickable HTML link ( ).<a />

href: The link URI.

options: The options to use (see  ).AnchorUtilsOptions

<%=anchor(ClickUri, { text : "Click here" })%>

image

<%=image(src:string, options?:ImageUtilsOptions)%>

Formats an HTML image tag ( ).<img />

src: The image source URI.

options: The options to use (see ).ImageUtilsOptions

<%=image("http://some.image.com", { alt: "This is awesome" })%>

thumbnail

<%=thumbnail(result?: Coveo.Rest.QueryResult, endpoint?:string, options?:ImageUtilsOptions)%>

Formats an HTML image tag ( ), and automatically uses the result object to query the REST API to get the thumbnail for this result. For<img />
example, this can be used to great effect when designing a template showing users or preview of files.

result: The current result object inside your template. In underscore, it is referenced as  , by default the result will be resolvedobj. Optional
automatically from your current template function ( Meaning the nearest result in the current call stack execution inside your template)

endpoint: The name of the endpoint to use for your thumbnail. . Default is Optional default.

options: The options to use (see  ).ImageUtilsOptions

<%= thumbnail()%>
<%= thumbnail(undefined, undefined, {alt : "This is awesome"})%>
<%= thumbnail(obj, 'myEndpointName', {alt : "This is awesome"} })%>

fromFileTypeToIcon

<%= fromFileTypeToIcon(result?: Coveo.Rest.QueryResult, options?:FiletypeiconsUtilsOptions) %>

Rendering a list of emails

Rendering an html link (anchor)

Rendering an html image tag

Rendering an html image tag
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As its name implies, this helper will generate an icon based on the file type of the current result. The icon will be contained inside a <span></spa
 with the appropriate css class.n>

For example, a PDF file would generate this icon( ).

A text file would instead generate this icon ( )

result: The current result object inside your template. In underscore, it is referenced as   , by default the result will be resolvedobj.  Optional
automatically from your current template function ( Meaning the nearest result in the current call stack execution inside your template)

options: The options to use (see ).FiletypeUtilsOptions

<%= fromFileTypeToIcon()%>
<%= fromFileTypeToIcon(obj, {fileTypeToUse: "pdf"} })%>

loadTemplate

<%= loadTemplate(templateId : string , condition ? : boolean , contextObject ? : any %>

Loads a partial template in the current template, by passing the ID of the template to load, the condition for which this template should be loaded,
and the context object (the object that the loaded template will use as its data). By default, the context object will be the same as the template that
called this helper function. So, for example, in a  , the  would, by default, be the   (see ResultList Component contextObject Query Results Using

).External and Partial Templates

templateId: the ID of the template to load.

condition: The boolean condition to determine if this template should load for this result set. Most of the time this would be a condition of the
type  .if raw.somefield == "something"

contextObject: The object that should be used by the loaded template as its contextObject.

DateToStringOptions

In this topic:
predefinedFormat
useTodayYesterdayAndTomorrow
useWeekdayIfThisWeek
omitYearIfCurrentOne
useLongDateFormat
includeTimeIfToday
includeTimeIfThisWeek
alwaysIncludeTime

This object is used to specify how a date value should be converted to a string.

predefinedFormat

predefinedFormat: "dd/MM/yyyy"

Manually specifies a format for your date, regardless of your locale/other options.

useTodayYesterdayAndTomorrow

useTodayYesterdayAndTomorrow: true

Specifies whether or not to replace the date by  ,  , or   when appropriate for rendering the date part.Today Yesterday Tomorrow

useWeekdayIfThisWeek

useWeekdayIfThisWeek: true

Specifies whether or not to use the name of the weekday to render the date part when it's within a week of the current date.

omitYearIfCurrentOne

Rendering an icon for a filetype

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Results
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omitYearIfCurrentOne: true

Specifies whether or not to omit the year part of the date when it's within the same year as the current date.

useLongDateFormat

useLongDateFormat: true

Specifies whether or not to render the date with a long format (as specified by the current locale). 

includeTimeIfToday

includeTimeIfToday: true

Specifies whether or not to include the time part if the date is the current day.

includeTimeIfThisWeek

includeTimeIfThisWeek: true

Specifies whether or not to include the time part if the date is the same week as the current date.

alwaysIncludeTime

alwaysIncludeTime: true

Specifies whether or not to always include the time part. 

AnchorUtilsOptions

This object is used to specify how an anchor ( ) HTML element should render and behave.<a />

text

text: "Follow this link"

Specifies the text that the link should display. Default to the  value.href

target

target: "_blank"

Specifies the target for the link ( , , ). Default is undefined and for most browsers that means ._self _blank _someWindow _self

class

class: "someCssClassName"

The CSS class name to be applied to your link. Useful whenever you want to style it.

ImageUtilsOptions

This object is used to specify how an image ( ) should render and behave.<img />

alt

alt: "Some image"

Specifies the alt text that the image should use.

height

height: "100px"

Height of the image.

width

width: "100px"

Width of the image.
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1.  

2.  

CurrencyToStringOptions

This object is used to specify how a number value should be converted to a currency string.

decimals

decimals: 2

Specifies the number of decimals to include in the string.

symbol

symbol: "USD"

Specifies the currency symbol to use in the string.

Using External and Partial Templates

The JavaScript Search is packaged with templates for some basic search result types. They can be found in their HTML format under the templa
 folder. You can also see a   file. We will explain the details surrounding that file in an upcoming section.tes generated.js

Using Partial Templates: For What Purpose?

When designing complex templates, you might find that using even a single template can quickly become complex and hard to read. By using
some well-defined partial templates, we can design complex templates more easily by embedding them inside one another.

You can still work with a single inline template inside your main search page. That's only one option to make your life easier as a developer.

How to Use Them

To use external and partial templates, you first need to include a JavaScript file containing all the templates in your package. It's located under te
. As its name implies, it's a generated file. We will explain how to regenerate it according to your needs further on thismplates/generated.js

page.

<html>
 <head>
  <script src="js/CoveoJsSearch.js"></script>
  <script src="templates/generated.js"></script>
  [...]
 </head>
 <body>
  [...]
   <div class="CoveoResultList">
   <script class="result-template" type="text/x-underscore-template">
    <%= loadTemplate('ForumMessage', raw.sourcetype == "Lithium") %>
   </script>
  </div>
  [...] 
 </body>
</html>

In this excerpt from a search page you can see two things:

The   file is included in the  of the HTML page. It needs to be included   the maintemplates/generated.js <head></head> AFTER
script of the framework ({{CoveoJsSearch.js}} or )CoveoJsSearch.min.js
Inside our main result template for the  , we use the    . The first argumentResultList Component Result Template Helpers loadTemplate
of the helper is the ID of the template (ForumMessage). The second argument is a boolean condition which means : load this template
only if the raw.sourcetype of our  (the  ) is of type "Lithium".contextObject Query Results

How They Are Generated

In order to limit the amount of GET requests when loading a page, we concatenate all templates to a single JavaScript file. This file also assigns
the templates to the correct variable inside the  global variable that the framework uses. This is why you need to include this coveo generated.

 file   the  or  script.js AFTER CoveoJsSearch.js CoveoJsSearch.min.js

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Results
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1.  

2.  

This file is generated from a few HTML files included in the   folder. There is a Python script ( ) that we includetemplates UpdateTemplates.py
in this package that we use to transform every HTML file containing templates to a properly-formatted  file..js

You can use this script to generate your own custom version of  .generated.js

HTML Files Describing Templates

Let's demo a really simple HTML file that we could use to define a partial template

<script id="MyTitleTemplate">
 <div class="Title"><a href="<%- clickUri %>"><%- title -%></a></div>
</script>

In this example you can note :

The template is included in a   HTML tag. This is what the Python script uses to determine the boundary of one template. You<script>
could have many templates inside the same HTML page, just by separating them with different   tags.<script>
The   tag has an ID attribute. This is  . This is what the     uses as its ID. If<script> IMPORTANT Result Template Helpers loadTemplate
you don't provide one, or if you provide a duplicate ID, those tags won't be processed by the   script.UpdateTemplates.py

Using the UpdateTemplates.py Script

This script is designed to take as its main argument a folder containing multiple HTML files that describe templates. It then outputs a
properly-formatted JavaScript file.

Given that Python is installed ( ), run the following command:Get Python 2.7

[...] > UpdateTemplates.py

This will automatically read  your   folder and output a file under   in an all HTML files found in  templates folder/generated.js Underscore
 compatible format.template

If you want to customize either the input folder, the output format (underscore/handlebars/jsrender) or the location of the output file, run :

[...] > UpdateTemplates.py --h

You could then create/update a template inside a folder, run this script and output your own template JavaScript file. You would need to rerun this
script every time you change your HTML template file.

FiletypeUtilsOptions

We recommend creating your own folder for storing custom templates rather than using the default  folder found inside thetemplates
downloaded package. Thus, you will still be able to update the core files of the JavaScript Search Framework, while still keeping your
custom templates intact.

https://www.python.org/downloads/
http://underscorejs.org/#template
http://underscorejs.org/#template
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This object is used to specify how to generate an icon for a given file type (  field).sysfiletype

fileTypeToUse

fileTypeToUse: "pdf"

Specifies the file type class to use for your result.

For example, if you have a file type for which we provide no icon, you can instead use this option to specify another file type for your result.

classToUse

classToUse: "my-special-icon"

Specifies a CSS class to set on your icon. Will completely override the normal CSS class that the helper would provide.
For example, it would generate something like this:  instead of <span class='coveo-icon my-special-icon'></span> <span
class='coveo-icon filetype pdf'></span>.

HTML Result Template

The HTML result template is a template only based on HTML and the Coveo Result component.

This template does not contain any JavaScript and can be parsed by the Interface Editor.

Example:

<div class="coveo-result-frame">
 <div class="coveo-result-row">
  <div class="coveo-result-cell">
   <span class="CoveoFileTypeIcon">
   </span>
   <a class="CoveoResultLink">
   </a>
   <span class="CoveoQuickView">
   </span>
  </div>
 </div>
 <div class="coveo-result-row">
  <div class="coveo-result-cell">
   <span class="CoveoExcerpt">
   </span>
  </div>
 </div>
</div>

Result:

In the interface Editor:
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Endpoints
The Coveo JavaScript Search Framework provides a set of classes that make it easier to perform queries and other operations with the REST

.Search API

The topics in this section introduce the different classes and how to use them:

Setting Up a New Endpoint
Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint Class
Coveo.Rest.Query Class
Coveo.Rest.QueryResults Class
Coveo.Rest.QueryResult Class
Coveo.Rest.ListFieldValuesRequest
Coveo.Rest.EndpointError Class
Coveo.Rest.FieldValue Class

Setting Up a New Endpoint

In this topic:
Using the Endpoint of a Demo Index
Registering a New Endpoint

One of the first steps required to set up a fully working search interface is to configure a search endpoint. A search endpoint is a URL pointing to a
valid REST API exposed by an index server with which you can perform queries. 

The current page explains the details concerning search endpoints.

The list of all available search endpoints is located in the  object.Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.endpoints

The JavaScript search framework offers a couple of quick and handy functions to automatically create a default endpoint.

Using the Endpoint of a Demo Index

A Coveo index of a publically available Lithium message board was made available on the Internet to allow you to easily test the JavaScript
search framework. 

It is recommended that you first read the  page.Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint Class

Example
From the Chrome developer console, you can see that each endpoint has a name (  and  in this example):default dev

You need a least one  endpoint in order for the framework to work and be able to perform queries!default

Example
The following code creates an endpoint pointing to this publically available index.

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST
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Registering a New Endpoint

You must add to the  object to register an endpoint as shown in the following code. Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoints.endpoints

Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.endpoints["myEndpoint"] = new Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint({
 restUri : 'https://somewhere.com/rest/search'
}) 

Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint Class

In this topic:
Creating a New SearchEndpoint
Creating a New SearchEndpoint That the Framework Will Use
Options

restUri
queryStringArguments
username
password
accessToken
renewAccessToken
anonymous
isOldRestAPI

Methods
constructor
search
listFieldValues
listFields
tagDocument
getAuthenticationProviderUri
getViewAsHtmlUri
getViewAsDatastreamUri
getRawDataStream
getDocumentText
getDocumentHtml

This class wraps a specific API endpoint along with a set of parameters. Each method of this class corresponds to an action, such as executing a
query, that can be performed with the REST Search API. 

Creating a New SearchEndpoint

The following code sample will create a simple endpoint object. You could then use it to perform a query or load resources from the index.

Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.configureSampleEndpoint();
$('#search').coveo('init');

If you use a NTLM authentication you must host your search page on an HTTP server because NTLM is not supported for cross-origin
requests with a null origin (which you get when loading the page from the filesystem).

Another option is to use JSONP. You can enable it by adding:

Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.endpoints["default"].caller.useJsonp = true;

But this mode has a length limitation on the url. If your query is too long you will get 414 (Request-URI Too Long)
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var myEndpoint = new Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint({
 restUri: 'http://someserver/rest/search'
})

Creating a New SearchEndpoint That the Framework Will Use

The following code sample will create a simple endpoint object that the framework will use. You only need to assign it to a static JSON, possibly
containing multiple endpoints. The one that is assigned to "  will be used as the default one, naturally.default"
You could have multiple endpoints with different names, and use those for separate . Tab Component

Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.endpoints["default"] = new Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint({
 restUri: 'http://someserver/rest/search'
})
 
Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.endpoints["anotherEndpoint"] = new
Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint({
 restUri: 'http://anotherserver/rest/search'
})
 
[...]
 
<a class='CoveoTab'></a> //This tab would use the "default" endpoint
<a class='CoveoTab' data-endpoint='anotherEndpoint'></a> //This tab would use the
"anotherEndpoint" endpoint.

Options

Use the following options when creating a new endpoint. 

restUri

restUri:string

The URI of the REST Search API to use.

queryStringArguments

queryStringArguments:{...}

This option allows you to specify additional query string arguments that should be included in REST requests.

username

username:string

This is the username part of the credentials used to authenticate with the REST API using Basic Authentication.

Example:
From Coveo for Salesforce, use the following URI to use a Cloud index:

https://cloudplatform.coveo.com/rest/search.

Examples:
In the context of Coveo for Salesforce, you can pass   to specify which Coveo for{ 'workgroup' : 'SomeWorkgroup' }
Salesforce Organization the query should be executed on.
When you want to use a query pipeline other than the default one, you can pass    to{ 'pipeline' : 'myCustomPipeline' }
specify to use your  pipeline rather than the  one (see ).myCustomPipeline default Creating and Managing Query Pipelines

https://cloudplatform.coveo.com/rest/search
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=128
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This option should only be used for development purposes. Including secret credentials in an HTML page that is sent to a client browser is
not secure.

password

password:string

This is the password part of the credentials used to authenticate with the REST API.

This option should only be used for development purposes. Including secret credentials in an HTML page that is sent to a client browser is
not secure.

accessToken

accessToken:string

This allows using an OAuth2 or a search token to authenticate against the REST API.

renewAccessToken

renewAccessToken: () => JQueryDeferred<string>

Specifies a function that, when called, will arrange for a new search token to be generated. It is expected to return a  that shouldJQuery Deferred
be resolved with the new token once it's available.

anonymous

anonymous:boolean

Specifies that the REST API doesn't use any kind of authentication. This flag is only needed for specific setups when your requests are being
blocked by your browser. If your queries are executing correctly, you do not need to bother.

isOldRestAPI

isOldRestAPI:boolean

Specifies that you are using an old version of the REST API (embedded in the Coveo Front End.NET). This allow the framework to use the correct
URL when querying the endpoint.

Methods

Each of these methods accepts either an  or a  . EndpointCallOptions ViewAsHtmlOptions

export interface EndpointCallOptions {
  authentication?: string[];  //Optional. Array of authentication parameters. Will use
the authentication you used when you first set up the search endpoint
}

The endpoint will use this callback when present when the underlying REST API returns an HTTP status indicating that the current
token has expired (HTTP 419).

Technical Details
Setting this flag will prevent the   option to be set on the  , allowing performing cross-domainwithCredentials XMLHttpRequest
requests on a server that returns   in the   HTTP header.* Access-Control-Allow-Origin

Technical Details
IIS will not forward POST request to a page automatically when there is no trailing slash. For example, using the old Rest API, doing a
POST request to this URL ( /value ) would trigger a 405 HTTP Error (Method not allowed). If you arehttp://server:8080/Coveo/Rest
seeing this error when searching in your facets, set this option to true for your endpoint. This would transform your request to (http://ser
ver:8080/Coveo/Rest/value/), with a trailing slash.

http://api.jquery.com/category/deferred-object/
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export interface ViewAsHtmlOptions extends EndpointCallOptions {
  query?: string;       // Optional. The query that is currently in the search
interface. This will typically allow to return highlighted terms in the item.
  requestedOutputSize?: number; // Optional. The output size (in bytes) for the
quickview. By leaving this option undefined, the entire item will be returned.
        // If specified, the quickview will be truncated to approximately the
specified size.
 
  queryObject?: Rest.Query   // Optional. The query object that is currently in the
search interface. This will typically allow to return highlighted terms in the item.
}

constructor

new Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint(options:Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpointOptions)

Constructs a new instance of   using the specified options.SearchEndpoint

search

search(query:Coveo.Rest.Query, callOptions?: EndpointCallOptions):JQueryDeferred<QueryResults>

Executes a query and returns a jQuery   that will be resolved once results are ready.Deferred

If the query succeeds, the   will produce a   object containing the results of the query.Deferred Coveo.Rest.QueryResults

If the query fails, the   will be rejected with a   containing information about the error.Deferred Coveo.Rest.EndpointError

var myQueryBuilder = new Coveo.Ui.QueryBuilder();
myQueryBuilder.expression.add('foobar');
var myQuery = myQueryBuilder.build();
myEndpoint.search(myQuery).done(function(response){
 if(response.queryError){
  alert(response.message);
 } else {
  for(var i = 0 ; i < response.results.length; i++) {
   var result = response.results[i];
  }
 }
})

listFieldValues

listFieldValues(query:Coveo.Rest.ListFieldValuesRequest, callOptions?: EndpointCallOptions):
JQueryDeferred<FieldValue[]>;

Lists the values of a field and returns a jQuery   that will be resolved with an array of Deferred FieldValue

If the call succeeds, the   will produce an array of    objects containing the field values.Deferred Coveo.Rest.FieldValue

If the query fails, the   will be rejected with a   containing information about the error.Deferred Coveo.Rest.EndpointError
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export interface FieldValue {
  value:string;
  lookupValue?:string;
  numberOfResults:number;
  computedFieldResults?: number[];
}

var myRequest = {
  field: "@myfield",
  sortCriteria: "occurrences",
  maximumNumberOfValues: 5,
  queryOverride: "@uri"
};
 
myEndpoint.listFieldValues(request).done(function(response){
 var values = response.values;
 for(var i = 0 ; i ++ ; i< values.length) {
  values[i].value;
  values[i].lookupValue;
  values[i].numberOfResults;
 }
})

listFields

listFields(callOptions?: EndpointCallOptions): JQueryDeferred<FieldDescription[]>

List all the field descriptions of a given endpoint. 

export interface FieldDescription {
  type: string;
  name: string;
  description: string;
  defaultValue: string;
  fieldType: string;
  fieldSourceType: string;
  includeInQuery: boolean;
  includeInResults: boolean;
  groupByField: boolean;
  splitGroupByField: boolean;
  sortByField: boolean;
}

myEndpoint.listFields()
.done(function(fieldsDescription) {
 for(var i = 0 ; i < fieldsDescription.length; i++){
  var fieldDescription = fieldsDescription[i];
  fieldDescription.name;
 }
})
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tagDocument

tagDocument(taggingRequest: TaggingRequest, callOptions?: EndpointCallOptions): JQueryDeferred<boolean>

Allows to tag an item. Will return a boolean . True if it worked, false if the tagging failed.jQueryDeferred

export interface TaggingRequest {
  fieldName: string;  // The field to tag : e.g.: @mytaggingfield.
  fieldValue: string;  // The value to tag on that field e.g.: `myvalue`.
  doAdd: boolean;   // A boolean flag to specify whether you want to add or remove the
tag.
  uniqueId: string;  // The unique id of the item on which to add the tag.
}

var myRequest = {
 fieldName : '@mytaggingfield',
 fieldValue : 'FooBar',
 doAdd: true,
 uniqueId: someDocumentUniqueID
}
 
myEndpoint.tagDocument(myRequest).done(function(isSuccessFull) {
 if(isSuccessFull) {
  alert('You tagged the item successfully!')
 } else {
  alert('Oh no, unable to tag the item!');
 }
})

getAuthenticationProviderUri

getAuthenticationProviderUri(provider:string, returnUri?: string, message?: string): string

Get the URI that will allow to authenticate with the given provider.

getViewAsHtmlUri

getViewAsHtmlUri( , callOptions?: ViewAsHtmlOptions): stringdocumentUniqueID:string

Get the URI that will return the HTML version for a specified item ID. The item unique ID is normally contained inside  .Query Results

getViewAsDatastreamUri

getViewAsDatastreamUri(documentUniqueId: string, dataStreamType: string, callOptions?: ViewAsHtmlOptions):
string

Get the URI that will return the datastream for a given .  The item unique ID is normally contained inside  .documentUniqueId Query Results

getRawDataStream

getRawDataStream(documentUniqueId: string, dataStreamType: string, callOptions?: ViewAsHtmlOptions):
JQueryDeferred<ArrayBuffer>

Given an item   and a datastream (e.g. : ), will return a  of  type. uniqueId $Thumbnail$ jQueryDeferred ArrayBuffer

Example:
 You could use the following code sample to base64 encode a thumbnail and add it to your search page:

http://documentuniqueidstring/
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Results
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Results
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getDocumentText

getDocumentText(documentUniqueId:string, callOptions?: ViewAsHtmlOptions): JQueryDeferred<string>

Given an item  , will return a  of string type. uniqueId jQueryDeferred

myEndpoint.getDocumentText(someDocUniqueId)
.done(function(response) {
 // Response would be the HTML content of the item, as a string;
 document.open();
 document.write(response);
 document.close();
})

getDocumentHtml

getDocumentHtml(documentUniqueId: string, callOptions?: ViewAsHtmlOptions): JQueryDeferred<HTMLDocument>

Given an item  , will return a  of   type. uniqueId jQueryDeferred HTMLDocument

myEndpoint.getDocumentText(someDocUniqueId)
.done(function(response) {
 // Response would be the HTML content of the item, as an HTMLDocument;
 document.open();
 document.write(response.getElementsByTagName('body')[0].outerHTML);
 document.close();
})

Coveo.Rest.Query Class

This class defines the data that is sent when executing a query on the REST search API (typically through a ).Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint

Refer to the   documentation for details on the fields available (see  ).REST Search API Query Parameters

Coveo.Rest.QueryResults Class

This class defines the data that is returned following the execution of a query by the REST search API (typically through a Coveo.Rest.SearchEnd
).point

Refer to the   documentation for details on the fields available (see  ).REST Search API Query Results

Coveo.Rest.QueryResult Class

This class defines the data that is returned for each result following the execution of a query by the REST search API (typically through a Coveo.R
).est.SearchEndpoint

Refer to the   documentation for details on the fields available (see  ).REST Search API Query Results

Coveo.Rest.ListFieldValuesRequest

This class defines a request for listing the values of a field through REST search API (typically through a  ).Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint

myEndpoint.getRawDatastream(someDocUniqueId, '$Thumbnail$')
.done(function(response) {
 var rawBinary = String.fromCharCode.apply(null, new Uint8Array(response));
 $('img').attr('src', 'data:image/png;base64,' + btoa(rawBinary));
})

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Parameters
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Results
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Results
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Refer to the   documentation for details on the fields available (see  ).REST Search API Listing Values of a Field

Coveo.Rest.EndpointError Class

Holds information about an error reported by the   class.SearchEndpoint

Fields

message

message:string

A message describing the error that occurred.

request

request:XMLHttpRequest

The   that was used to call the REST Search API.XMLHttpRequest

queryError

queryErrorType:string

The type of error that was reported by the server.

queryExecutionReport

queryExecutionReport:{...}

The execution report when the error is a query related one.

Coveo.Rest.FieldValue Class

This class defines the information for a field value returned by the REST Search API when listing the values of a field (typically through a Coveo.R
).est.SearchEndpoint

Refer to the   reference for details on available fields (see  ). REST Search API Listing Values of a Field

Query Controller

In this topic:
Access the query controller

Using the jQuery Extension
Using the queryController property of each component

Methods
setEndpoint
getEndpoint
getLastQuery
executeQuery
fetchMore

This class is automatically instantiated and bound to the root of your search interface when you initialize the framework. It is essentially a
singleton that wraps the access to the endpoint to execute query, and is in charge of triggering the different  .Query Events

This is what every component of the framework uses internally to execute query or access the endpoint.

Access the query controller

Using the jQuery Extension

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Listing+Values+of+a+Field
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Listing+Values+of+a+Field
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// We need to pass the component type we wish to retrieve, as there are multiple
components bound to the root of the interface.
// This is explained in the jQuery Extension documentation.
// Otherwise, we would get the following error message: More than one component is
bound to this element. You need to specify the component type:
var queryController = $('#MyInterface').coveo(Coveo.Controllers.QueryController);

Using the queryController property of each component

Each component internally contains a reference to the global Query controller

var queryController = $('#MyFacet').coveo().queryController;

Methods

setEndpoint

setEndpoint(endpoint: Rest.SearchEndpoint)

Set a new  on the query controller. Executing a query following this call would query the newly set endpoint (be it programmatically or if aendpoint
user interacts with the search interface). For example, this is the mechanism that the   uses to set a specific endpoint on a specificTab Component
tab.

getEndpoint

getEndpoint(): Rest.SearchEndpoint

Return the current active  for the query controller.endpoint

getLastQuery

getLastQuery(): Rest.Query

Return the last  that was executed or an empty one if none has been executed yet.Query

executeQuery

executeQuery(options?: Controllers.QueryOptions): JQueryDeferred<Rest.QueryResults>

Execute a query with the current interface state. Return a deferred object that will be resolved with .Query results

export interface QueryOptions {
  ignoreWarningSearchEvent?: boolean; // Specifies that this query should not warn
about having no analytics event.
  searchAsYouType?: boolean;  // Specifies that this query should be treated as being
search as you type by the framework.
  beforeExecuteQuery?: () => void; // Specifies a function that should be executed
before the query is sent.
}

The recommended way of executing a query is using the global call exposed by the :jQuery Extension

$('#MyInterface').coveo('executeQuery');
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// Simple iteration over results
queryController.executeQuery().done(function(data) {
 for(var i = 0 ; i < data.results.length; i++) {
  console.log(data.results[i].result);
 }
})

fetchMore

fetchMore(count: number): JQueryDeferred<Rest.QueryResults>

Fetch new items, using the same state and query parameters as the last query that was executed. This essentially serves to implement infinite
scrolling in a search interface. 

// Fetch 10 more results, and do a simple iteration over them.
queryController.fetchMore(10).done(function(data) {
 for(var i = 0 ; i < data.results.length; i++) {
  console.log(data.results[i].result);
 }
})

ComponentOptions module

In this topic:
`Build options` function

Boolean
Number
String
Localized String
List of String, comma separated
Icon
Coveo Field
CSS Selector for an HTML Element
Template

Interfaces for `Build options` function
Concrete example

This module is responsible for providing functions that allow to load and parse component options. All   use this mechanism toComponents
initialize themselves. This is also the mechanism that the Interface Editor uses to work properly. As such, any custom component would need to
use the function provided by the module to work properly with the rest of the framework.

`Build options` function

Boolean

buildBooleanOption(optionArgs?: OptionsArgs<boolean>): boolean

Number

buildNumberOption(optionArgs?: NumberOptionsArgs): number

String

buildStringOption(optionArgs?: OptionArgs<string>): string

All of the following code is available under . So, for example, you would need to call Coveo.Ui.ComponentOptions Coveo.Ui.Comp

onentOptions.buildBooleanOption.
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Localized String

buildLocalizedStringOption(optionArgs?: OptionArgs<string>): string

List of String, comma separated

buildListOption(optionArgs?: ListOptionArgs): string[];

Icon

buildIconOption(optionArgs?: OptionArgs<string>): string

Coveo Field

buildFieldOption(optionArgs?: FieldOptionArgs): string

CSS Selector for an HTML Element

buildSelectorOption(optionArgs?: OptionArgs<HTMLElement>): HTMLElement

Template

buildTemplateOption(optionArgs?: TemplateOptionArgs): Template

Interfaces for `Build options` function

These interfaces describe (using the TypeScript notation) the different arguments for each type of   functions.BuildOptions

export interface OptionArgs<T> {
  defaultValue?: T;
  defaultFunction?: (element: HTMLElement) => T;
  required?: boolean;
  postProcessing?: PostProcessing<T>;
  attrName?: string;
}

export interface NumberOptionArgs extends OptionArgs<number> {
  min?: number;
  max?: number;
  float?: boolean;
}

export interface ListOptionArgs extends OptionArgs<string[]> {
  separator?: RegExp;
  values?: any;
}

export interface ChildHtmlElementOptionArgs extends OptionArgs<HTMLElement> {
  selectorAttr?: string;
  childSelector?: string;
}
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export interface TemplateOptionArgs extends OptionArgs<Template> {
  selectorAttr?: string;
  childSelector?: string;
  idAttr?: string;
}

export interface FieldOptionArgs extends OptionArgs<string> {
  groupByField?: boolean;
  includeInResults?: boolean;
  sortByField?: boolean;
  splitGroupByField?: boolean;
  match?:(field: Rest.FieldDescription)=>boolean;
}

export interface ObjectOptionArgs extends OptionArgs<{[key:string]:any}> {
  subOptions:{[key:string]:Option<any>};
}

Concrete example

var CustomComponent = function(element, options, bindings) {
    __extends(CustomComponent, Coveo.Ui.Component);
 this.options = Coveo.Ui.ComponentOptions.initComponentOptions(element,
CustomComponent, options);
}
 
CustomComponent.options = {
 someOption : Coveo.Ui.ComponentOptions.buildBooleanOption({defaultValue: false})
}
 
[...]
 
<div class='CoveoCustomComponent' data-some-option='true'></div>

First, declare an options property on your custom component:
Each key represents the option name. The casing is important as this is what will determine the syntax of the attribute on the
HTML element: a dash at every capital letter.
Each value is a function that will allow to build the option itself. The function dictates the option type (for example Boolean,

)Number, String...
The available function are all documented in this page.
Each function accepts a different set of arguments. Those arguments allow to specify the behavior for that option. For example:
the default value, is it mandatory (required), the minimum and maximum value that a number option should have, etc... 

Then, you only need to call   in the constructor of your component. You call it using:initComponentOptions
The HTML element itself (so that it can be scanned for its data-attributes.
The reference to the Component itself, so that it can read its options attribute.
The options received from the constructor, so that they can be merged to create a final set of options for the component.

 

Customization

The example focuses on how to load options (see  for more information about the rest of the code).Implementing a Custom Component
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1.  

2.  

This section regroups topics describing how to customize various aspects of a Coveo JavaScript Search page or component. 

Topics in This Section

Branding Customization
Adding a Standalone Search Box
Adding Related Results to a JavaScript Search Page
Localization
Using Query Ranking Expressions
Samples
Custom Loading Screen
Getting Geolocalized Results in a JavaScript Search Page
Enabling and Adding Collaborative Rating to a JavaScript Search Page
Implementing a Custom Component

Branding Customization

In this topic:
Customizing the Search Header Logo
Customizing the Loading Animation Logo

Customizing the Coveo search interface branding is relatively simple, given that you have a good understanding of HTML and CSS rules in
general. This page demonstrates a few customizations that you can do, but keep in my mind that there are a lot more ways to modify the branding
of a search interface. 

Customizing the Search Header Logo

You can either edit the current CSS rule defined for the   class and add a new background-image property or just modify the HTMLcoveo-logo
directly. 

Customizing the Loading Animation Logo

You can either override or modify the CSS rule that corresponds to the   class, then replacecoveo-logo  the background image with your

own.  

You can also specify an HTML selector to the CoveoSearchInterface component by adding the data-first-loading-animatio

n-selector parameter (see ). firstLoadingAnimation This will completely override the default loading animation and will display the

Example:

<div class="coveo-search-section">
 <div class="coveo-logo-column">
  <img src="path/to/my/image.png" /> <!-- This replaces the : <div
class="coveo-logo"></div> -->
    </div>
</div> 

Example:
Sprites are used for the logo so you would also need to reset the background size and position.

.coveo-logo {
 background-image: url("path/to/my/logo.png");
 background-position: 0 0;
 background-size: auto; /* There are a lot of options for background-size
depending on the file you use
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/CSS/background-size */
}

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/SearchInterface+Component#SearchInterfaceComponent-firstLoadingAnimation
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2.  

3.  

1.  
2.  

3.  

HTML element specified by the selector during the first loading. 

Since the default loading logo is made with CSS3 rules, you can also edit those rules and apply your own.

Adding a Standalone Search Box

In this topic:
Basic Usage
Using the Standard QueryBox and SearchButton
Providing Your Own Query Box and Search Button
Adding Type-Ahead and Facets Through the Omnibox
Re-Using the Same Search Box in a Search Page

Web sites often provide a search box on each page that redirects to a separate search page when a query is performed. Although a simple <inp

ut type="search"/> HTML tag is often enough, more evolved sites might want to offer advanced functionality on this search box such as

type-ahead.

The Coveo JavaScript Search Framework supports a special mode enabling it to power a standalone search box that sends search requests to a
separate page. You can use this feature to bind to a simple   element, or you can build a more complex layout and include components<input>
to provide type-ahead. The following sections provide some examples. 

Basic Usage

This sample in this section describes the most basic configuration needed to get a working search box.

You need to include the JavaScript files for the framework, as described in the  page. Dependencies
Some JavaScript code sets up a proper , and then calls the    method, passing as ansearch endpoint jQuery Extension initSearchBox
argument the URL of the target search page.

Example:

<div class='CoveoSearchInterface'
data-first-loading-animation-selector='#MyLoadingAnimation'>
 <div id='MyLoadingAnimation'>
  <div class='MyImage'></div>
 </div>
</div>

And then you can style this animation however you want using your own CSS rule:

#MyLoadingAnimation {
 [Some custom css rules. For example the position and width could be specified
here]
}
.MyImage {
 [The loading animation selector will use the top level container as the
animation. Any HTML inside that container, styled how you like, will be part
of your loading logo.]
}

Example:

.coveo-first-loading-animation .coveo-loading-container .coveo-loading-dot {
 background-color: red;
}
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3.  The HTML page provides an   element for the query box, annotated with the CSS class for the  . <input> QueryBox Component

<script src="js/CoveoJsSearch.Dependencies.js"></script>
<script src="js/CoveoJsSearch.js"></script>
   
<script type="text/javascript">
  $(function () {
    Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.configureSampleEndpoint();
    $('#searchBox').coveo('initSearchBox', '/url/of/search/page.html');
  });
</script>

<input id="searchBox" class="CoveoQueryBox" type="text"/>

When loading this sample in a browser, the user will see a textbox where he can enter a query. Pressing  within this textbox will send theEnter
query to the search page.

Using the Standard QueryBox and SearchButton

The previous example provided no clickable button, but this is easily achievable using the   instead of a simple .SearchBox Component QueryBox
The  automatically embeds a and a   using the default style provided by the CSS.SearchBox Component QueryBox SearchButton

<script src="js/CoveoJsSearch.Dependencies.js"></script>
<script src="js/CoveoJsSearch.js"></script>
   
<script type="text/javascript">
  $(function () {
    Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.configureSampleEndpoint();
    $('#searchBox').coveo('initSearchBox', '/url/of/search/page.html');
  });
</script>

<div id="searchBox" class="CoveoSearchBox"></div>

Providing Your Own Query Box and Search Button

Often, you'll want to have the ability to use your own HTML markup for both the query box and the search button. The following example
demonstrates how to manually use the and  components on elements you provide. QueryBox  SearchButton

Note:
The   method supports a third argument where traditional initialization options can be passed (see ).initSearchBox jQuery Extension
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<script src="js/CoveoJsSearch.Dependencies.js"></script>
<script src="js/CoveoJsSearch.js"></script>
   
<script type="text/javascript">
  $(function () {
    Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.configureSampleEndpoint();
    $('#searchBox').coveo('initSearchBox', '/url/of/search/page.html');
  });
</script>

<div id="searchBox">
  <input class="CoveoQueryBox" type="text"/>
  <input class="CoveoSearchButton" type="submit"/>
</div>

Adding Type-Ahead and Facets Through the Omnibox

To add advanced features such as type-ahead and facet selection, you must add components to your search box just as you would to in a normal
search page. The following examples configures type-ahead based on the values of a field as well as quick selection for facet values, using the T

and components. Note that the   attribute must be set to   on the search box.opFieldSuggestion Facet data-activate-omnibox true

<script src="js/CoveoJsSearch.Dependencies.js"></script>
<script src="js/CoveoJsSearch.js"></script>
   
<script type="text/javascript">
  $(function () {
    Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.configureSampleEndpoint();
    $('#searchBox').coveo('initSearchBox', '/url/of/search/page.html');
  });
</script>
 
<div id="searchBox">
  <div class="CoveoSearchBox" data-activate-omnibox="true"></div>
  <div class="CoveoTopFieldSuggestions" data-field="@limessageauthor"
data-header-title="Suggested Authors"></div>
  <div class="CoveoFacet" data-title="Category"
data-field="@licategoryshorttitle"></div>
  <div class="CoveoFacet" data-title="Board" data-field="@liboardshorttitle"></div>
  <div class="CoveoFacet" data-title="Author" data-field="@sysauthor"></div>
  <div class="CoveoFacet" data-title="Location" data-field="@liprofilelocation"></div>
  <div class="CoveoFacet" data-title="Concepts" data-field="@sysconcepts"
data-is-multi-value-field="true"></div>
</div>

Re-Using the Same Search Box in a Search Page

Often, the HTML markup and initialization code for a standalone search box will be included in a shared header repeated on most pages of a site,
including the page responsible for displaying search results (e.g. the "search page"). In this case you'll need to include some additional logic to
prevent the standalone search box from initializing in the search page, and instead have the search box picked up by the main call to   usinginit
the  option (see  ).externalComponents jQuery Extension

The following sample shows a possible way to prevent initializing the search box on the search page. It does so by checking for the presence of
an element with  as an ID, but feel free to change how this is done to suit your particular implementation.search
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<script src="js/CoveoJsSearch.Dependencies.js"></script>
<script src="js/CoveoJsSearch.js"></script>
   
<script type="text/javascript">
  $(function () {
    if (!isOnSearchPage()) {
      Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.configureSampleEndpoint();
      $('#searchBox').coveo('initSearchBox', '/url/of/search/page.html');
    }
  });
 
  function isOnSearchPage() {
    return $('#search').length > 0;
  }
</script>

<div id="searchBox" class="CoveoSearchBox"></div>

Then, within the search page itself, the initialization code would look something like this:

<script type="text/javascript">
  $(function () {
    Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.configureSampleEndpoint();

    $('#search').coveo('init', {
      externalComponents: [$('#searchBox')]
    });
  });
</script>
 
<div id="search">
  ...
</div>

Adding Related Results to a JavaScript Search Page
You can enrich your search interface with Related Results. A Coveo JavaScript Search page can show more than one list of results. While the
main results list presents items from the main search interface scope, one or more other lists can present more specific or complementary results.
All results lists are automatically generated following the query performed by the user. 

Example:
You can create a related results list that presents , and display the list on the side of the main search interface.Related community experts
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1.  

a.  

The following procedure describes how to create a related results list and include it in your Coveo JavaScript Search interface. 

You need to declare a new object, , which will hold the logic for performing the correct queries to theCoveoRelatedResults
index, and then display those results. 

Declare what is effectively the "constructor" of the object.

var CoveoRelatedResults = function(element, root, options) {
 this.element = element;
    this.root = root;   
    this.options = options; 
 this.resultTemplate = _.template(this.options.resultTemplate);
 this.content = $('<div></div>').appendTo($(this.element)); 
 this.bindEvents();
};

The   parameter and property determine on which HTML element the related results will initialize and renderelement
themselves. 

The   parameter and property represent the root of the main search interface. Your   needs this toroot CoveoRelatedResults
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1.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

2.  

listen to events from the main interface.

The   parameter represents a JSON object with different options. It is used to have a more "generic" object that you canoptions
modify with different options when you create a new  s.CoveoRelatedResult

The   property creates a new  . The string with which to create the function is passed fromresultTemplate Underscore template
the options. 

You can change the tags that will enclose the generated list of results ( for example by '<div></div>') '<ul
 if you want to create a UL LI list with specific CSS.class="myRelatedResults"></ul>'

You must then properly bind your   to events. CoveoRelatedResults

CoveoRelatedResults.prototype.bindEvents = function() {
 var _this = this;
    $(this.root).on(Coveo.Events.QueryEvents.doneBuildingQuery, function(e,
args) {
     var expression = args.queryBuilder.expression.build();
        _this.fetchNewResults(expression, args);
    });
};

You bind an event on   so that your function receives very specific arguments or  . One of them is the doneBuildingQuery args Qu
 object.eryBuilder

By calling the   method on that object, you effectively build the whole query expression with which the main searchbuild
interface will be querying the index, including anything that the user typed in the search box. 
Use that expression to build your own expression and fetch the desired related results (in this case, related experts). 

CoveoRelatedResults.prototype.fetchNewResults = function(expression, args)
{
 var _this = this;
    var advancedExpression = _this.options.hiddenExpression;
    var query = {
     q:expression, 
        aq:advancedExpression,
        numberOfResults:_this.options.numberOfResults
    };
 Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.endpoints["default"].search(query).done(function
(data) {
     _this.content.empty();
        _.each(data.results, function(result, index) {
            _this.content.append(_this.resultTemplate({result:result}));
        });
    });
};

Here, we add an   to the query object. This advanced expression comes from the option when we firstadvancedExpression
created the .CoveoRelatedResults

Then, by using the   method of the main endpoint. This method returns a   object that is resolved withsearch JQuery Deferred
query results. You can then iterate on results and and pass them to your Underscore function to append to your main content
element. 

You are now ready to use your object in the search page as shown in the following sample. 

http://underscorejs.org/
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Events#Events-Events-doneBuildingQuery
http://api.jquery.com/category/deferred-object/
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8.  

9.  

<head>
 
 <script>
  $(function(){
  var myTemplate = "<a href='<%- result.clickUri %>'><%= result.title %></a>";
//This is a very simple template. Feel free to create more complicated stuff !
  var relatedDiv = $("#MyRelatedResults");
  var mainDiv = $("#MainSearchInterface");
  var options = {
   resultTemplate : myTemplate,
   hiddenExpression: "@myfield==myvalue" //This is also a very simple expression,
for the demo's sake.
  }
  new CoveoRelatedResults(relatedDiv, mainDiv, options)
 })
 </script>
 
</head>

<body>
 
 <div id='MainSearchInterface' class='CoveoSearchInterface'> 
  [...] 
 </div>
 
 <div id='MyRelatedResults'></div>
</body>

The  can include more elements (see , for example if you used myTemplate Result Templates '<ul
 in the code of step , you can enclose the template in  by    to format theclass="myRelatedResults"></ul>' 1a  <li>...</ul>'

related results in a list. 

The   is the constant expression that determines the scope of your related results. For example, when you want thehiddenExpression
related results to only show items from your Extranet which is indexed by the source , your {{ wouldmyExtranet hiddenExpression}} 
be "@syssource==myExtranet". 

Localization

In this topic:
Built-in Languages  Available since: March 2015 Release
Localization File
Adding or Overriding Strings

The Coveo JavaScript Framework allows to easily localize its user interface. 

Built-in Languages  AVAILABLE SINCE: MARCH 2015 RELEASE

The Coveo JavaScript Search Framework comes with user interface strings translated in the following languages: 

Chinese (Simplified) - zh_CN
Chinese (Traditional) - zh_TW
Czech - cs_cz
Danish - da
Dutch - nl_NL
English - en_US  AVAILABLE BEFORE: MARCH 2015 RELEASE

Finnish - fi

French - fr  AVAILABLE BEFORE: MARCH 2015 RELEASE
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15.  
16.  
17.  
18.  
19.  
20.  
21.  
22.  
23.  

German - de
Greek - el
Hungarian - hu
Indonesian - id
Italian - it
Japanese - ja
Korean - ko
Norwegian - no
Polish - pl
Portuguese (Brazil) - pt_BR
Russian - ru
Spanish - es
Swedish -  sv
Thai - th
Turkish - tr

Localization File

The Coveo JavaScript Framework automatically generates a JavaScript file for every supported language.

Localized strings for each supported language can be found and customized under the   folder. By default, the English language isjs\cultures
automatically included, so you don't have to explicitly reference it.

To use an additional language, you need to include the correct script file in your HTML page, as follows:

<script src='path/to/coveo/js/CoveoJsSearch.WithDependencies.js'></script>
<script src='path/to/coveo/scripts/js/cultures/fr.js'></script>

Those strings can be accessed via the variable.Coveo.Ui.l 

Coveo.Ui.l('And') //Access the localized string "and"
'And'.toLocaleString() // Same as above

Adding or Overriding Strings

You may want to add or override strings from the default Coveo localization files. You can do it by calling a JavaScript function and passing a
dictionary of strings for a given language. String IDs that already exist will be overwritten with the value that you provide, and new IDs will be
added to the dictionary. Here is an example that changes a few strings in the English language:

String.toLocaleString({ "en": {
  "Forward": "Full Speed Ahead!", // overrides an existing string 
  "MyCustomStringId": "Foo"       // defines a new string
}});

This code should be included after the Coveo libraries and also after any default localization file is included in the page.

Using Query Ranking Expressions
A query ranking expression (QRE) is used to modify the ranking of search results. Search results that match the QRE will see their relevance
either increased or decreased, depending on the specified settings. In other words, this allows you to modify the order of appearance of search
results. For example, you may want to see search results that contain the word  in their title appear first, no matter what query is executed.sales

Note:
For Coveo JavaScript Search Framework prior to the March 2015 version (see  ), the strings were availableMarch 2015 Release (v0.9.1376)
in English and French only.
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2.  
3.  

1.  

Using the JavaScript Search Framework, there are essentially two ways to attach a QRE to your queries. The following sections will demonstrate
both of them.

 

To attach a QRE using the  methodinit

From the host where the JavaScript Search Framework package is deployed, using a text editor:
Open your search page in a text editor.
Under the node <script type="text/javascript">, replace the line $('#search').coveo('init') by the following

code:

/*
* Creates a QRE query using the $qre query extension
* @expression {string} query expression to use for the QRE
* @modifier {string} ranking modifier (-100 to 100)
* @returns {string} the QRE query
*/
var createQre = function (expression, modifier) {
    var qre = "";
    if (expression && modifier) {
        qre = "$qre(expression:'" + expression + "', modifier:'" + modifier
+ "')";
    }
    return qre;
};

// Create the QRE
// returns "$ qre(expression:'@systitle=sales', modifier:'75')"
var qre = createQre("@systitle=sales", "75");
// Initialize the search interface with an hidden expression that contains
the QRE
$('#search').coveo('init', {
    SearchInterface: {
        hiddenExpression: qre
    }
});

Adapt the pasted code to the desired behavior. You should only have to modify the QRE itself.
Save the file.

Load the modified search pag in a web browser.
Validate that the ranking of search results was modified in such a way that those with the string sales in their title appear first.

 

To attach a QRE using an event handler

Notes:
A QRE in the JavaScript Search Framework is a form of query extension. For more information, refer to Query Extension Language

 and  .Basics Standard Query Extensions
A ranking modifier actually increases or decreases the relevance of search results, depending if its value is positive or negative
respectively. Technically, its value can be in the range -2^31..2^31, but it is typical - and a good practice - to set it somewhere
between -100..100, as this will not completely override the different ranking weights of search results (except for results that have the
same QRE weight).
The QRE  value is correlated to the item ranking score by a 1 to 10 ratio.modifier

Example:

A QRE  value is . Consequently this QRE adds  to the ranking score ofmodifier 100 1000
matching items.

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Extension+Language+Basics
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Extension+Language+Basics
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Standard+Query+Extensions
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From the host where the JavaScript Search Framework package is deployed, using a text editor:
Open the search page HTML file.
Under the node <script type="text/javascript">, replace the line $('#search').coveo('init') by the following

code:

/*
* Creates a QRE query using the $qre query extension
* @expression {string} query expression to use for the QRE
* @modifier {string} ranking modifier (-100 to 100)
* @returns {string} the QRE query
*/
var createQre = function (expression, modifier) {
    var qre = "";
    if (expression && modifier) {
        qre = "$qre(expression:'" + expression + "', modifier:'" + modifier
+ "')";
    }
    return qre;
};

/*
* Way to create advances qre using contextual data like the user query in
this example
*/
var setupQreOnQueryBuilt = function(e, args) {
  // QueryBuilder as documented on
http://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/QueryBuilder
  var queryBuilder = args.queryBuilder;
  
  // QueryObject as documented on
http://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Parameters
  var query = queryBuilder.build();
  
  var qre = createQre("@systitle=sales", "75");
  
  // Add the QRE query to the advanced expression
  queryBuilder.advancedExpression.add(qre);
};

// Attach an handler function to the doneBuldingQuery event such that a QRE
is run with the query.
$('#search').on("doneBuildingQuery", setupQreOnQueryBuilt);
// Initialize the search interface in a standard way.
$('#search').coveo('init');

Adapt the pasted code to the desired behavior. You should only have to modify the QRE itself.
Save the file.

Load the modified search page in a web browser.
Validate that the ranking of search results was modified in such a way that those with the string sales in their title appear first.

 

Samples
Topics in this section: 

Complex Parent-Child Loader
Sending Custom Analytics Events

Complex Parent-Child Loader
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var parentQuery = '@nodetype==question';
var childQuery = '@nodetype==answer';
var relationField = '@foldingid';
var parentFields = ['@tags']
var childFields = ['@sysauthor']
 
// ExpressionBuilder.merge by default wrapParts was true.
var oMerge = Coveo.Ui.ExpressionBuilder.merge;
Coveo.Ui.ExpressionBuilder.merge = function () {
  var result = oMerge.apply(this, arguments);
  result.wrapParts = false;
  return result;
}
 
// fix facet how use complete expression except.
Coveo.Ui.QueryBuilder.prototype.computeCompleteExpressionExcept = function (except) {
  return this.computeCompleteExpression().split(except).join('');
}
 
// take arguments return an array of string
// if argument is a string, add it to the array.
// if argument is a array, concat the argument elements.
function combine() {
  return _.reduce(arguments, function (list, argument) {
    if (typeof argument == 'string') {
      list.push(argument);
      return list;
    } else {
      return list.concat(argument);
    }
  }, []);
}
/**
 *  parts: array of string. (will be modified by this function)
 *  fields: array of fields that will remove part if contained in parts
 *  query: a query that will be added in the result.
**/ return complete query with all parts
function removePartsByFields(parts, fields, query) {
  var filtedParts = [];
  for (var i = parts.length - 1; i >= 0; i--) {
    var part = parts[i];
    if (_.some(fields, function (field) { return part.indexOf(field) != -1; })) {
      filtedParts.unshift(part);
      parts.splice(i, 1);
    }
  };
  return combine('(', query, filtedParts, ')').join(' ');
}

function doubleRelation(parentQuery, childQuery, field){
  // find parent related to child
  var relatedParentQuery = parentQuery+ ' [[' + field+ '] ' + childQuery+ ']';
  // add find child related to parent related to child
  return '(' + relatedParentQuery  + ') OR (' + childQuery+ ' [[' + field+ ']' +
relatedParentQuery + '])';
}
 
var searchInterface = $('#search');
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searchInterface.on('preprocessResults', function (e, args) {
  _.each(args.results.results, function (result, i) {
    if (result['parentResult'] != null && result['parentResult'].uri !== result.uri) {
      args.results.results[i] = result['parentResult'];
      result['parentResult'].childResults = result.childResults;
      result['parentResult'].childResults.unshift(result);
      result['parentResult'].childResults.length = 3;
      result.childResults = [];
    }
  })
});
searchInterface.on('afterInitialization', function (e) {
  searchInterface.on('buildingQuery', function (e, args) {
    var q = args.queryBuilder.expression;
    var aq = args.queryBuilder.advancedExpression;
    aq.wrapParts = false;
    var parts = aq.parts;
    var computedParentQuery = removePartsByFields(parts, parentFields, parentQuery);
    var computedChildQuery = removePartsByFields(parts, childFields, childQuery);
    var query = q.build();
    var totalQuery;
    if (query == null) {
      totalQuery = doubleRelation(computedParentQuery, computedChildQuery,
relationField);
    } else {
      var totalQueryFiltredChild = doubleRelation(computedParentQuery,
computedChildQuery + ' ' + query, relationField);
      var totalQueryFiltredParent = doubleRelation(computedParentQuery + ' ' + query,
computedChildQuery , relationField);
      totalQuery = '(' + totalQueryFiltredChild + ') OR (' + totalQueryFiltredParent +
')';
    }
    q.parts = [];
    aq.parts = combine(parts, totalQuery);
  });
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});

<div
    class='CoveoFolding'
    data-field='@foldingid' 
    data-parent-field='@questionid'
    data-child-field='@foldingid'
    data-range='0'></div>

 

 

Sending Custom Analytics Events

In some scenarios, you want to send custom data to the Coveo cloud analytics (see Coveo Cloud Usage
). The Coveo JavaScript Search Framework offers helpers to send communicate with the Analytics Coveo

, so you do not have to write code to call the API directly. Analytics REST API

First, you need to craft your custom event cause and meta.
 

var customEventCause = {name: 'customEventName', type:'customEventType'};
var metadata = {key1: "value1", key2:"value2"};

Sending a custom event

The  JQuery extension allows you to send custom eventscoveo .
 

$('#search').coveo('logCustomEvent', customEventCause, metadata);

Sending a custom search event

You can also send a custom search event. Note that this method should be called before {{executeQuery.
 

$('#search').coveo('logSearchEvent', customEventCause, metadata);

Sending a custom searchAsYouType event

You can also send a custom search as you type event. Note that this method should be called before .executeQuery
 

Sending custom event

Sending custom event

Sending custom event

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=89
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=89
https://usageanalytics.coveo.com/docs/
https://usageanalytics.coveo.com/docs/
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1.  

2.  

$('#search').coveo('logSearchAsYouTypeEvent', customEventCause, metadata);

 

Sending a custom click event

You can also send a custom click event.
 

$('#search').coveo('logClickEvent', customEventCause, metadata, result);

Custom Loading Screen

In this topic:
Hide the default Coveo loading screen
Define the loading screen
Hide on loaded results

References

A common use case of the search interface is to hide parts or all of the page while the first search is loading the interface. Having a loading
screen prevents the user of seeing a  .FOUC (flash of unstyled content)

This customization shows you how to create a custom loading screen for your search page.

Hide the default Coveo loading screen

First we will disable the default Coveo loading screen. To disable it, add the attribute data-loading-animation="false

to the " CoveoSearchInterface.

<div id="search" class="CoveoSearchInterface" ... data-loading-animation="false"
... >

Define the loading screen

You then need to define your own search interface. For this tutorial we will use one of the   loading spinners. Beware, thisSpinKit
version uses CSS animations,  is not complete. You can also use  to add browser support of css animations autoprefixer

and remove browser specific prefixes for CSS animations (here is the file generated for the last 2 versions of browsers as of 2015-02-02: 
). spinner.css

To your style sheet (or header) add the styles for your loading screen div.

 

Sending custom event

Sending custom event

Hiding the default loading screen

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flash_of_unstyled_content
http://tobiasahlin.com/spinkit/
http://caniuse.com/#feat=css-animation
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/21627017/%C2%A0spinner.css?version=1&modificationDate=1425314620950&api=v2
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2.  

.loading-screen{
  position: absolute;
  top: 0;
  left: 0;
  bottom: 0;
  right: 0;
  background: white;
  z-index: 1000;
}
.spinner {
  margin: 100px auto;
  width: 50px;
  height: 30px;
  text-align: center;
  font-size: 10px;
}
.spinner > div {
  background-color: #333;
  height: 100%;
  width: 6px;
  display: inline-block;
  animation: stretchdelay 1.2s infinite ease-in-out;
}
.spinner .rect2 {
  animation-delay: -1.1s;
}
.spinner .rect3 {
  animation-delay: -1.0s;
}
.spinner .rect4 {
  animation-delay: -0.9s;
}
.spinner .rect5 {
  animation-delay: -0.8s;
}
@keyframes stretchdelay {
  0%, 40%, 100% {
    transform: scaleY(0.4);
  } 20% {
    transform: scaleY(1.0);
  }
}

Add the following HTML code where you want the loading screen. In our case, we hide the whole page so we place the code after the bo
 element. dy

Loading screen style
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2.  

3.  

<div class="loading-screen">
  <div class="spinner">
    <div class="rect1"></div>
    <div class="rect2"></div>
    <div class="rect3"></div>
    <div class="rect4"></div>
    <div class="rect5"></div>
  </div>
</div>

Hide on loaded results

Since the loading screen is shown by default and hides all the screen, we need to hide it when the results are loaded. In your JavaScript
initialization code, you must add the following code to make the loading screen hide by default. 

$('#search').one('querySuccess',function(){
  $('.loading-screen').fadeOut();
})

References

SpinKit Github repository: https://github.com/tobiasahlin/SpinKit
CSS animation browser support: http://caniuse.com/#feat=css-animation
CSS Autoprefixer: https://github.com/postcss/autoprefixer

Getting Geolocalized Results in a JavaScript Search Page
When at least some of your indexed content includes geospatial (longitude and latitude values), you probably want to take advantage of this data
to be able to optimize search results based on a reference location. 

Example:

Your index contains Automatic Teller Machine (ATM) items with fields for their address, as well as longi
You want to be able to return addresses of the closest ATMs where yourtude and latitude values. 

customer can go based on their current location.

In the JavaScript Search Framework, you can manage geospatial data using a query function ( ) that allows generating dynamic field values for$qf
the duration of a query. The query function calculates a mathematical value from the search results data and injects it in a temporary field for each
result. The dynamic field value can then be used for almost any normal numerical field operation, including further query functions. 

In the geospatial data case, you can use the following query function to inject a field ( ) which contains the dynamically calculated@distance
value of the as the crow flies distance (in meters) between a current position and the location in each item. In the same query, you can add a @di

field expression to return only items for which the as the crow flies distance is within 1000 meters. stance 

$qf(function:'dist(@latitude, @longitude, 37.77919, -122.41914)', fieldName:
'distance') @distance<1000

where:

 and    are fields available in your index@latitude @longitude
37.77919, -122.41914 are the latitudes and longitude of the current reference position
distance is the temporary dynamic field injected in each search result

Loading screen markup

Loading screen hide code

https://github.com/tobiasahlin/SpinKit
https://github.com/tobiasahlin/SpinKit
https://github.com/tobiasahlin/SpinKit
http://caniuse.com/#feat=css-animation
http://caniuse.com/#feat=css-animation
http://caniuse.com/#feat=css-animation
https://github.com/postcss/autoprefixer
https://github.com/postcss/autoprefixer
https://github.com/postcss/autoprefixer
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Standard+Query+Extensions#StandardQueryExtensions-$qf
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You can test this query directly in the search box  and then rather include it in the advanced expression of the query with JavaScript for more
complex purposes. 
 

$(function () {
 // Use a means of your choice to get the reference latitude and longitude
 var refLat = "37.77919"; 
 var refLng = "-122.41914";
 var radius = "10000"; // Value in meters
 
 // Assembling and adding a geolocation query to the advanced expression of the query.
 $("#search").on("buildingQuery", function(e, args){
  var geoQuery = "$qf(function:'dist(@latitude,@longitude," + refLat + "," + refLng +
")', fieldName: 'distance') @distance<" + radius;
  if (args && args.queryBuilder) {
   args.queryBuilder.advancedExpression.add(geoQuery);
   }
  });
 
 // Initialize the search page
 Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.configureOnPremiseEndpoint('/rest/search');
 $('#search').coveo('init');
 
});

Enabling and Adding Collaborative Rating to a JavaScript Search Page
You can enrich your Coveo JavaScript search interface by allowing users to rate search results to influence the ranking. When the ResultRatin

 component is added to your search page, collaborative rating appears in each search result as a score of 1 to 5 five yellow stars g

. T . When  users rate a search result, the number ofhree yellow stars appear by default when nobody has ranked the item n
stars corresponding to the average per-user appreciation is displayed and used as a ranking factor to influence the overall search result ranking
score. 

A user performs a p  when he clicks one of the five stars to rate a given search result. ersonal appreciation The personal appreciation prevails on
collaborative rating meaning that, once an item is rated by a user, the personal appreciation is taken into account during the ranking process, not
the collaborative rating. 

Example:
Several users did not find  to be useful at all, and clicked the first star to express it. Consequently, only one star appearsResult_A
for this result and its overall ranking is reduced.

Another user named Arthur finds  to be very useful in his context, and therefore clicks the fifth star. When Arthur gets Result_A Resu
 again in search results, it will have 5 stars and be promoted. All other users will see 1 start for  and it will be demoted.lt_A Result_A

You can enable collaborative rating in your Coveo JavaScript search interface by adding the   HTMLdata-enable-collaborative-rating
tag attribute and by setting its value to . When its value is set to  , the index returns search results with their default ranking. The startrue false
ratings are thus in read-only mode. 

Note:
In your index, the fields storing the longitude and latitude values must be floating point numerical fields. For a Coveo Cloud index the field Ty

 must be  (see ). For an on-premises Coveo index, the field  must be pe Decimal Creating and Managing Fields for a Source Type Floating
 (see ).point Adding or Modifying Custom Fields

Example:
A search result page with collaborative rating enabled looks like the following:

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=137
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&lcid=9&context=76
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1.  

2.  

a.  

b.  
i.  
ii.  
iii.  
iv.  

To include and enable collaborative rating in your Coveo JavaScript Search interface

In each result template where you want to include collaborative rating, under   add an HTML tag<div class="coveo-result-row">
with the   component (like   - typically next to the search result title).ResultRating <span class="CoveoResultRating"></span>

Enable the collaborative rating in your Coveo JavaScript Search interface: 
Using the JavaScript Search Interface Editor:

Access the Interface Editor:
In a Coveo for Salesforce context (see Accessing the JavaScript Search Interface Editor in Salesforce)
OR
For a Coveo JavaScript search page hosted in the Search API (see Accessing the JavaScript Search Interface

). Editor for a Search API Hosted Page
In the Interface Editor:

Select the   check box.Advanced Mode
Click  .All Components
In the  section, click  .All Components  Search Interface
In the   section, ensure the  option is enabled.Search Interface Enable Collaborative Rating 

OR
Using a text editor, in the HTML tag with the dd the CoveoSearchInterface class (typically in the  node), a<body> data-en

 attribute and set it to able-collaborative-rating true.

Example:
Your search result DIV should look like the following:

<div class="coveo-result-row">
 <div class="coveo-result-cell">
  <a class="CoveoResultLink" data-open-quickview="true"></a>
  <span class="CoveoQuickView"
data-template-id="EmailQuickViewContent"></span>
  <span class="CoveoResultRating"></span>
 </div>
</div>

Example:

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=132
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&context=1032
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=adminhelp70&context=1032
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2.  

1.  
2.  

Implementing a Custom Component

In this topic:
Implementing a Custom SearchBox component in JavaScript

Constructor
About the bindings parameters
About the __extends function
About the ID property
About the registerAutoCreateComponent

Trigger a query when the Enter key is pressed                
About the analytics.logSearchEvent

Add a search as you type option
About the options property
About the initComponentOptions function

Add the newly created component in a search page

The term   in the context of the Coveo JavaScript Search framework is a concept that relies on a few principles:Component

A   possess an  property (a string that uniquely identifies the component and is closely linked to the  class thatComponent must ID CSS
the framework will scan and recognize as a piece of markup which will contain logic and operate inside the framework).
A   register itself to the   that the framework utilizes, using a utility function: Component must jQuery Extension Coveo.Ui.CoveoJQuery

..registerAutoCreateComponent
A   try to interact with the rest of the framework using the document  .Component must Events
A   possess an   property, which will allow it to be customizable using the HTML markup in a page.Component can options
A  , generally speaking, presume the existence of other components, as each of them can be added or removedComponent should not
in any given page. 

Implementing a Custom SearchBox component in JavaScript

For this example, we will try to implement a relatively simple component, our very own  . SearchBox

Constructor

First, declare a function which will become our component. This is essentially the  .constructor

 var CustomSearchBox = function(element, options, bindings) {
 __extends(CustomSearchBox, Coveo.Ui.Component);
 this.element = element;
 this.options = options;
 this.bindings = bindings;
}
CustomSearchBox.ID = 'CustomSearchBox';
Coveo.Ui.CoveoJQuery.registerAutoCreateComponent(CustomSearchBox);

The function serves as the constructor. When initialized by the framework, it will automatically receive these 3 parameters:

The DOM element on which it is being instantiated. 
The options that were passed to the component on the   call.'init'

These are   the options that were set directly on the component using HTML markup.NOT

<div class='CustomSearchBox' data-foo='bar'></div> 

The constructor receives options passed like this:

Your  node should look like the following:<body>

<body id="search" class='CoveoSearchInterface'
data-enable-collaborative-rating="true">
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2.  

3.  

$('#search').coveo('init', {
 CustomSearchBox : {
  'foo': 'bar'
 }
})

The component  .bindings

About the bindings parameters

This parameter is an object with reference to different singletons that the framework uses. 

interface ComponentBindings {
  root: HTMLElement;
  queryStateModel: Models.QueryStateModel;
  queryController: Controllers.QueryController;
  searchInterface: SearchInterface;
  usageAnalytics: AnalyticsClient;
}

root: The DOM element which represent the root of your . This means the   of the search page, or theSearchInterface body
container   to which the   is bound.div SearchInterface Component
queryStateModel: The   object of the interface. This is how you can read/write to the  . This is the same as using State State $(root).c
oveo('state');
queryController: The   of the search interface. This is how you can execute queries. This is the same as using Query Controller $(ro
ot).coveo('executeQuery');
searchInterface : The SearchInterface Component
usageAnalytics : The   which allows to log various analytics event. This is the same as using Analytics Component $(root).coveo(
'logSearchEvent', [...]);

About the __extends function

The existence of the  function is a byproduct of the fact that the framework is written in  . This extends the  of__extends Typescript prototype
the given function with another one. In this case, the   will effectively "  from  and will allow it toCustomSearchBox inherits" Coveo.Ui.Component
instantiate correctly inside the framework.

About the ID property

This is a string that uniquely identifies the component. This will allow the framework to recognize an   element with the class input CoveoCustom
 to be instantiated as a component. SearchBox

About the registerAutoCreateComponent

This is how the component is registered inside the  . If unregistered, the framework won't know that it needs to call yourjQuery Extension
constructor when it scans the HTML element in the DOM. 

Trigger a query when the Enter key is pressed                

http://www.typescriptlang.org/
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 var CustomSearchBox = function(element, options, bindings) {
 __extends(CustomSearchBox, Coveo.Ui.Component);
 this.element = element;
 this.options = options;
 this.bindings = bindings;
 $(this.element).keyup($.proxy(this.handleKeyUp, this));
}
 
CustomSearchBox.prototype.handleKeyUp = function(e) {
 if(e.which == 13) {
  this.bindings.queryStateModel.set('q', $(this.element).val());
  this.bindings.usageAnalytics.logSearchEvent({
   name : 'submitSearchBox',
   type : 'CustomSearchBox' 
  });
  this.bindings.queryController.executeQuery();
 }
}
 
CustomSearchBox.ID = 'CustomSearchBox';
Coveo.Ui.CoveoJQuery.registerAutoCreateComponent(CustomSearchBox);

Bind an event on  using JQuery. The  function provided by JQuery allows us to specify the context with which thekeypress $.proxy
handler should be executed. In this case, we want to keep the context as the   itself.CustomSearchBox
The   function will receive the JQueryEvent object (e), and check if the    key is pressed (keycode for   is ).handleKeyUp Enter Enter 13
If that is the case, we will:

Update the state of the interface to set   (the uery) with the current value in the  element (see  ).q Q input State
Log a search event to the analytics service.
Execute a query.

About the analytics.logSearchEvent

To get consistent data and reporting inside the Coveo analytics service, it is mandatory that every search event be logged to the service.
Otherwise, the framework will complain each time a query is submitted without first having logged a search event.

If you do not log any search event when you trigger a query, in the your browser console, you will most probably see a warning ("A search was
triggered, but no analytics event was logged. If you wish to have consistent analytics data, consider

) as shown in the Chrome developer console examplelogging a search event using the methods provided by the framework
below: 

This only applies if you actually want to log analytics data for your Search interface.

If you do not have the  inside your Search Interface, then the  function call will do nothing.Analytics Component logSearchEvent
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Example:

Add a search as you type option

var CustomSearchBox = function(element, options, bindings) {
 __extends(CustomSearchBox, Coveo.Ui.Component);
 this.element = element;
 this.options = Coveo.Ui.ComponentOptions.initComponentOptions(element,
CustomSearchBox, options);
 this.bindings = bindings;
 $(this.element).keyup($.proxy(this.handleKeyUp, this));
}
 
CustomSearchBox.prototype.handleKeyUp = function(e) { 
 if(this.options.searchAsYouType) {
  this.executeNewQuery();
 } else if(e.which == 13) {
  this.executeNewQuery();
 }
}
 
CustomSearchBox.prototype.executeNewQuery = function() {
 this.bindings.queryStateModel.set('q', $(this.element).val());
 this.bindings.usageAnalytics.logSearchEvent({
  name : 'submitSearchBox',
  type : 'CustomSearchBox' 
 });
 this.bindings.queryController.executeQuery();
}
 
CustomSearchBox.options = {
 searchAsYouType : Coveo.Ui.ComponentOptions.buildBooleanOption({defaultValue: false})
}

CustomSearchBox.ID = 'CustomSearchBox';
Coveo.Ui.CoveoJQuery.registerAutoCreateComponent(CustomSearchBox);

About the options property

The   property is an object that contains the declaration for each option that we wish to support in our component.CustomSearchBox.options
One option that by default is disabled is .search as you type
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Since these options are essentially "static", it allows the Interface Editor to recognize them and build the correct type of UI to edit them (see Comp
. onentOptions module)

About the initComponentOptions function

The   function is called in the constructor of our component. It reads the data-attribute (in this case: initComponentOptions data-search-as

) on the DOM element, and merges this with the options passed in by the framework. To work correctly, this requires that our-you-type

component has an   property. options

Add the newly created component in a search page
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<head>
 <!-- You would first need to include all the required ressources for the Coveo
JavaScript Search Framework -->
 <script src='/path/to/JsSearch.js'></script>
</head>
<script> 
 // You could of course instead insert a script resource in the header of your search
page.
 var CustomSearchBox = function(element, options, bindings) {
  __extends(CustomSearchBox, Coveo.Ui.Component);
  this.element = element;
  this.options = Coveo.Ui.ComponentOptions.initComponentOptions(element,
CustomSearchBox, options);
  this.bindings = bindings;
  $(this.element).keyup($.proxy(this.handleKeyUp, this));
 }
 
 CustomSearchBox.prototype.handleKeyUp = function(e) { 
  if(this.options.searchAsYouType) {
   this.executeNewQuery();
  } else if(e.which == 13) {
   this.executeNewQuery();
  }
 }
 
 CustomSearchBox.prototype.executeNewQuery = function() {
  this.bindings.queryStateModel.set('q', $(this.element).val());
  this.bindings.usageAnalytics.logSearchEvent({
   name : 'submitSearchBox',
   type : 'CustomSearchBox' 
  });
  this.bindings.queryController.executeQuery();
 }
 
 CustomSearchBox.options = {
  searchAsYouType : Coveo.Ui.ComponentOptions.buildBooleanOption({defaultValue:
false})
 }

 CustomSearchBox.ID = 'CustomSearchBox';
 Coveo.Ui.CoveoJQuery.registerAutoCreateComponent(CustomSearchBox);
 
 $('.CoveoSearchInterface').coveo('init');
</script>
 
[...]
 
<!-- The class CoveoCustomSearchBox corresponds to the ID of the component -->
<body class='CoveoSearchInterface'>
 <input class='CoveoCustomSearchBox'></input>
</body>

Troubleshooting
This section contains information on how to troubleshoot problems you may encounter when you deploy the Coveo JavaScript Search
Framework. 
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JavaScript Search CORS Errors
Using Two Versions of jQuery in the Same Page
Enabling Debug Information in the REST Queries

JavaScript Search CORS Errors

In this topic:
Error When Opening a JsSearch Page From the File System

Symptoms
Possible Cause

Possible Solutions
Solution 1
Solution 2

Internet Explorer: a JsSearch Page Indefinitely Loads 
Symptoms
Possible Cause
Possible Solutions

Solution 1
Solution 2

Modern browsers respect the  to same-origin policy restrict how a document or script loaded from one origin can interact with a resource from
another origin and therefore prevent some of the Cross-site Request Forgery attacks. The   mechanism Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) pr
ovides a way for web servers to securely support cross-site data transfers. 

The Coveo JavaScript Search Framework makes HTTP requests to the Search API. Whenever the search requests are or appear to be made
from a domain other than the one where the Search API resides, the client side, the server side, and anything in between (such as a proxy) must
be configured to work together to support CORS. 

You typically see the  message rather thanOops! Something went wrong on the server. If the problem persists contact the administrator
search results when a cross-origin restriction blocks the communication between your Coveo JavaScript Search page and the Coveo Search API.

Error When Opening a JsSearch Page From the File System

You can open a Coveo JavaScript search page directly from the file system by simply double-clicking its file in Windows Explorer. This is useful to
quickly test the search page. The URL in the browser is then of the following form:

file://[Drive]:/path/to/the/file/myJsSearchPage.htm

Symptoms

When directly opening the search page file, you see the  message rather than the expected searchOops! Something went wrong on the server
results page. 

In your browser Console, you see the following error message: 

XMLHttpRequest cannot load http://myserver/rest/search/?errorsAsSuccess=1. A wildcard '*' cannot be
used in the 'Access-Control-Allow-Origin' header when the credentials flag is true. Origin 'null' is

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/Security/Same-origin_policy
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/HTTP/Access_control_CORS
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therefore not allowed access.

This error occurs if you are opening the file on any computer, even on the same computer where the Search API is running. Frustrating!

Possible Cause

You configured your on-premises Coveo Search API as a Windows service and allowed access from all domains  (  -allowedDomains: "*"
see  ). However, when you open a Coveo JavaScript search page directly from the file system, because noWindows Service Configuration File
web server is serving the page, the origin domain is not set and appears as being  . null

As the above error message indicates, the browser enforces the   and denies access for null origins when the Coveo Searchsame-origin policy
API the search page communicates with is set to allow access from all domains and the credentials flag is enabled. The Coveo JavaScript Search
Framework enables this flag by default because it is required for WIndows Authentication. 

Possible Solutions

Solution 1

When you do not need Windows authentication, you can prevent the Coveo JavaScript Search Framework from enabling the credentials flag by
adding and enabling the  option to the search endpoint definition (see  ). anonymous Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint Class

In the script where you define the , add the  option:searchEndpoint anonymous: true

Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint.endpoints["default"] = new Coveo.Rest.SearchEndpoint({
    restUri: 'http://someserver/rest/search',
 anonymous: true
})

The credential flag is no longer , so the browser allows the communication. true

Solution 2

Open the search page using a web server.

The origin is no longer , so the browser allows the communication. null

Internet Explorer: a JsSearch Page Indefinitely Loads 

Symptoms

A Coveo JavaScript Search page appears to indefinitely load, showing only the loading animation, no search results appear. 

The Internet Explorer console reports the " " message for the  file. Access is denied CoveoJsSearch.js

Possible Cause

Internet Explorer has a concept of  that provides protection for intranet and trusted sites from requests originating from normalSecurity Zones 
internet sites. Addresses located inside the company network are normally automatically included in the   zone. Sites from the Local Intranet Inter

 zone are not allowed to send requests to servers inside either the   or   zone.net Local Intranet Trusted Sites

A Coveo JavaSCript Search page sends HTTP requests to a Coveo Search API. Depending where the systems hosting the IE opening the search
page and the Search API are located, IE can deny the access based on security zones rules. 

Example:
On a Microsoft Windows with Internet Information Services (IIS), you can simply unzip the  file to the following folder:CoveoJsSearch.zip

C:\inetpub\wwwroot\CoveoJsSearch

and quickly get the Coveo JavaScript Search page served by IIS using a URL of the form:

http://myserver/coveojssearch/mysearchpage.html

Note:
 For a Coveo Javascript Search page in the context of Coveo for Sitecore, a missing HTTP request header in IIS may be the cause (see Inter

).net Explorer 9 : Oops! Something went wrong in Coveo Search Page

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Windows+Service+Configuration+File
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/Security/Same-origin_policy
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/174360
https://developers.coveo.com/display/Sitecore/Internet+Explorer+9+:+Oops!+Something+went+wrong+in+Coveo+Search+Page
https://developers.coveo.com/display/Sitecore/Internet+Explorer+9+:+Oops!+Something+went+wrong+in+Coveo+Search+Page
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1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  
6.  
7.  

1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  
6.  
7.  

Possible Solutions

Solution 1

When you are using an on-premises Search API instance and your users run the Coveo JavaScript Search page from one or only a few domains,
relocate or install another instance of the Coveo REST Search API in the domain(s) from which your users run the JavaScript search page (see In

). stalling the Windows Service

Solution 2

For requests between intranet subdomains

The Search API can be hosted on a server that is in your organization network, but in another subdomain from the computer running IE.
This subdomain may not be automatically included in the   zone. Local Intranet

Adding the Search API server to the    zone may allow the access:Local Intranet
In Internet Explorer, click the Tools icon or press  , and then select  . Alt-x Internet options
In the   dialog box, select the   tab. Internet Options Security
Select  , and then click  . Local intranet Sites
In the   dialog box, click  . Local intranet Advanced
In the   list, add an entry (with or without wildcards) that includes your Search API server. Websites
Close all dialog boxes to make changes effective. 
Reload the search page to validate that the access is now authorized. 

For requests from the Internet to your organization domain

The Search API can be hosted on a server that is in your organization network, while the JavaScript Search page runs in IE from a
domain on the Internet.

Example:

Your user search from the Coveo integration in Salesforce (from salesforce.com) through an
on-premises Search API to an on-premises index, both installed in your organization domain
(mycompany.com).

Adding the search page domain to the   zone may allow the access:Trusted Sites
In Internet Explorer, click the Tools icon or press  , and then select  . Alt-x Internet options
In the   dialog box, select the   tab. Internet Options Security
Select  , and then click  . Trusted sites Sites
In the   dialog box, click  . Local intranet Advanced
In the   list, add an entry (with or without wildcards) that includes your search page domain. Websites
Close all dialog boxes to make changes effective. 
Reload the search page to validate that the access is now authorized. 

 

 

Using Two Versions of jQuery in the Same Page
The Coveo JavaScript Framework is developed, tested, and distributed with a specific version of jQuery (see ). It isDependencies
recommended to use this jQuery version to prevent issues.  

Since jQuery is very popular, you may already be using jQuery for other purposes in the website in which you want to use the Coveo JavaScript
Framework. There are good chances that you do not use the same jQuery version as the one bundled with the Coveo package. You may
therefore have to include two different versions of jQuery in the same page. Although the best situation would be to always include a single jQuery
version per page, sometimes it is just not possible. If you are using another library that also uses the $ variable, you can run into conflicts with
jQuery. 

The standard method to resolve these issues is to use   (see ).jQuery.noConflict() Avoiding Conflicts with Other Libraries

The Coveo JavaScript Search Framework however offers an equivalent extension which allows to automatically perform the same variable
swapping, giving the control back of the $ variable to other libraries: 

The above solution can fix the problem in one computer, which is OK in the development phase for test purposes, but not for IE in the
workstations of all production users. In a Windows environment, an IT department could distribute this configuration using Group Policy
Object (GPO) (see the Microsoft blog ).How to configure Internet Explorer security zone sites using group policies

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Installing+the+Windows+Service
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Installing+the+Windows+Service
http://api.jquery.com/jquery.noconflict/
http://learn.jquery.com/using-jquery-core/avoid-conflicts-other-libraries/
http://blogs.msdn.com/b/askie/archive/2012/06/05/how-to-configure-internet-explorer-security-zone-sites-using-group-polices.aspx
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$('#mySearch').coveo('noConflict')

After calling , you must use  to perform any jQuery call in relation with the Coveo JavaScript Search Framework to ensurenoConflict Coveo.$
that you always use the bundled jQuery version. 

Example:

Here's an example how it can be used.

<script src="yourJquery.js"></script>
<script src="js/CoveoJsSearch.Dependencies.js"></script>
<script src="js/CoveoJsSearch.js"></script>
 
<script type="text/javascript">
$(function(){
 $('#mySearch').coveo('noConflict')
 Coveo.$('.MyComponents').on('buildingQuery',function(e, args) {
 
 });
 
 Coveo.$('.MyComponents').coveo('init');
})

</script>

 

If done correctly, when you load the page, in the console of your browser
type following commands to see the jQuery versions that are available in the
page:

$.fn.jquery 

Returns the version of yourjQuery.js.

Coveo.$.fn.jquery

Returns the scoped version used internally by the Coveo framework.

Enabling Debug Information in the REST Queries

AVAILABLE IN: JUNE 2015 RELEASE

The REST API used by the JavaScript Search Framework supports including debug information in the JSON results. This information includes
details about the query evaluation, such as which thesaurus rules were applied, what was the final query sent to the index, what user identities
were used, and so on. This debug information is generated when the REST request has a   query string parameter specified, and thedebug=1
output can be seen through the browser developer tools by looking either at the network requests directly, or through the logs in the console.

For convenience, the JavaScript Search Framework will automatically include this argument when making requests if it is present in the query
string used to load the search page.

Example:

The following URL enables debug information for a search page: http://server/page?debug=1

Questions or Feedback?

After calling  , the jQuery event queues of the different jQuery versions will be handled in separate variables.noConflict

http://server/page?debug=1
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When you have questions or comments about the Coveo JavaScript Search Framework, visit the Coveo Q&A site ( ) to submitanswers.coveo.com
questions or feedback.  The Coveo staff actively monitors the site and promptly answers questions. 

The site is available anonymously, but you need to create an log in with an account to be able to submit questions. 

JavaScript Search V0.9 - Release Notes
June 2015 Release (v0.9.1530)
April 2015 Release (v0.9.1424)
March 2015 Release (v0.9.1376)
January 2015.1 Release (v0.9.1255)
December 2014.1 Release (v0.9.1228)
November 2014.3 Release (v0.9.1185)
November 2014.2 Release (v0.9.1154)
November 2014.1 Release (v0.9.1124)
October 2014.2 Release (v0.9.1080)
October 2014.1 Release (v0.9.1058)
September 2014.2 Release (v0.9.1038)
September 2014.1 Release (v0.9.1016)
August 2014.1 Release (v0.9.980)
July 2014.2 Release (v0.9.903)
July 2014.1 Release (v0.9.881)
June 2014.3 Release (v0.9.854)
June 2014.2 Release (v0.9.844)
June 2014.1 Release (v0.9.804)

June 2015 Release (v0.9.1530)

Enhancements

Include current partial query for the analytics event when a user selects an Omnibox entry

The partial queries logged by the analytics service are keys typed on the keyboard. When a user types characters at a certain speed, the
analytics service logs the characters after they are typed. 
 

Example:

If a user types  , then  and finally , the logged characters will be .g e nerator   , , g e nerator

Make it possible for a facet to depend on another

A facet can now be configured to appear only when a value is selected in another facet (see ). dependsOn
 

Example:

A  facet based on the  field that has theFile Type @sysfiltype
 attribute appears only when at least one value is selecteddata-depends-on="@objecttype"

in the  facet based on the  field.Object Type @objecttype

Improved flexibility to create a standalone search box

One new option and one new event have been added to help integrating a standalone search box.
The   attribute set to false prevents a redirect to the configured search page if the search box isdata-redirect-if-empty
empty (see  ). redirectEmpty
The   event allows a developer to overwrite the target search page or cancel the redirect (see  ).beforeRedirect beforeRedirect
Changes in the state are applied in the target page.

Add a way to cancel a query before it's sent

When hooking to the  ,   and  , you can cancel the query by setting the newQuery buildingQuery, doneBuildingQuery events canc
 flag to   (see  ).el true Search Events

Add a way to specify pipeline in JS UI

You can now use the   attribute to  instruct the JavaScript Search page to send queries to a specific query pipelinedata-pipeline
defined in your Coveo Cloud Organization (see   and ). Query Pipeline Deployment Overview pipeline

Template loader improved

The template loaded in the <%= loadTemplate("TemplateId") %> format has been replaced by

https://answers.coveo.com
https://developers.coveo.com/x/YQEv#FacetComponent-dependsOn
https://developers.coveo.com/x/QwB4AQ#StandaloneSearchInterfaceComponent-redirectIfEmpty
https://developers.coveo.com/x/ZQEv#Events-beforeRedirect
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&lcid=9&context=158
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/SearchInterface+Component#SearchInterfaceComponent-pipeline
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the <span class="CoveoComponentName" data-template-id="TemplateId"></span> HT

ML only format.
Add option to enable duplicate filtering on SearchInterface and Tab 

You can now use the new attribute/option,  /  enableDuplicateFiltering enable-duplicated-filtering
on the  and  components to the filter duplicate results (see SearchInterface Tab SearchInterface Component -

).enableDuplicateFiltering
New Quick View look and feel

The Quick View had a facelift with a new look, reduced header size, slicker controls, and increased width taking 100% of the search
interface window to increase the space for the item being reviewed (particularly useful on mobile devices). You can now also use the ES
C key to close the Quick View when the Quick View has the focus.

Added  event to allow changing the terms to highlight in the Quick ViewopenQuickView 

You can now change the words to highlight by using the  event as shown in the following example (see ).openQuickView Events

$("#MySearch").on("openQuickView", (e, openQuickViewEventArgs) {
     openQuickViewEventArgs.termsToHighlight = ["test", "another_test"]
});

Added support for analytics component in the Interface Editor

The   options are now editable in the Interface Editor. componentAnalytics

Added option to disable auto-correction on   componentDidYouMean

You can now set the false the /  option/attribute to disable the Did You MeanenableAutoCorrection enable-auto-correction

auto-correction, and rather suggest the correction (see ). enableAutoCorrection
Update to Analytics V14

The Javascript Search Framework has been updated to use the Coveo Cloud Usage Analytics V14 by default.

https://developers.coveo.com/x/nwEv#SearchInterfaceComponent-enableDuplicateFiltering
https://developers.coveo.com/x/nwEv#SearchInterfaceComponent-enableDuplicateFiltering
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Events#Events-openQuickView
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Added redirect feature to the   componentTrigger

The option can be used when the  has rules set in the REST Search API pipeline statements (see Triggers Component Example4:
).Performing a redirect

Add support for component in the Interface EditorResultRating 

The  applicable in result templates is now editable in the Interface Editor when you edit a result template. ResultRating Component

https://developers.coveo.com/x/tYM9AQ#TriggersComponent-Example4:Performingaredirect
https://developers.coveo.com/x/tYM9AQ#TriggersComponent-Example4:Performingaredirect
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JS UI served by an on-premises forwards any  argument from the query string to the Search API service (see Search API  debug=1 Enabl
). ing Debug Information in the REST Queries

In the Interface Editor, when you delete a tab, all components linked to it are deleted.
Add the  option to the   component to allow to disable "Tips" displayed on no results (see enableSearchTips QuerySummary QuerySum

)mary Component

Changes

Remove facets from analytics events

The data from facets is removed from the following analytics events: fieldName, mode, name, selections

.and sort

Bug Fixes
#58334 iOS Quick View is sometimes not resized correctly
#58600 Default line-height in JS UI CSS breaks some custom layouts
#58682 Quick View search terms navigation misaligned
#58943 Debug pop up is dark when opened in the old SF box
#59029 "email" function doesn't work correctly for emails with quotes
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#59175 Hierarchical Facet + breadcrumb lower case
#59465 Search box is too close to the top of the interface
#59472 In the Interface Editor, we need some delimiter for the right panel
#59473 In Header properties, "Placeholder" should be "Placeholder text"
#59475 Options for  must be split in simple/advanced like we did for other componentsResultList
#59539 Safari breadcrumb alignment bug
#59854 Spinning facet search icon is zoomed in
#60204  component expand in width when hover it in IE9TabGroup
#60641 Click on page 2 and more is not captured in Analytics
#60722 Usage Analytics logs an event each time we come back from a result
#60759 Putting two spaces between field name and sort direction causes assert
#61070 The breadcrumb is not at the right place in the default search page of the Interface Editor
#61559 Selected tabs are hard to see
#61588  icons not centeredResultTagging
#61783 Woff files in JS UI are invalid
#62030 Show all replies component break the result list and summary on closing it
#62912 Double "x" in search box in IE 9-
#62913  component is not selectable with IEQuerySummary
#62962 Weird padding around Quick View iframe
#62963 Setting  on  has no effectdata-sort Tab
#63013 Searchable facet does not work properly in Mobile version
#63014 Slider is rendered on top of the Omnibox
#63017 JS UI Quick View query string highlighting shows HTML format codes
#63018 Query Suggestion box sticks after search
#63025 Record attribute not global on  componentUserActions
#63087 Click on User Action button loads to the infinite and beyond!
#63105 UA not always logged when changing facet selected data VS sorting
#63106 UA not logged correctly on search alone VS search in Interface Editor
#64241 Facet no longer respects the  option after setting numberofvalues allowedvalues
#64242  template is undefinedDefaultQuickView
#64251 X button in top-right corner of the Quick View is misplaced
#64258 Opérateur PRES non respecté et mot-clé pas en surbrillance

June 2015 Release (v0.9.1530.26)

Enhancements

[JSUI-771] - QuickView analytics: Add item title + URL on metadata

Bug Fixes

[JSUI-393] - Mobile facet search select all doesn't leave facet search view
[JSUI-728] -  should never be set to  when the   option is set, otherwise the searchcompleteFacetWithStandardValues true lookupField
queries won't work
[JSUI-739] - Reported corrupted font in version 0.9
[JSUI-767] - Additional filter not affecting query override correctly with multiple facets
[JSUI-477] -  not working as expecteddisplayMoreResults
[JSUI-550] - Usage analytics event not sent when clicking on a result with a mobile
[JSUI-564] - Coveo  more/less doesn't use the initial queryFacet
[JSUI-593] - Some indexed items failing to produce QuickView
[JSUI-724] - No results when pressing the Coveo search button on Android
[JSUI-840] - XSS on hierarchical facet breadcrumb 

[TP64932] -   attribute not filled on opening the QuickView in Firefoxcoveo-term-for-quickview-name

June 2015 Release (v0.9.1530.18)

Bug Fixes

[JSUI-269] -  options are handled properlyOmnibox
[JSUI-287] - Localization language syntax error in  strings in FrenchNoResult
[JSUI-375] -  query parameter name sent to REST Search API was incorrectquestionMark
[JSUI-388] -  in : Cannot deselect facet valueFieldValue FieldTable
[JSUI-240] - The error " " could be caught because of an incorrect Uncaught Error: INVALID_STATE_ERR: DOM Exception 11 XmlHttpR

 state.equest
[JSUI-327] - Experiencing some other issue with "More" and "Fewer" after a search within a facet
[JSUI-350] - When using the  , selecting a facet removes all results from the queryOmnibox

June 2015 Release (v0.9.1530.15)
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Bug Fixes

[JSUI-19] - Possible to do Template-ception then freeze the browser
[JSUI-226] - Anonymous flag prevents pipeline A/B testing from working
[JSUI-234] - Refresh on a Quickview brings back the search result page
[JSUI-254] - XSS vulnerability on searching for " "<script>alert("hey")</script>
[JSUI-170] - The "state" handler was not loading properly and reloading a search on page 3 was refreshed on page 1
[JSUI-197] - Issue with "More" and "Fewer" after a search in Facet
[JSUI-205] - JS UI Component value changes on page refresh
[JSUI-244] - JS UI Analytics module doesn't support multiple interfaces
[JSUI-253] - JS UI Page load behavior when click to go back in web browser

 

June 2015 Release (v0.9.1530.10)

Bug Fixes

[JSUI-89] -  not hidding when it shouldHierarchicalFacet

 

June 2015 Release (v0.9.1530.8)

Bug Fixes

[JSUI-4] - The Close (X) button in the Quick View doesn't work well on iOS
[JSUI-32] -  do not include FacetQuery ignoreAccents
[JSUI-65] - The  method fails when results response is returned after a few secondssendCustomEvent
[JSUI-73] - The scrollbar disappears when you active/deactive one of the link opening preference settings
[JSUI-81] - Add the pipeline from the response to the query hash
[JSUI-85] - The standalone searchbox is sending a UA request when it should not
[JSUI-48] - : Highlighting problem with words following a dash characterhighlightStreamText

June 2015 Release (v0.9.1530.7)

Bug Fixes

#64862 JS UI refreshing when 2 Coveo search components are added
#64437 Coveo JS UI cannot keep in memory previous queries
#65180 Local storage in Safari private mode throws an error on , , and . Note that local storage in private modeset get removeItem
doesn't work with Safari
#65172   attribute of the   component was set in default template but shouldn't have beendata-open-quickview ResultLink
#65220 Hidden selected values when custom sort,  is enableddata-custom-sort,
#65167 Cannot perform a search on a tablet when  is enabledOmnibox
#65277 The Quick View button in mobile is not always visible
#65319 If you disable the facet search and you click on a value on mobile, you will get an error
#65338 JS UI is not loading Query Counts during InterfaceOnLoad
#64282 The Quick View sometimes has dual scroll bars

June 2015 Release (v0.9.1530.5)

Enhancement

The partial query Usage Analytics logging was improved by keeping larger history of typed characters, like with the Omnibox TopAnalyticsSug
 component.gestions

Important Change

The  component was renamed "  (see ).Notify Triggers" Triggers Component

Bug Fixes

#64956 The iframe of the  does not resize correctly in JS UI 0.9Quickview
#64358 Rotating a mobile device from a view to another and opening the keyboard clears the  iframe contentQuickview
#64411 Clicking the   component in a standalone JS search page doesn't add the query to the URLSearchButton
#64657 The  sets a "default" value to the pipeline prop, but should notqueryBuilder
#64263 Mobile Touch+slide up/down sends unwanted click events

April 2015 Release (v0.9.1424)
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Enhancements

No results error message improvement

The message displayed when a query does not return results was changed. 

Previously, the message was:

And is now: 

Minimum REST API version check

When initializing, the  now checks the version of theJavaScript Search Framework V0.9 (Legacy)   REST Search API to which it is connected to
validate that it meets a minimum version ensuring all JavaScript Search Framework features will work. 

If the version of the REST Search API is older, you will see a message encouraging you to upgrade yourin your browser developer console, 
REST Search API. 

Facet name added to the analytics meta data

The facet name is now included in the usage analytics data for a search event involving a facet. 

Bug Fixes

#56160 Omnibox should not search inside facet values, it should only look for values starting with the current query
#57497 Wrong icons on mobile app login page
#58090 Debug popup bugs - infinite loop for parents and clicking problems
#58490  - Multiple boxes with infinite scrollDebugPopup
#58660  and  do not use  but DialogBox.js ModalBox.js Coveo.$ $
#59463 Language is not automatically included in query parameters
#59811 Wrong message for API access restricted
#59881  -> clicking exclude on a value selects the facet value insteadHierarchicalFacet
#59911  -> Should unselect parent when a child is unselectedHierarchicalFacet
#60197 Use of an older April Search API release does not raise the error message
#60230 Searchable facet does not work properly in Mobile version

April 2015.1 Release (v0.9.1456)

Bug Fixes

Maintenance release

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/REST+Search+API+Home
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#59461 JS UI sometimes flickers on initialization
#61048 Callback JavaScript is executed on searching while   is activeTopAnalyticsSuggestions

 

March 2015 Release (v0.9.1376)

Enhancements

New Interface Editor (available in Coveo for Salesforce and on-premises with the REST Search API)

The new Interface Editor allows administrators to easily create and modify search interfaces without having to edit the HTML. The Interface Editor
is bundled with Coveo for Salesforce and our   (see ).REST Search API JavaScript Search Interface Editor Overview

Localized strings

New languages supported (see )Localization

 

Salesforce Chatter out-of-the-box support [to unhide when cloud platform fixes for chatter crawling]

 

Number of results reported in analytics events

Each analytic event reported to Coveo Usage Analytics now contains the number of results returned from a search execution.

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/REST+Search+API+Home
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=Cloudhelp&context=131
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OmniboxResultList component have new data-query-override parameter

It allows to override the query like others component that has that feature.

New component that shows notifications configured in the REST Search APINotification

This component is used to show notifications generated by the Search API based on   in  .Notify statements the query pipeline

 

New parameters for the  componentAnalytics

data-anonymous

Specifies whether the identity used for querying is anonymous.

data-split-test-run-name

Specifies the name of the split test run that the search page is a part of.

data-split-test-run-version

Specifies the version name for the page when a split test run is active.

Important changes

Mobile: Pinch + zoom in a quickview has been removed because it was causing more issues than resolving them.

Bug Fixes

#51990  optimisation with constant expressionFacet
#53569  on top of insight panels triggered even if you just move the cursor with the arrow keysSearchAsYouType
#53946 jQuery not loaded inside sidebar on create new case
#54062 Salesforce1 tab menu may stay black on closing the menu
#54084 Query expression grammar accepts leading + for exact phrases
#54594 Delete/create of a deactivated Results Filtering Expression triggers a query
#54683 Hierarchical facets are not rendered following their hierarchy in the JSUI
#54914  component not localizedSortBy
#54986  request +1 values and make the more visibleFacetRange
#55201  search don't display the same in Firefox then in ChromeFacet
#55533 Multiplicated mixed-up constant query
#55571 Quickview could sometimes render with times new roman if no css rules was specified inside the item
#55797 OpenQuickView : selector too precise
#55899 Small English syntax error
#55965 Facet should not use 2 groupby queries
#56000 JS UI - Suggestion still there once query executed (hitting enter)
#56085  has problem with number and pointsStreamHighlight
#56360 Email Search tab has no  componentCoveoFolding
#56559  numberOfValues option not correctly setHierarchicalFacet
#56721 the event of selection is not triggered by the standalone searchbox with omnibox sujection
#56818 URL generated from Coveo facet contains double encoding when opened in Mac OS
#56849 Keywords displayed in quick view header might differ from those in query
#56851 termsToHighlight and other information is not set reliably on query results
#57032 back slash found in css files and produced 404 requests
#57186 group option attribute do not set on the right attribute
#57211 facet range options set by the init are override by the argument options
#57212  make a infinite loop whene the range have one valueFacetRange
#57273  - Result Filtering Expression displays disabled filters when they are notPreferencePanel
#57308 First custom UA logSearchEvent not recorded
#57329 Custom scrolling & zooming in mobile doesn't work with HI-FI quick view
#57350 History/ state management issue when the facet value is a big number
#57463 Ie don't like iframe with no domain in the drag and drop tool
#57470 Old format custom search page not found when set as default search page
#57480 Left spacing missing for the searchbox placeholder
#57517 Encoding problem with Share Query
#57554 Android login page produce flickering on tapping on text fields
#57837 Breadcrumb "Clear all filters" X button should not be at the bottom of its container on mobile
#57854 On mobile quick view for Emails scroll the whole modal box (including the header)
#57874 Debugger statement in the compiled code of the Slider

https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Notify
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/Query+Pipeline
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#57890 mobile CSS layout alignements issues
#57992  do not always send the last query to UASearchAsYouType
#57996 : Problem highlighting string ending with point followed by spaceStreamHighlight
#58008 Backward compatibility code for analytics in JS UI is sligthly incorrect
#58020 Analytics : Pending search as you type is not flushed when a click event occurs
#58025 : Undefined object if date format is invalidFacetRange

March 2015.1 Release (v0.9.1387)

Bug Fixes

#56495 Email folding is using the wrong field
#58771 Typo in interface editor creation wizard

 

January 2015.1 Release (v0.9.1255)

Bug Fixes

#49574 Adjust the shadow in the facet search when no results
#49604 Mobile - Search in facet: autofocus not working
#53157 Email search - From and To icons in the facets are slightly misleading
#54852  not triggered when using infinite scrollpreprocessResults
#55331 Coveo L10N formatPlSn singular regex removes a space between result number and "of" in the QuerySummary
#55497 Hierarchical facet missing values
#55498 Hierarchical facet sort not in order
#55500 Hierarchical facets nesting issue
#55501 Several Hierarchical Facet fixes for NAHB
#55502 Insight panel disappearing Tabs

December 2014.1 Release (v0.9.1228)

Enhancements

Update OmniBox search analytics event to a standard search box submit

The OmniBox now logs the same search event as the SearchBox component ( .searchboxSubmit)

Page loading with a query now logs a  eventsearchFromLink

The loading of a search page was always logging the  event, even with a query in the state ( ). Now, the loading of a searchinterfaceLoad #q=
page that includes a query will always log the  event.searchFromLink

Bug Fixes

#53421 Hierarchical facet value clear resets the whole facet UI
#54178 : If you load a state with [0,0], the facet won't properly build the correct queryFacetRangeSlider
#54179 : On the first query, if there is a state in the URL, the breadcrumb is not populatedFacetRangeSlider
#54181 : Graph not always appearing correctlyFacetRangeSlider
#54209 Do not show " " in the OmniBox when there is no actual content in the OmniBoxSearch for XXX
#54248 Invalid params name for authentication provider and remove  defaultattr
#54383 [MANTIS:21332] Cloud Admin Uncaught Error with  when clicking Close on the quick previewContentBrowser
#54611 Click on  component value doesn't toggle back facet valueFieldValue
#54684 Hierarchical facet all lowercase
#54822 IE Quickview: IE HTTP GET requests have response body but not in the JS framework
#54910  facets do not use the localized captions@sysfiletype

REST Search API Related Bug Fixes

Quickview may get displayed with Chinese characters in IE

Maintenance Release
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This issue has been seen on the JavaScript Search UI with Internet Explorer, but has been fixed in the REST Search API release December
.2014.1 Release (v8.0.301)

November 2014.3 Release (v0.9.1185)

Enhancement

Dependency improvement

The Coveo JavaScript framework is now binding a specific version of the Underscore JavaScript framework to prevent conflicts in integrations
where a different Underscore framework version is used. 

You can use the Coveo bound Underscore by typing  (see  ). Coveo._ Dependencies

New facet option

A new option,  , is available to set a query to a specific facet (see ).additionalFilter Facet component

Facet appearance improvement

A facet with   as the facet field now shows default icons (see ). Note that you must also set the /@sysfiletype Facet component showIcon data
 option to render the icons.-show-icon="true"

Important Change

Mobile improvement

The namespace   is now renamed Coveo.Ui.Device Coveo.DeviceUtils.

Bug Fixes

#51730 Facet selection is case sensitive
#52002  - Result title not truncatedOmniBoxResultList

If you are using the  namespace in your integration, read the  section below.Coveo.Ui.Device carefully Important Change

https://developers.coveo.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=19791899
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=19791899
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Facet+Component#FacetComponent-additionalFilter
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Facet+Component#FacetComponent-showIcon
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#53891 Default property name usage breaks the ui in IE8
#53900  located in base result templates from provided default pages prevents the "Preferences panel/Always opentarget="_blank"
in new window" option to work

 

November 2014.2 Release (v0.9.1154)

Enhancements

New  option in the facetSearchIgnoreAccents Facet component

This option specifies if the accents are ignored in the facet search.

 

Bug Fixes

#51805 HierarchicalFacet change sortby on value select

#52014 In multiple tab, FacetRange apply filtering even if the facet doesn't exist in another tab

#52056 The Current Tab component looks clickable but it is not

#52985 Using the breadcrumb "X" to clear facet selection does not work

#53369 Originlevel2 event meta not present if no default tab exists on Quickview/Item click

#53030 ResultLink.logOpenDocument does not send searchOriginLevel2 event meta

#53377 HierarchicalFacet doesn't always unselect all children values when unselecting a parent value

#53378 Hierarchical facet with duplicate parent value : child value are not appearing under their correct parent

#53446 Highlight group index should follow the order of the terms in the query

#53535 SearchAsYouType triggered even if you just move the cursor with the arrow keys

#53566 no syntax error message in JSUI when invalid query syntax is used

November 2014.1 Release (v0.9.1124)

Enhancements

Improvements to the highlighted search terms

The highlighted terms are now regrouping similar terms in the same highlight group.

Important Changes

To improve usage analytics data relevance, the JsSearch no longer sends  and   clicks eventspagerNumber, pagerNext  pagerPrevious
from the       event from the   when the option   is set to Pager component and pagerScrolling ResultList component enableInfiniteScroll

.true
To improve ease of use of the , the "Save State" feature was deactivated by default, but you can enable it by setting theFacet component
Facet option   to enableSettingsFacetState true. 

Bug Fixes

#48625 Using the standalone search box with the omnibox result list leads to weird behavior
#52150 Page number is not reset to 1 on a facet selection
#51279  should hide when the result set doesn't contain any matching valuesFacetRange
#51714 Changing tab group doesn't set the default or specified sort
#51943 "Search In" not well rendered on mobile
#52266 Facet setting is confusing: Add an option to disable it by default
#52422 The usage analytics search  meta is not set to the selected taborigin2
#52491 Sort not applied on first load
#52562 Tab with HTML set inside itself cleared
#52715  icons are missingobjecttype
#52898 A hierarchical facet doesn't list all values on first load
#52911 Sort by not working
#53030 Usage Analytics   event meta is not included on item clicksearchOriginLevel2

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Facet+Component#FacetComponent-enableSettingsFacetState
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October 2014.2 Release (v0.9.1080)

Enhancements

New template helper highlightStreamText

This helper highlights a given string with the provided terms to highlight (see ).highlightStreamText

New template helper highlightStreamHTML

This helper functions exactly like the  helper, except that it should be used to highlight HTML content (see highlightStreamText highlightStrea
).mHTML

 

Bug Fixes 

 

#48212 .odt attachments cause issue with Sort By Date in Email search
#49219 Readability improvements of the search results templates
#49307 Quick View displayed as Chinese when using Firefox
#50457 Search in facet clear query X button still visible after query
#50719 On tab close, search as you type events are not sent (window unload)
#52002  - Result title not truncatedOmniBoxResultList
#51991 Search in a facet input box may be slow
#51847 Facet loaded saved state not applied
#51942 Folding does not fold every item
#51387 6th element in a facet of 5 elements is not selectable with $(root).coveo('state','f:@objettype',['Value'])
#51357 JSUI version in Standalone  IE breaking the searchSearchBox
#51240 Claims infinite redirects on IE
#51816   returns the HTML version and should notgetViewAsDatastreamUri
#51817 Multiple templates are loaded at the same time and should not
#52313 Preference panel results filtering expressions panel appears on top of a facet settings panel
#51873 Several minor bug fixes

October 2014.1 Release (v0.9.1058)

Enhancement

New aggregate component

This component computes and displays an aggregate value on a field for all the results matching the current query (see )AggregateComponent

Bug Fixes

#49220 An input may appear before first query execution is done
#50394 FacetRange with automatic range : Graph sometimes doesn't accurately match the slider
#50510 With data-enable-history=false, the state on the first query is not preprocessed correctly
#50719 On tab close, search as you type event are not sent (window unload)
#51282 HierarchicalFacet may not display correctly because of css problems
#51533 Folding might include duplicates items coming from parent/child loading

 

Known issues

Quickview may get displayed as Chinese characters in IE

September 2014.2 Release (v0.9.1038)

Enhancement

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Result+Template+Helpers#ResultTemplateHelpers-highlightStreamText
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Result+Template+Helpers#ResultTemplateHelpers-highlightStreamHTML
https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Result+Template+Helpers#ResultTemplateHelpers-highlightStreamHTML
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More easily change the facet header icon

You can now more easily change the icon that appears in the facet header. You can use a   component option to do so (see ). Facet headerIcon

 

New ResultTagging component

You can use the ResultTagging component as part of a result template to allow users to tag search results by typing or selecting an available tag
value from the tag field (see ).ResultTagging

Bug Fixes

#48743 Initial state was not correctly set on Firefox and IE
#48898  could cause difference of returned search results between a first load and a query sent then.FacetRange
#48962 Doing a query, seeing a panel with "Go back", "Reset" and "Retry" and clicking on the "Reset" link may lead nowhere.
#49056 Clicking on a breadcrumb value to deselect it does not update  component.FacetRange
#49439   disappears when there are no results but "active"FacetRange
#49465  does not display well on IE8-9Quick view
#49466  may break the query while using slidersFacetRange
#49684 does not work as expected if the index has no query overrideFacetRange 
#49834 Redirects from SSO provider have wrong hostname when routed through IIS reverse proxy
#49946 Duplicate analytics ssearchId
#50003 Saved state not loaded
#50155 Repeated quick view content when query keywords are present
#50264 Quick view does not include authentication parameters
#50326 adds a filter on first load if it's inactiveFacetRange 
#51059 Mobile quick view header scrolls with the content
#51122 Clearing the search box in a standalone page redirects to the search page
#51228 Quick view not resized correctly on Firefox and IE

Obsolete Feature

The  attribute  has been removed. This attribute is no longer needed with the . Facet data-on-premise-index REST Search API

September 2014.1 Release (v0.9.1016)

Bug Fixes

#49508 IE8 asynchronous requests do not work when using a relative RESP API URL
#49700   always tries to load a sliderFacetRange

https://developers.coveo.com/display/JsSearch/Facet+Component#FacetComponent-headerIcon
https://developers.coveo.com/display/SearchREST/REST+Search+API+Home
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Known Issues

 disappears when there are no results but the facet is "active"FacetRange
 is flaky when the index has no query overrideFacetRange

August 2014.1 Release (v0.9.980)

Enhancement

Usage Analytics V9

The Coveo JavaScript search now uses the Usage Analytics API versions 9 by default rather than version 7 (see ). Coveo Usage Analytics API

Bug Fixes

#47885 Facet settings panel: the panel has a top negative offset
#48213   date selector doesn't adapt to date queryFacetRange
#48289 First mobile device rotation (ex.: horizontal to vertical) shows white side bars
#48292 State only update on query
#48412 Number in state beginning by 0 (ex.: 03) is parsed as a number and not as a string
#49587 FacetValue : clickable value doesn't result in selected facet value
#49596 Omnibox "Search" choice on top of the suggestions should log the "omniboxSearch" event instead of the "searchboxSubmit"
#48654 If an integration of the JS UI don’t use tabs (Emails, Intranet, My Files, etc) the default sort by (relevancy) is not active.

July 2014.2 Release (v0.9.903)

Enhancements

New Hierarchical Facet

The new HierarchicalFacet component can be used to make facettable hierarchical values such as files in a file system or item categories. A
(see hierarchical facet allows users to view the hierarchy and select individual child values or a parent element to select all its child elements  Hier

). archicalFacet Component

Omnibox Suggestions Now Displaying Result Template

The new   component allows you to easily render result templates in the OmniBox to provide rich and styled queryOmniBoxResultList
suggestions to users (see ).OmniBoxResultList Component

https://usageanalytics.coveo.com/docs/
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FacetRange Component Improvements

Options can be passed as HTML attributes like data-slider-start="0" (see ).FacetRange Component
Sliders have a new look. 

Bug Fixes

#48326 FacetRange visible if no values
#48324 FacetRange visible if no more than one facet value
#48164 data-tab-group doesn't allow to have more than one id
#48683 IE8 icons are broken

July 2014.1 Release (v0.9.881)

Bug Fixes

#44654 Mobile app has multiple problems when loading very large quick views
#45994 Result layout issues with attachments
#46084 Result Template: using @state when raw.state doesn't exists fallback to top level property of the result
#46264 Added Exchange result type icons
#46649 Clicking on Show Only Most Relevant Replies link should scroll to the result where the conversation was opened
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#46890 Results sorted by date and filtered with the FacetRange component by changing the date range do not keep the correct first
result
#46933 Mobile : Quickview - the item original font may be used instead of the one chosen for all quickviews
#46954 Mobile : The scrollbar has disappeared on Android
#46957 Mobile : "Show All Conversation" link do not have a large enough touch area
#47020 Mobile : Quickview do not close on touching the back button on Android smartphones
#47324 Mobile : Error panel should display special message instead of Oops when phone tells us that no internet connection is available
#47027 Dates, in the FacetRange, don't have the right format
#47401 Save facet state switch to AND if there is no state for the operator
#47501 Searching in Facet may not find specified facet value strings

June 2014.3 Release (v0.9.854)

Enhancements

Support Specifying Default Options Ahead of the 'init' Call

Bug Fixes

#44317 Scrolling impossible when the  is included in a pageCoveoPanel
#46016 Hide the  with slider when there are no resultsFacetRanger
#45737 No attachment thumbnails in IE8 after an execute query
#46015 Setting menu misaligned
#46263 After a search is completed the swirl keeps swirling in the search box
#46304 Search/Navigation buttons in Quick View does not work for new Quick View
#46346 Missing conversation when the email matches a single result
#46463 Duplicate query when you have 2 search boxes in a page
#46559 Missing analytics event for clicks on search in omnibox
#46560 Missing analytics events for preference changes
#46629 Facet range not properly reported in analytics
#46671 Facet with sort-criteria computed field should check for data-computed-field
#46689 No state object on child result when doing folding
#46705 Folding should check if it's needed to handle attachments for a result set
#46730 Did You Mean message has double HTML encoding
#46802 Pager will go back to last valid page if currentPage > lastValid page
#46905 Folding: Triangle at the left of "Show All Replies" should be clickable

June 2014.2 Release (v0.9.844)

Enhancements

Example

<!-- SearchInterface component -->
<body id="search" class="CoveoSearchInterface" data-enable-history="true"
data-hide-until-first-query="true">
   ...
    <!-- Facet component -->
 <div id="typefacet" class="CoveoFacet" data-title="My Title" ></div>
 ...
</body>
 
 

var searchInterface = $('#search'); 
var elem = $('<span id="typeFacet" class="CoveoFacet"/>').get(0);
searchInterface.coveo('options', { typeFacet: { field: '@field' } }); // Here
the default options are set ahead of the init
searchInterface.coveo('init');
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New Look for the Mobile Breadcrumbs and Results

The mobile breadcrumb and result templates have been updated with a cleaner, card-based look:

Bug Fixes

#45064 Facet breadcrumb should be disabled on click
#45457 Undefined Reference when there are no tabs
#45510 Right clicks are not logged into usage analytics
#45511 Slider facet adds the field in the query even if not active
#45574 No query uid set on parent/child/attachment in results
#45658  doesn't contain the case id on CustomMetadata5 firstSearch
#45660 Removing the case context doesn't log an analytics event
#45742 Slider facet not working with mobile
#45761  has no clear buttonFacetRange
#45770 Helper  doesn't work for many file typesfromFileTypeToIconClass
#45889 Graph group by needs to add a group by query even if the slider is deactivated
#45899 Modal box triggers an error on importing 2 jquerys
#45999 Quick View is zoomed on retina device
#46002 Allow slider to generate steps with a function option
#46020 First slider button overlaps second slider button
#46178  field is not working on .NET RESTCompleteFacetWithStandardValues
#46186  only seems to work the second time I launch a querydata-enable-history
#46205 Did you mean not using translated strings correctly

 

June 2014.1 Release (v0.9.804)

Enhancements

Sticky Facet Selections

You can now make the list of values selected in a facet the default one to use whenever you load the search page. This feature is available
through the facet menu.
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Built-In Captions for @sysfiletype Facet

Facets on the standard   field now automatically provide captions for the most common item types.@sysfiletype

Helper Page for Sprite CSS Class Names

The   folder in the ZIP package now contains a list of all sprites along with their CSS classes.image

New Preferences Panel

It is now possible to include a  panel, including a default component for users to define their own filters (see Preferences Modifying JavaScript
).Search Interface Preferences

Bug Fixes

#45711 Quick View - Click on type filter facet does not refresh rendering but only URL.
#45708 Quick View from Cloud Admin in staging is broken
#45432  : Creating more than one Result Filtering Expression does not clear fieldsPreferencePanel
#45412 The slider facet could create invalid query or crash the Javascript Search Framework
#45297 Facet setting not getting the correct active sort at start
#45084   slider - Uncaught  on initial useFacetRange TypeError
#45062 Request fallback to jsonp
#45185 Report only the "last" search as you type in analytics
#45038 Facet Expand/Collapse doesn't work with slider facets
#44569 "X Others" link for email results now expands as expected

http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=AdminHelp70&context=10006
http://www.coveo.com/go?dest=AdminHelp70&context=10006
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#44802 Touching an Omnibox auto-completion on a mobile device does nothing
#44008 Garbled display for Quick Views encoding using UTF-16
#44419 Facet still shows a lot of values after all the selected values are deselected
#44726 Facet Collapse/Expand button has Collapse/Expand caption instead of  Hide/Show
#43990 Cross-domain requests won't be used when REST backend is on the same server
#43343 Search string is kept in the facet search box if one of the suggested values is selected by mouse
#42977 Pin facet doesn't unpin when leaving the window
#42539 The loading image in the facet doesn't spin correctly
#42020 The Quick View doesn't adjust itself to the available space

 

Best practices

Usage Analytics

Best way for propagating proper search analytics events outside a search page

To ensure the JavaScript Search Framework sends the proper analytics from an url that is not a search page, we recommend to use the Standalo
 integration. The way this integration works ensures that you will see the difference between a user that clicks on the search buttonne Search Box

with and without search terms in your Coveo Cloud Usage Analytics.
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